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cendres de ce paysan et écologiste ont été 
dispersées, le 27 novembre 1988. Ce jour-là 
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Marlies Marbus and Carel Nobbe contributed much by providing an early insight into 
the phytosociological variation in the vegetation of the Monts du Forez. The soils of 
the Forez massif were investigated by Carel Nobbe and René Nouwens. The study on 
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rink, and Charlotte Swertz. 
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for analysing the data and preparing the text. The time I spent in seclusion was a 
pleasant one, not least because of the continuous support of my friend and partner in 
life, Marikcn Goris. 
I further wish to thank Professor Janssen, who initiated the project; the first 
introduction to the Monts du Forez, in 1984, was under his guidance. I am much 
indebted to Professor Barkman and Professor Westhoff, who supervised the project, 
and to Professor Blom, who replaced Barkman after his sudden death. Their many 
stimulating discussions about principles, their continual advice and critical reading of 
the manuscripts contributed much to the quality of the work. The excursions with 
Barkman and Westhoff rank among my finest memories. It was impressive to share 
their continued enthusiasm. Even after the decease of Jan Barkman, I often heard his 
deep laugh and booming voice. The implicit confidence of Victor Wcsthoff in my work, 
from the very beginnings, motivated me to do my utmost. 
Sincere thanks are due to Jean-Claude Fayard and Marie-Antoinette Rozier for 
their friendship and support during the ficldwork. Dr. Tort and Mr. Passcron showed 
me round in the Montagne de la Margaridc and the Mézenc. With Dr.Thébaud, I had 
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burg). I am obliged to Dr. Van der Knaap for placing unpublished relevés of the Vosges 
at my disposal. The bryophytes were identified by Mr. Hennekens, who also prepared 
the vegetation tables, helped with many other technical parts of the work, and contri-
buted much to the layout of the thesis. The identification of some critical liverworts 
has been verified by Mr. Dirksc. The text was read critically by Dr. Verkaar and 
corrected for English and French by Mr. Van Rossum and Professor Westhoff. The 
illustrations were prepared by Mr. Peters and Mrs. Van Westreenen of the Graphics 
Department of the Faculty of Sciences (University of Nijmegen). The research was 
made possible thanks to financial support from the Reinhold-Tuxen Stiftung (Hanno-
ver), the Laboratory of Palaeobotany and Palynology of the University of Utrecht, the 
Stichting Nijmeegs Universiteits Fonds, and a scholarship of the Stiftung F.VS. (Ham-
burg). 
My deep gratitude goes out to the villagers of Jeansagnière and Chalmazel, in 
particular to Michèle Charles and her family. I am grateful for their hospitality and 
friendship. Finally, I would like to thank the Monts du Forez for all they gave to me -
I hope, you will not change too much. 
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During the last five years a renewed interest in phytosociology can be observed. In Rinteln (Germany), the traditional meetings on phytosociology are organized 
again since 1987, after an interruption of more than a decade. In several European 
countries (Great Britain, Austria, The Netherlands), long-term projects have been 
started on national vegetation classification; the first results have been published 
already or will be published in short (e.g. Rodwell 1990,1991; Schaminée et al. 1989). 
In Germany, the series Süddeutsche Pflanzengesellschaften has been completed by 
publishing the fourth volume, on woodlands and scrub (Oberdorfer 1992). In the 
former Soviet Union, Korotkov et al. (1991) published a first prodromus of vegetation 
syntaxa according to the method of Braun-Blanquet. March 1992, phytosociologists of 
some fifteen European countries came together in Rome to discuss the possibilities 
for launching a concise European Vegetation Survey, summarizing the present know-
ledge of the European vegetation types. 
This revival has various origins. The recent development of adequate multivariate 
computer techniques enables us to handle considerable amounts of data. There is a 
growing concern in applying phytosociological knowledge not only in nature conser-
vation and nature management, but also in land-use planning. The new interest is based 
on the increasing awareness that careful analyses of plant communities, documented 
by recent and earlier relevés, constitute a proper basis for evaluating the consequences 
of local and regional environmental changes. 
The study of subalpine heathlands and adjacent plant communities of the Monts du 
Forez, started in 1984, can be considered within this framework. Very little phytoso-
ciological research was carried out in this area before, and hardly any information was 
available to put it in a European context. Such information, however, is urgently 
needed. From a conservation point of view, the Monts du Forez prove themselves to 
be one of the most interesting and highly diverse low mountain ranges in Europe, but 
the maintenance of the plant communities is by no means guaranteed. Owing to 
socio-economic developments, the traditional agricultural system has collapsed, which 
strongly influences the present vegetation. 
The study area 
The Monts du Forez constitute a low mountain range of Hercynic origin. They are 
situated in the northeastern part of the Massif Central on the border of the depart-
ments of Loire and Puy-de-Dôme. The mountain range roughly runs from north to 
south and measures 60 by 30 km approximately. The summit (Pierre-sur-Haute) 
reaches to 1642 m. The highest parts of the massif include a north-south oriented ridge 
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with relatively steep slopes and strongly wind-exposed tops, and a number of extensive 
plateaus. Generally, the slopes have been cultivated or afforested up to 1300 m; in the 
close surroundings of Pierre-sur-Haute, the woods extend up to 1500 m. The area 
above the forest boundary, usually referred to as hautes chaumes, includes dwarfshrub 
heathlands, grasslands, communities dominated by tall forbs, and peatlands. The 
overall surface of the hautes chaumes measures about 8000 ha. 
The local climate can be estimated from data recorded at the meteorological station 
of Pierre-sur-Haute (Súchel 1985,1990; also Thébaud 1988). Like in other low moun-
tain ranges in western Europe, the general climate of the highest parts of the Monts 
du Forez is characterized by a high annual precipitation (1800 mm), a large number of 
foggy days, heavy winds and storms especially in wintertime, and relatively low tempe-
ratures. July is the warmest month with an average daily mean temperature of 12.0 °C, 
February the coldest (-4.2 0C). Almost 200 days with frost a year, combined with the 
highest precipitation during the winter give relatively large amounts of snow. A 
maximum accumulation of snow takes place at the beginning of spring. At Pierre-sur-
Haute, the annual mean number of days with snowcover is 180. 
The Forez mountains mainly consist of granitic igneous rock; locally, vulcanic sedi-
ments outcrop. The summit area is covered by a weathering layer of variable thickness, 
alternated with rocks and rock streams that have developed during interglacial periods 
of the Quaternary. The average size of the individual rocks is rather big, caused by the 
characteristics of the parent material (mainly granodioriteporphyroïde). At their upper 
edge, the block streams often merge into 'tors', heaps of large boulders of granite on 
mountain peaks (Etlicher 1986). A sequence of soil types can be distinguished, 
connected with the various zones of vegetation (Martin 1975). According to Nobbc & 
Nouwens (1987), the following types are present, going uphill: acid brown soil, ochric 
podzolic soil, brown cryplopodzolic soil, podzolic soil, and cryptopodzolic ranker. The 
content of organic matter is relatively high, as a consequence of the low decomposition 
rate, caused by the characteristics of the parent material, the relatively low mean 
temperature, and the quality (high C/N ratio) of the litter produced by the dwarfshrubs. 
The humus forms are of the mor and moder types. Podzolisation is confined to higher 
altitudes compared to, for instance, the Vosges and the mountain ranges in the western 
part of the Massif Central, where lower temperatures (in the north) and higher 
precipitation (in the west) enhance the development of podzols. The soil types in the 
highest parts of the mountains point to a secondary soil development after deforesta-
tion. 
The pedological figures coincide with historical and palynological data. Until the 
Roman period human influences must have been negligible. The highest parts of the 
massif were covered by woodlands, apart from some rock streams and a small area 
around Pierre-sur-Haute (Janssen 1990; Janssen & Van Straten 1982). Mainly from 
the 17th century onwards, however, the hautes chaumes were intensively used for cattle 
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grazing. The pasture land was held in common by the society. During summer the 
farmers lived in so-called jasseries; in wintertime, cattle and farmers stayed in the 
valleys (transhumance). At the beginning of this century, the system collapsed; a strong 
decline of the population density did cause a decrease of cattle grazing. Nowadays, 
almost all of the jasseries are abandoned and have fallen into decay (Damon 1972). 
Outline of thesis 
The present survey was planned to get a comprehensive knowledge of the subalpine 
heathlands in the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez. For that purpose, adjacent 
communities in the Monts du Forez have been studied too, as well as allied communi-
ties in other European low mountain ranges. The investigations were carried out in 
close co-operation with the Laboratory of Paleobotany and Palynology of the Univer-
sity of Utrecht and the Department of Botany of the University of Clermont-Ferrand 
(see Thébaud 1988). Roughly, the thesis can be split up in three parts. The first part 
describes the heathland communities of the Monts du Forez and considers them in an 
international context. In the second part, attention is paid to physiognomically differ-
ent plant communties forming mosaics with the heathlands. The third part, finally, 
deals with transitional situations between the heathland vegetation and their sur-
roundings, both temporal and spatial. The results of the research are presented in the 
following six chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the syntaxonomic status of subalpine 
heathland communities in western Europe, as far as they are dominated or co-domi-
nated by Vaccinium species. These communities can be assigned to the Genisto-Vacci-
nion Br.-Bl. 26. A synecological description of this alliance is given, including its 
floristic assemblage and geographic distribution. The separate associations are consi-
dered in detail. A division of the alliance into two suballiances is proposed, followed 
by a discussion on its relationship to allied syntaxa. In Chapter 3, the attention is 
focussed on the subalpine heathlands of the Monts du Forez. The floristic composition 
and its variation, the synecology and the topographic situation of the communities 
present arc dealt with. The relationship between the plant communities and the major 
environmental variables is discussed, among others by indirect ordination. Moreover, 
the vegetation structure and texture arc analysed. In using the newly developed 
methods of Barkman (1988a, 1988b), life forms, leaf inclination, leaf consistency, leaf 
size, biomass stratification, as well as horizontal and vertical vegetation density are 
considered. The synecology and synlaxonomy of subalpine scrub communities domi-
nated by Sorbits species are dealt with in Chapter 4. Three Sorbus species occur in the 
Monts du Forez and build up scrubs, namely Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus aria, and Sorbus 
chamaemespilus. The phytosociological analysis is accompanied by a description of 
the distribution and ecology of these species. Chapter 5 focusses on the vegetation of 
'snowbeds' in the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez which are found at the eastern 
side of the central ridge of the mounlain. One snowbed (Corniche-en-Cocur) was 
studied in detail. The various types of vegetation are paid attention to separately. The 
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distribution of the plant communities was mapped at a scale of partly 1:250 and partly 
1:125. Finally, the snowbed vegetation of the Monts du Forez is discussed in a European 
context. The temporal relationships are dealt with in Chapter 6. A reconstruction of 
the vegetation changes during the last decades is presented on the basis of detailed 
phytosociological analyses of the various stages of plant communities combined with 
broad enquiries of local farmers on former and present land use. Prior to this, the 
traditional land use system and the loss of this system attended by the development of 
new activities during the last century arc paid attention to. 1\vo characteristic elements 
can be distinguished: (1) grazing grounds on the plateaus and higher mountain ridges, 
(2) farmhouses near the forest boundary, and accompanying hay meadows. In Chapter 
7, finally, the spatial distribution of species in boundary situations between hcathland 
communities and adjacent vegetation types is surveyed by analysing transects. The 
distribution patters of the species along the transects is interpreted ecologically and 
discussed phylosociologically. The number of participating orophytes, the rate of 
occurrence of species indicating a high atmospheric humidity, and the distribution of 
dwarfshrub species are considered. Furthermore, the similarity between heathlands 
and adjacent communities is discussed, followed by an analysis of the changes in 
species diversity and alterations in floristic composition. 
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A syntaxonomical study of subalpine heathland communities 
(Genisto-Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26) of West European low moun-
tain ranges 
Abstract 
A survey is presented of the syntaxonomic status and the internal differentiation 
of the Genisto-Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26. This alliance comprises subalpine heathland 
communities of the low mountain ranges in western Europe, that are dominated 
by Vaccinium and other dwarfshrubs. It can be attributed to the class Nardo-Cal-
lunetea Prcising 49. All the available relevés were brought together and analysed 
according to the Braun-Blanquct approach. The floristic and ecological charac-
teristics of the alliance arc given, and its relationship to allied syntaxa is discus-
sed. The authors divide the Genisto-Vaccinion into two suballiances, the 
Phyteumo-Vaccinenion and the Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion. The Phyteumo-
Vaccinenion is restricted to the upper belt of the subalpine zone, where it 
includes the greater part of the natural climax vegetation. Two associations are 
distinguished, namely the Pulsatillo venialis-Genistetum Quézel et Rioux 54 and 
the Vaccinietitm uliginosi-myitilli Br.-Bl. 26. The Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion is 
bound to the lower belt of the subalpine zone; mostly, the communities have 
developed secondarily after cutting of the woodlands, followed by cattle grazing. 
Within this suballiance, four associations arc distinguished, namely the Alche-
millo saxalilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hennekens 92, 
the Allio victorialis-Vaccinielum Schaminée et Hennekens 92, the Pulsatillo 
alpinae-Vaccinietum Carbicner 66, and the Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilU 
Bartsch et Bartsch 40. The discussion of the associations comprises an appro-
priate diagnosis and enumeration of the nomenclalural types. 
In 1926, two important studies on subalpine heathlands were published. Braun-Blan-quet investigated some heathland communities in the Monts du Cantal, which he 
assigned to a new alliance, the Genisto-Vaccinion (sub nomine Genisteto-Vaccinion). 
In the same year, Luquet published his study on the vegetation of the Monts Dore, also 
dealing with subalpine heathlands. Afterwards, many authors researched allied com-
munities (e.g. Issler 1929, 1942; Bartsch & Bartsch 1940; Quézel & Rioux 1954; 
Braun-Blanquet 1953; Lemec & Carbicner 1956; Cussct & Dc Lachapelle 1962; 
Carbiener 1966; Schwabe-Braun 1980; De Valk 1981; Bogcnrieder 1982; Philippi 
1989). Most of these studies, however, are scarcely documented with phytosociological 
relevés. This particularly applies to the Massif Central, that can be seen as the 
phytogeographic cenlre of the Genisto-Vaccinion. Likewise, little attempt was made to 
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present a hierarchic overview. 
The present study into the syntaxonomy and synccology of the Genisto-Vaccinion 
in the low mountain ranges of western Europe was started in 1984. Relevés were made 
in the Black Forest, the Vosges, and several mountain ranges in the Massif Central, i.e. 
Aubrac, Mczenc, Mont Aigoual, Mont Lo7ère, Mont Pilât, Montagne de la Margeride, 
Monts du Cantal, Monts Dore, and Monts du Forez (Figure 1). 
The results of local studies (Monts du Forez) were reported in Thébaud (1988) and 
Schaminée & Hennekens (1992). The present paper deals with the European overview. 
First, a synecological description of the Genisto-Vaccinion is given, including its floristic 
assemblage and geographic distribution. A division of the alliance into two suballiances 
is proposed, followed by a discussion on its relationship to some allied syntaxa. Finally, 
the individual associations of the Genisio-Vaccinion are considered in detail. 
Methods 
The phytosocioiogical analysis was carried out according to the Braun-Blanquet 
method (Braun-Blanquet 1951; Wcsthoff & Van der Maarel 1973). More than 100 
vegetation relevés were taken from the references mentioned before or from unpu-
blished sources (Van der Knaap, Wcsthoff; see Table I). Additional field work was done 
between 1984 and 1989; during this period 304 relevés were made. Analyses included 
vascular plants and terrestrial bryophylcs and lichens. For estimation of the quantita-
tive occurrence of each species, the Braun-Blanquet scale as refined by Barkman et 
al. (1964) was used. 
In the synthetical phase, the TWINSPAN program (Hill 1979) was used for 
arranging the relevés in more or less homogeneous clusters. The computer program 
CEDIT (Van Tongeren 1991) was used for obtaining an optimal classification by 
relocating relevés and species 'by hand'. After removing a small rest group and the 
clusters clearly belonging to associations from other syntaxa (Genistion Böcher 43, 
Nardion Br.-Bl. 26, Rhododendro-Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26), 301 relevés remained. 
Results and discussion 
Introduction 
Prior to the detailed analysis of the Genisto-Vaccinion, some general remarks have to 
be made with regard to the syntaxonomy of mountain heathlands and (changing) 
principles in phytosociology. 
(1) In analysing the phytocoena and their diagnostic characters, we follow the associa-
tion concept as defined by Barkman (1988): "The association is the smallest abstract 
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Vegetation unit that possesses at least one constant taxon and at least one absolute or 
local character-taxon or it is an equivalent unit distinguished from all other vegetation 
units by differential taxa". This definition follows the statement in phytosociology that 
associations do not necessarily require character-species. In order to distinguish these 
units from subordinate syntaxa, their status must be comparable with 'classical' 
associations (also Braun-Blanquet & Pavillard 1928; Du Rietz 1936). Classification 
must be based on both floristic similarities and dissimilarities, considering all species. 
The term 'absolute' character-species requires a critical consideration. Braun-Blan-
Figure 1: Tlie distribution of low mountain ranges with Genisto-Vaccinion communities 
in western Europe. 
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quel (1928,1932) gave a first distinction between general and regional character-taxa. 
Later (1951) he substituted the term 'general' by 'absolute'. As Barkman (1958) 
pointed out, this replacement suggests a change of criterion, i.e. from range of fidelity 
to degree of fidelity, which was in fact realized in Braun-Blanquet's definition of 
absolute Treue, relating to exclusive character-species. Westhoff & Van der Maarel 
(1973) agreed that these two criteria should be used independently, and restored the 
term 'general' instead of 'absolute'. It is unclear why Barkman (1988) renounced his 
former opinion. 
(2) In determining fidelity, distinction can be made between local, regional, and 
general character-species (taxa). We agree with Barkman (1988), that regional char-
acter-species, i.e. species that characleri/e syntaxa in different parts of their own area, 
merely have a restricted diagnostic value. If we should confine the analysis of the 
Genisto-Vaccinion and its subordinate units to the syntaxon's area, i.e. the low mountain 
ranges, a large number of species would appear to be (regional) character-species. 
Emphasizing these would highly enlarge the danger of circular reasoning. Therefore, 
a syntaxonomic survey of the vegetation of low mountain ranges cannot be carried out 
without studying corresponding montane and alpine phytocoenoscs. 
(3) Mountain vegetation often shows a discontinuous variation, which affects the 
delimitation of syntaxa (e.g. Krahulcc 1985; Horvat et al. 1974). The individual moun-
tain ranges often have their own floristic characteristics, due to different, more or less 
island-like ilorogeneses. When these chorologic differences are over-emphasized, one 
can rather easily distinguish associations (or even alliances) for the individual moun-
tain areas; this certainly reduces the meaning of a classification system. On the other 
hand, one cannot deny these regional distribution patterns. 
(4) The disproportionate distribution of snow in winter and early spring is considered 
to be the master factor in determining the species composition of plant communities 
in mountains (e.g. Schröter 1926; Braun-Blanquet 1951; Friedcl 1961; also Schaminée 
et al. 1992). This also applies to heathlands, the vegetation of which can be divided into 
sheltered (chionophilous) and wind-exposed (chionophobous) communities. The in-
fluence of snow decreases towards lower altitude. This coincides with the syntaxono-
mic amplitude of hcathland syntaxa at varying altitude (Figure 2). In high mountains, 
the syntaxa concerned must be attributed to different alliances. In the zone between 
1950 and 1400 m, the associations of the upper belt still show distinct floristic differen-
ces, whereas those of the lower bell are less divergent. In low mountains, they belong 
to different associations (1400-1950 m) or subassociations (1200-1450 m). 
Пе alliance Genisto-Vaccinion 
The Genisto-Vaccinion refers to dwarfshrub heathlands in the subalpine zone of 
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Figure 2: Ttie delimitation ofsyntaxa with decreasing altitude (see text and Tables I-III). 
European low mountain ranges, of both vulcanic and granitic origin. These areas are 
climatically characterized by a high annual precipitation, relatively low temperatures, 
a large number of days with frost, a frequent occurrence of fog, strong winds, and a 
prolonged snowcover in spring and early summer (e.g. Thébaud 1988). The commu-
nities are generally bound to acid and oligolrophic habitats, situated above the actual 
forest boundary. Human impacts may vary from absent to moderate (extensive grazing 
by sheep or cattle; trampling). The Gemsto-Vaccinion is mainly composed of chamae-
phytes and hemicryptophytes; of the latter, hemicryptophyta scaposa are most conspi-
cuous. Several dwarfshrub species may dominate; among these, Calluna vulgaris, 
Genista pilosa, Vaccinium myrtillus, and Vaccimum uliginosum are frequent. Gentiana 
lutea is a (selective) character-species; it may occur with high cover-abundance values. 
There is a large group of constant species (presence classes IV and V): Arnica 
montana, Deschampsiaflexuosa, Festuca rubra, Galium saxatile, Leontodón pyrenaicus, 
Mewn athainanticum, and Polygonum bistorta; most of them also occur in (mountain) 
grasslands. 
The Genisto-Vaccinion is widespread in the low mountain ranges of western Europe 
(Figure 1). In central and eastern Europe, mountain heathlands can be found too, but 
this often concerns isolated, monotonous stands, rather poor in species (Braun-Blan-
quet 1930). The distribution patterns of some important species illustrate that there is 
a distinct cline in the floristic composition of these communities. Many of the charac-
teristic species of the Genisto-Vaccinion have a subatlantic distribution and are disap-
pearing to the east:/íniícfl montana, Calluna vulgaris, Galium saxatile. Genista pilosa, 
Gentiana lutea. Leontodón pyrenaicus, Мешп athainanticum. Polygonum bistorta, and 
Vaccinium uliginosum. The syntaxonomy of the phytocoena here is still unclear (e.g. 
Holub et al. 1967). Krajina (1933, 1934) described them as Vaccinion myrtilli. It is a 
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mixture of primary dwarfshrub communities (Rhododendro-Vaccinion) as well as 
secondary dwarfshrub communities. In the Carpathians these have been also attribu-
ted to the Pinion mugo Pawlowski et al. 28 (Pawlowski et al. 1928; also Jeník 1961). In 
southern Europe, the Genisto-Vaccinion is more or less replaced by the Juniperion 
nanae Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. et al. 39, that is widespread in the subalpine zone of the Iberian 
mountains; in the southern part of the Massif Central (Mont Lozère, Mont Aigoual), 
transitions between these two alliances can be observed (Braun-Blanquet 1953). 
In literature, various opinions exist about the hierarchic position of the Genisto-
Vaccinion. Braun-Blanquet et al. (1939) split it up; partly (Vaccinietum uliginosi-myrtil-
li, sub nomine Gentiano lutae-Vaccinielum; see below), they assigned it to the class 
Vaccinio-Piceetea Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. et al. 39. This opinion was followed by Quézel et 
Rioux (1954) and Cusset & De Lachapelle (1962), among others. According to 
Rivas-Martinez (1979), the communities of the Genisto-Vaccinion belong to the class 
Calluno-Ulicetea Br.-Bl. et Tx. 43. This class separates the 'heathland part' of the 
Nardo-Callunetea Preising49 from its 'grassland part' (Nardetea Rivas Goday et Borja 
61), mainly on the base of structural criteria. De Foucault (1990) further suggested to 
split the Calluno-Ulicetea in an atlantic and a boreo-(sub)alpine class; the latter 
{Calluno-Vaccinietea myrtilli) should comprise the communities of the Genisto-Vacci-
nion. On fiorislic criteria, however, such divisions can hardly be made. We assign the 
Genisto-Vaccinion to the class Nardo-Callunetea; within this class it can be attributed 
to the order Vaccinio-Genistetalia, that was described by Schubert (1960), who attri-
buted the dwarfshrub heathlands of the subalpine zone of the West European low 
mountain ranges to the Vaccinion vitis-idaea Böcher 43, ignoring the older study of 
Braun-Blanquet (1926). The floristic similarity between Genisto-Vaccinion and Nardo-
Callunetea (e.g. Calluna vulgaris, Galium saxatile. Leontodón pyrenaicus, Meum 
athamantiewn. Nardus stricto) is much more.pronounced than that between Genisto-
Vaccinion and Vaccinio-Piceetea. In any case, the Vaccinio-Piceetea is a very heteroge-
neous unit, including forest communities (silvae) as well as scrubs (fruticeto) and 
dwarfshrubs (nanofniticeta). In contemporaneous syntaxonomy, structural criteria 
have been upgraded; it is not usual any longer to assign dwarfshrub associations to a 
class of forest communities (Westhoff 1967). The consequence of this view would lead 
to a revision of the class Vaccinio-Piceetea. The alpine and arctic dwarhshrub communi-
ties, for example, could be placed in a separate class (Loiseleurio-Vaccinietea), as was 
proposed by Egglcr (1952; see Schubert 1960). This discussion, however, is not what 
the present study is aiming at. 
Within the Genisto-Vaccinion, we distinguish two suballiances: the Phyteumo-
Vaccinenion Schaminée et Hennekens suball. nov. and the Carici piluliferae-Vacci-
nenion Schaminée et Hennekcns suball. nov. The first suballiance comprises the 
greater part of the natural climax vegetation of the upper belt of the subalpine zone. 
Its altidudinal range measures 1600-1900 m. The following species are differentiating: 
Agrostis rupeslris. Avena versicolor, Biscutella an'emensis, Carex caryophyllea, Euphra-
sia minima, Junipems nana, Luzula spicata, Pedicularis comosa, Pulsatilla alpina, and 
Phyteuma hemisphaericum. Of these, only Phyteuma hemisphaericum, Pulsatilla alpi-
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na, and Avena versicolor have a high presence (III or more; see Table I). In high 
mountains, most of them are considered as character-species of the class Cancetea 
curvulae Br.-Bl. 48 (synonymous with/i(/icefefl infidi Hadac in Klika et Hadac 44 nom. 
amb.). The Canci piluhferae-Vacanemon is bound to the lower belt of the subalpine 
zone; mostly, the communities have developed secondarily after cutting of the wood-
lands, followed by cattle grazing. Its altitudinal range is 1200-1650 m.Agrostis capillans, 
Carexpilulifera, Nardus stncta, Potentilla erecta, and Hieracium umbellatum ssp. mon-
tanum are differentiating. Of these, Hieracium umbellatum is only present in less than 
20 % of the relevés (see Table I) We appoint the Pulsatillo vemahs-Gemstetum and 
the Alho vtctonalis-Vaccimetum as nomenclalural types of the Phyteumo-Vaccinemon 
and the Cancipiluliferae-Vaccmemon, respectively. 
Status of the alliance in relation to other syntaxa 
The syntaxonomic delimitation of the Vaccinio-Genistion is not always clear, as it may 
form gradual transitions to other syntaxa. Both at the upper and lower limit of the 
altitudinal range of the alliance other healhland communities occur; these can be 
assigned to the Rhododendro-Vaccimon and Geiustion, respectively. Within the same 
altitudinal range of the alliance, floristically allied grassland communities are present. 
These communities belong to the Naidion. 
The Rhododendro-Vaccimon (order Vaccinio-Piceetaha Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. et al. 39; 
class Vacanio-Piceetea) has its main distribution in the subalpine zone of the high 
mountains (Alps, Pyrenees, and Carpathians). The healhland communities are char-
acterized by species like Calamagrostis villosa, Empetrum nigrum ssp hertnaphroditum, 
Homogyne alpina. Lonicera coenilea, Lophozia lycopodioides, Lycopodium selago, 
Melampymm sylvaticum. Rhododendron femigineum, and Rhytidiadelphus loreus. 
Particularly two associations are widely distributed, namely the Rhododendro-Vaccmie-
tum Br.-Bl. 27 and the Empetro-Vaccimetum Br.-Bl. 26. Fragments of the latter arc 
reported from the Massif Central (e g Braun-Blanquet 1926, Qué/el & Rioux 1954), 
Vosges (e g Carbiener 1966), and Black Forest (e.g. Bartsch & Bartsch 1940). 
The Genistion (order Vaccinio-Genistetalia; class Nardo-Callunetea) comprises 
dwarfshrub heathlands in the lowland and montane /one of northwestern and central 
Europe. Characteristic species are. Calluna vulgaris, Genista pilosa, and Lycopodium 
clavatum Previously, communities of the Genistion were widely distributed on slightly 
inclined plateaus in the montane and lower subalpine zone of both granitic and vulcanic 
low mountain areas. Comprehensive surveys (including vegetation tables) are given by 
a o. Luquet (1926), Issler (1929), and Bartsch & Bartsch (1940). Mainly as a conse-
quence of land reclamation, these heathlands almost completely disappeared. Nowa-
days, the Monts du Forez and the Montagne de la Margaride carry the best examples 
{Genisto-Vaccinietum myrtilli Thcbaud ex Schaminée et Hennekens 92), but here too 
the phytocoenoses are seriously threatened. 
The Nardion (order Nardetalia Preising 49, class Nardo-Callunetea) can be found 
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Assi » Pulsatille vernalis-Gemstetum: 3 rel. Braun-Blanquet (1926); 1 rel. Luquet (1926); 6 rel. 
Quezel S Rioux (1954); 31 rel. Schaminee S Hennekens (19B7-1989, unpublished^. 
Ass2 •= Vaccimetum ui iginosi-myrtill ι : 4 rel. Braun-Blanquet (1926); 13 rel. Quezel & Rioux (1954); 
10 rel. Schaminee S Hennekens (1988, unpublished). 
Ass3 = Alchemllo saxati lis-Vaccimetum uliginosi: 12 rel. Schaminee S Hennekens (1992); 4 rel. 
Schaminee & Hennekens (1986-1988, unpublished); 13 rel. Thebaud (1988); 1 rel. Westhoff (1986, 
unpublished). 
Ass4 « Albo victorialis-Vaccinletum: 38 rel. Schaminee & Hennekens (1992); 21 rel. Schaminee & 
Hennekens (1984-1989, unpublished); 21 rel. Thebaud (1988). 
Ass5 = Pulsatillo alpinae-Vaccinietum: 5 rel. Issler (1929); 5 rel. Issler (1942); 48 rel. Van der 
Knaap (1974-1975, unpublished); 1 rel. Schaminee (1985, unpublished) 
Ass6 - Leontodonto-Vaccimetum myrtilli: 5 rel. Bartsch t Bartsch (1940); 7 rel. PhiHppi (1989); 16 
rel. Schaminee S Hennekens (1986, unpublished), 36 rel. Schwabe-Braun (1980). 
Table I: Synoptic table of the Genisto-Vaccinion. In the exponent, the mean cover percen­
tages are given. As to companions, species occurring in less than 10 % of the relevés are 
omitted. 
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in all low and high mountains of western and central Europa, where it is represented 
by rather uniform grassland communities (Krahulec 1985). This uniformity is to be 
understood as a result of levelling down the impact of abiotic factors by grazing as a 
major influence. Because of similarities to other mountain grassland communities, 
some authors assign the alliance to the order Caricetalia curvulae Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. ct 
Jenny 26 (class Cariceiea curvulae) or place it in a new class for all grass-rich mountain 
communities, i.e. Nardo-Calamagrostetea viilosae Jenik et al. 80. Geum moníanum, 
Leontodón pyrenaicus, Leucorchis albida, Mewn athamanticum. Nardus stricta, Plan-
tago alpina, and Potentina aurea can be mentioned as characteristic species. The 
problems in deliminating Genisto-Vaccinion hcathlands from Nardion communities 
mainly result from (repealed) shifts in land use during the last century (e.g. Issler 1929; 
Oberdorfer 1957; sec below). 
The plant communities 
Within the Genisto-Vaccinion we distinguish six associations. TVo of them are assigned 
to the Phyleumo-Vaccinenion, namely the Pulsatilla vemalis-Genistetum Quézel et 
Rioux 54 nom. inv. and the Vaccinietum uliginosi-myrtilli Br.-Bl. 26. Four associations 
belong to the Caricipiluliferae-Vaccinenion: thcAlchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uligi-
nosi Thcbaud ex Schaminée et Hennekens 92, iheAllio victorialis-Vaccinietum Scha-
minée et Hennckens 92, the Pulsatilio alpinae-Vaccinietum Carbiener 66, and the 
Leontodonto-Vaccinietum mynilli Bartsch et Bartsch 40 nom. inv. 
We further mention the Descliampsieto-Gentianetum luteae, described by Cusset 
& De Lachapelle (1962) in the upper zone of the subalpine belt of the Monts Dore. 
The community was assigned to the Genisto-Vaccinion, where il would belong to the 
Phyteumo-Vaccinenion. In our opinion, however, this phytocoenon must be attributed 
to the Nardion on the basis of its floristic assemblage. 
1. Pulsatilla vemalis-Genistetum 
The Pulsatilla vemalis-Genistetum is generally restricted to slightly inclined, wind-
swept sites in the highest parts of the subalpine zone; besides, it occurs on south-facing 
slopes with a maximum inclination of 30° (Quézel & Rioux 1954). The vegetation is 
low and dominated by Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa; Vaccinium myrtillus and 
Vaccinium uliginosum may co-dominate. Sometimes, dense populations ofArctosta-
phylos uva-ursi build facies. Pulsatilla vemalis can be considered as an exclusive 
species, but it is only found in the Mczcnc and Monts du Cantal. Other characteristic 
species are: Euphrasia micrantha, Plantago alpina, and Silene aliata. The association 
is further differentiated by a number of lichens (e.g. Cetraria cuculiata. Cladonia 
arbúsculo. Cladonia chlorophaea, Cladonia uncialis, Comicularia muricata) and xero-
phytic mosses (Polytrichuntpilifenim; see Tables I and II). 
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The association is reported from the Mczenc, Mont Aigoual, Mont Lozère, Monts 
Dore, and Monts du Cantal. The altitudinal range generally measures 1650-1900 m, 
but at Mont Aigoual the Piilsaüllo vemalis-Genistetum occurs at 1550 m. 
Syntaxonomy: The first description of this association was made by Braun-Blanquet in 
1926, who named it "Association à Genista pilosa et Callana". As this name would be 
a source of continual misunderstanding, we propose to reject it as a nomen ambiguum 
(art. 36 of the Code of Phytosociological Nomenclature; Barkman et al. 1986). luxen 
used in 1937 the same name (Calluno-Genistetiwi) for the widespread dry heathlands 
of Northwest European lowlands, and this nomenclature was generally followed 
(sometimes with slight alterations; Oberdörfer 1957, 1978; Westhoff & Den Held 
1969). As a consequence of the rejection of the name, the lowland heathlands too must 
be renamed. The first valid publication of a new name of the Calluna dominated 
communities of the wind-swept ridges of the upper zone in the West European low 
mountains ranges was by Quézcl and Rioux in 1954, who called it the Pulsatillo 
ventalis-Genistetwn (sub nomine Genistelo-Piilsalilletum vemalis). This name is well 
chosen, as Pulsatilla vemalis can be considered a character-species, and Genista pilosa 
is (co)-dominating. Luquet (1926) just called it "la Callunaie alpine". Luquet's "Asso-
ciation à Calluna vulgaris et Genista pilosa" applied to a community of the montane 
zone of the Monts Dore (of which he presented a synoptic table based on seven 
relevés). This association is identical to the Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae Thébaud ex 
Schaminée et Hennckens 92 and belongs to the Genistion. As lectotypc of the Pulsatillo 
vemalis-Genisteiwn, we choose the first relevé of the table published by Braun-Blan-
quel in 1926. 
2 Vaccinietum uliginosi-mynUli 
The Vaccinietum uliginosi-myrtilli is found on those sites in the highest parts of the 
subalpine zone, where snow accumulates during winter; generally, the sites are snow-
covered from the beginning of November until May (Luquet 1926). The association 
occupies deeper soils than the Pulsatillo vemalis-Genistetum does, with a somewhat 
higher moisture content and pH (e.g. Cusset & De Lachapclle 1962). The homogene-
ous vegetation is dominated by Vaccinium myrtillus and/or Vaccinium uliginosum. 
Other differentiating species (chionophilous and partly mesophytic) are: Geum 
montanum, Gnaphalium non'cgicum, Kiiautia basaltica, Ligusticum mutellinum, Me-
lampymm sylvatiaim, and Trollius europaeus. Lichens and bryophytes do not play an 
important role (Tables I and II). 
We only could observe the association in the Monts du Cantal and Monts Dore, 
between 1600 and 1800 metres of altitude. Ouézcl & Rioux (1954) reported it also from 
the Aubrac and Mczenc; these observations, however, were not accompanied by 
vegetation relevés. 
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ADDENDA 
In one releve: Aquilegia vulgaris (9,2), Barbilophozia floerkeana (45,2), Brachy-
thecium salebrosum (48,2), Brachythecium starkei (49,2), Brachythecium veluti-
num (50,2), Centaurea nigra (50,2), Centaurea pectinata (9,3, Cephaloziella 
species (49,2), Cerastiutn arvense (29,2), Ceratodon species (49,2), Chamaenon 
angustifoUum (17,2), Cladonia pyxidata (32,2), Cladonia squanosa (7,2), 
Cotoneaster integerrimus (9,2), Ditrichum heteromallum (8,2), Empetrum nigrum 
(48,2), Genista sagittalis (50,2), Gentiana pneutnonanthe (52,2), Gentianella 
campestris (17,2), Hieracium lachenaln (27,2), Hieracium prenanthoides 
(53,2), Hypochaeris maculata (50,2), Isoptengium elegans (49,2), Juncus 
trifidus (21,2), Linaria repens (50,2), Luzula sylvatica (50,2), Lycopodium 
alpmum (43,2), Lycopodium selago (32,2), Myosotis sylvatica (8,2), Narcissus 
pseudonarcissus (48,2), Oligotrichum hercymcum (48,2), Plagiothecium laetum 
(45,2), Plagiothecium succulentum (47,2), Pohlia nutans (23,2), Polygala 
vulgaris (11,2), Rosa pimpinellifolia (27,2), Senecio adomdifolius (50,2), 
Sorbus aria (50,2), Sorbus chamaemespilus (27,2), Stachys officinalis (50,2), 
Thalictrum minus (14,2), Thlaspi sylvestre (50,2), Thymus praecox (17,5), 
Veratrum album (27,1). 
In two releves: Carex pilulifera (7,5; 28,4), Ceratodon purpureus (46,2; 48,2), 
Empetrum hermaphroditum (42,2; 43,2), Galium pumilutn (29,2; 50,2), Galium 
verum (20,2; 27,2), Lathyrus montanus (27,2; 28,2), Lycopodium clavatum (35,2; 
40,2), Maianthemum bifolium (38,2; 42,2), Plagiochila asplemoides (47,2; 
49,2), Polytrichum formosum (22,2; 28,2), Polytrichum jumpermum (15,2; 
32,3), Rhinanthus species (3,2; 4,2), Rhytidiadelphus loreus (28,2; 29,2), 
Rumex acetosella (15,2; 17,2), Succisa pratensis (21,2; 50,2). 
In three releves: Androsace roseum (32,2; 43,2; 44,2), Cladonia coccifera (5,2; 
6,2; 24,2), Cytisus decumbens coll. (1.2; 3,2; 30,2), Drepanocladus uncinatus 
(8,2; 21,3; 23,2), Euphrasia micrantha (15,2; 17,2; 19,2), Euphrasia stricta 
(7,2; 10,2, 11,3); Hypnum cupressiforme (24,2; 45,2; 49,2), Rhodobryum roseum 
(45,2, 47,2; 48,2); Senecio spathulaefollus (34,2, 40,2; 44,2); Solidago 
alpestris (16,2, 46,3; 48,2), Thymus pulegioides (9,2; 10,2; 11,2), Thymus 
serpyllum (1,2; 3,2; 34,2), Vaccimum vitis-idaea (4,2; 17,2; 18,2). 
In four releves: Agrostis stolonifera (33,2; 38,2; 41,2; 43,2), Barbilophozia 
lycopodioides (22,2; 27,2; 46,2; 47,2), Brassica arvensis (1,2; 35,2; 39,2; 
40,3), Calamagrostis arundinacea (9,2; 27,2; 29,2; 52,2), Cladonia rangiferina 
(5,3; 30,2; 31,3; 32,3), Lophocolea heteromalla (45,2; 46,2; 47,2; 48,2), 
Polytrichum alpinum (16,5; 24,2; 45,2; 48,3), Polytrichum conmune (21,2; 23,2; 
46,2; 49,2), Solidago virgaurea (27,2; 30,2; 50,2; 51,2). 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Authors: В = Braun-Blanquet, L = Luquet, Q = Quezel & Rioux, S = Schatmnee & 
Hennekens. 
Areas of investigation: С = Monts du Cantal, D = Monts Dore, I = Mont Aigoual, L = 
Mont Lozère, M = Mezenc. 
Table II: Vegetation table of the Phyiewno-Vaccmenion (sélection of 53 relevés). 
Syntaxonomy: In 1926, Braun-Blanquet gave (he first valid description of this associa-
tion and called it the "Association à Vacamum uhginosum et Vaccmium myrtillus". In 
the same year, Luquet called it the "Association à Vaccmium myrtillus ct Vacamum 
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uligiiiosum". In the 'Prodromus der Klasse Vaccinio-Piceetea, (Braun-Blanquet et al. 
1939), Braun-Blanquet changed the name of the association in Vaccinieto-Gentianetum 
luteae. In literature, this name is mostly referred to (e.g. Quézcl & Rioux 1954; Lemcé 
& Carbicner 1956; Thcbaud 1988; Billy 1988). Until now, the Code ofPhytosociological 
Nomenclature does not offer an opportunity to authors to change names that have 
been introduced by themselves, and the name given by Braun-Blanquet in 1926 cannot 
be substituted. As lectotype of the Vaccinietitm uliginosi-myrtiUi, the first relevé of the 
table published by Braun-Blanquet in 1926 has been chosen. 
.?. Alchemilln saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi 
ThcAlcliemiUosaxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi is confined to the wind-exposed, almost 
flat tops of ridges in low mountain areas below 1650 m. Particularly during winter and 
early spring, these sites are hardly covered by snow and are subjected to severe cold 
and desiccation. The shallow, acid soils on granitic rock, scattered with stones and 
well-drained, have an extremely low nutrient availibility. The vegetation is low; someti-
mes it forms a mosaic with patches of bare soil. Calluna vulgaris and Vaccinium 
uligjnosum are the dominating dwarfshrubs; Genista pilosa may be co-dominant. 
Compared to the other associations of the Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion, a large group 
of species arc differentiating: Alchemtlla saxatilis, Antennaria dioica, Hieracium mu-
romm, Hieracium pilosella, Jasione laevis, and Trifolium alpinwn, accompanied by a 
number of lichens and xerophytic mosses. Most of them also occur in communities of 
the Phytewno-Vaccinenion, particularly in the Pulsatillo vemalis-Genistetum (Tables I 
and III). 
The association is found in the Monts du Forez and in the Montagne de la 
Margaride, at an altitude varying from 1485 to 1640 m. 
Syntaxonomy: The first description of the Alchemillo saxalilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi 
was given by Thébaud in 1988. As the name of the syntaxon was merely a provisional 
one, it was validated in 1992 by Schamince & Hennekens. Relevé number 1 of Table II 
of that publication has been chosen as lectotype of the association. 
4. Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum 
The Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum is bound to slopes of the lower belt of the subalpine 
zone. It particularly occurs on sites with an eastern aspect, where influences of 
snowcover are preponderant. The association is dominated by Vaccinium myrtillus, 
and, to a lesser extent, Calluna vulgaris. Sometimes, Vaccinium uliginosum (in one of 
the subassociations) and Vaccinium vitis-idaea (Montagne de la Margaridc) are co-do-
minating. Genista pilosa is less frequent and only occurs with low cover-abundance 
values. Compared to the other assocations of the Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion, a 
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ТаЫеІІІ: Vegetation tableof the Caricipiluliferae-Vaccinenion (selection of 80 releves). 
Number of relevé 
Author 
Published (y/n) 


































































































Number of relevé 
Veratrum album 
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ADDENDA 
In one releve: Acer pseudoplatanus (131,2), Achillea millefolium (121,3), Aconitum 
napellus (90,3), Ajuga reptans (90,3), Alchennlla vulgaris (123,2), Amphidlum 
mougeotn (130,2), Blechnum spicant (117,3), Bryum species (127,2), Calypogeia 
muelleriana (107,2), Carex umbrosa (74,3), Cephaloziella rubella (127,2), 
Cephaloziella species (65,2), Cerastium holosteoides (123,2), Ceratodon 
species (64,3), Cetraria cuculiata (60,2), Cetraria ericitorum (130,2), 
Chamaerion angustifolium (123,2), Cladonia coccifera (66,2), Cladonia gracilis 
(64,2), Cladonia grayi (67,2), Cladonia squamosa (67,5), Coeloglossum viridis 
(97,1), Conopodium majus (74,3), Cormculana aculeata (54,2), Cytisus purgans 
(64,5), Danthoma decumbens (113,2), Dicranella rufescens (118,3), Dicranum 
bonjeann (68,3), Dicranum polysetum (104,2), Diplophyllum albicans (107,2), 
Drepanocladus vermcosus (127,2), Dryopteris dilatata (99,2), Euphrasia 
stricta (78,2), Eurhynchium praelongum (114,4), Festuca arvernensis (54,3), 
Festuca fallax (57,2), Festuca pamculata (78,2), Galium verum (76,2), 
Gymnocarpium dryopteris (115,3), Hieracium aurantiacum (110,2), Hypnum 
cupressi forme (65,3), Isopterigium elegans (98,2), Jasione montana (66,2), 
Kiaeria starkei (127,2), Lepraria incana (107,2), Lophocolea bidentata (99,2), 
Lophozia excisa (65,2), Luzula desvauxn (111,5), Luzula sudetica (70,3), 
Lycopodium annotinum (131,2), Mmum cuspidatum (115,3), Molima caerulea 
(100,2), Paraleucobryum longifolium (99,2), Partnelia physodes (108,1), 
Phyteuma hennsphaericum (78,2), Picea excelsa (131,2), Plagiochila asplemoi-
des (111,1), Plagiommum affine (75,2), Plagiommum punctatum (111,2), Pohlia 
bulbifera (99,2), Pohlia drummondn (111,2), Polytrichum alpinum (107,2), 
Polytnchum jumperinum (131,2), Pseudoverma furfuracea (130,2), Raconntrium 
canescens (127,2), Rumex anfolius (118,3), Senecio doromcum (74,1), Senecio 
nemorensis (111,2), Silene dioica (69,2), Sorbus chamaemespilus (105,2), 
Stellarla gramínea (96,2), Thelypteris limbospemia (117,2), Trifolium pratense 
(112,2), Viola canina (63,2). 
In two releves: Athyrium filix-femina (99,2; 115,2), Barbilophozia floerkeana 
(127,2; 129,5), Brachythecium velutinum (63,2; 99,2), Carlina acaulis (121,2; 
123,2), Cladonia floerkeana (60,2; 65,2), Dactylorhiza maculata (111,2; 
133,2), Deschampsia caespitosa (115,3; 118,3), Dianthus monspessulanus (57,2; 
76,2), Galium pumilum (91,2; 92,2), Geranium sylvaticum (90,3; 111,2), 
Gnaphalium sylvaticum (90,2; 127,2), Hieracium praecox (54,3; 67,3), Hieracium 
prenanthoides (84,2; 90,2), Jumperus communis (63,2; 66,1), Ligusticum 
mutelUna (114,4; 131,2), Ranunculus acomtifolius (111.2; 118,1), Salix 
aurita (58,2; 67,2), Sanguisorba officinalis (78,2; 90,2), Scapama curta 
(104,2; 107,2), Silene vulgaris (110,2; 111,3), Sorbus ana (90,2; 131,2), 
Sorbus mougeotn (105,2; 109,2). 
In three releves: Brachythecium reflexum (96,2; 99,2; 127,3), Cladonia arbuscula 
(63,2; 64,2; 108,2), Cladonia pyxidata (56,3; 57,2; 58,2), Dianthus seguien 
(65,2; 66,2; 91,2), Genista anglica (63,5; 65,3; 66,2), Genista sagittalis 
(54,2; 66,2; 113,2), Hypericum maculatum (90,7; 91,3; 93,3), Pinus sylvestris 
(64,2; 67,3; 71,2), Pohlia nutans (63,2; 104,2; 121,4), Polygala serpyllifolia 
(121,2; 123,3; 127,2), Rhodobryum roseum (66,2; 77,2; 111,3), Rumex acetosella 
(99,2; 112,2; 113,2), Stellarla holostea (69,2; 75,3; 90,2), Veronica offici-
nalis (64,2; 66,2; 116,2). 
In four releves: Campanula rotundifolia (78,2; 108,2; 112,2; 113,2), Carex 
caryophyllea (61,3; 63,2; 74,3; 90,2), Ceratodon purpureus (65,2; 99,2; 129,2; 
130,2), Ditrichum heteromallum (99,2; 107,2; 111,2; 130,2), Lotus cormculatus 
(78,2; 110,2; 111,3; 123,2), Ranunculus nemorosus (110,3; 111,2; 112,2; 
113,2). Thesium alpinum (67,3; 90.2; 92,2; 109,2). 
In five relevés: Campanula recta (74,2; 76,2; 78,2; 82,2; 92.2), Cladonia rangi-
ferina (94,2; 102,2; 104,2; 131,2; 132,2), Linaria repens (54,3; 65,2; 66,2; 
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90,3; 91,4), Lycopodium clavatum (71,2; 99,2; 100,5; 121,2; 132,2), Plagiothe-
cium denticulatum (96,2; 99,2; 107,3; 111,2; 114,2). 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Authors: A = Bartsch & Bartsch, С = Schwabe-Braun, К = Van der Knaap, Ρ = Phil li-
pi, Q = Quezel & Rioux, S = Schaminée & Hennekens, Τ = Thébaud. 
Areas of investigation: В = Black Forest, D = Monts Dore, F = Monts du Forez, L = 
Mont Lozère, M = Mezenc, Ρ = Mont Pilât, R = Margaride, V = Vosges. 
number of orophytes (Allium victoiialis, Veratnim album) and species indicating a high 
atmospheric humidity (Convallaria majalis, Maianthemum bifolium) are differen-
tiating (Tables I and III). 
The best examples of the Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum are found in the Monts du 
Forez, but it is also known from other granitic low mountain ranges (Mont Pilat, 
Montagne de la Margaride). In the lower belt of the subalpine zone of vulcanic 
mountains in the Massif Central, it can be found too, generally in a somewhat 
impoverished form. The hcathland communities of the Puy-de-Dôme, described by 
Carbiener & Lemée (1956) as Vaccinieto-Gentianetum luteae, for example, must be 
attributed to the Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum. The association occurs between 1250 and 
1600 m. 
Syntaxonomy: The Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum was recently described by Schaminée 
& Hcnnckens (1992). The association includes the Stachyo-Vaccinietum, as described 
by Thébaud (1988). We choose relevé number 3 of Table III published by Schaminée 
& Hennekens in 1992 as lectotypc of the association. 
5. Pulsatillo alpinae-Vaccinietuni 
The Pulsatillo alpinae-Vaccinietuni occurs in the summit area of lower belts of the 
subalpine zone, with varying amounts of snowcover during winter and early spring. The 
communities are bound to granitic soils; partly, they are considered to be the natural 
climax vegetation (e.g. Carbiener 1966). The vegetation is dominated by several 
Vaccinium species: V. myriillus, V. uliginosum, and V vitis-idaea. Callwta vulgaris and 
Genista pilosa are frequent but less abundant. The Pulsatillo vemalis-Vaccinietum is 
differentiated by a large number of bryophytcs, some of them occurring with high 
cover-abundance values (Hylocomium splendens, Pleurozium schreberi, Polytrichum 
commune). Differentiating phanerophytes are: Festuca ovina, Poa chaixii, Pulsatilla 
alpina, and Selinum pyrenaeum. Of these, Pulsatilla alpina is the most conspicuous. 
This taxon comprises a complex group of ecotypes; the plants here are characterized 
by relatively small, white flowers (Pulsatilla alba ssp. micrantha; see Tables I and III). 
The Pulsatillo alpinae-Vaccinietuni only occurs in the Vosges, where it can be found 
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between 1200 and 1460 m. 
Syntaxonomy: The first description of the Pulsatillo alpinae-Vacanietum was given by 
Issler in 1937. He distinguished an "Association à Nardus et Vaccinium". Both heath-
lands and grasslands were included, as (to the opinion of the author) it was almost 
impossible to separate them. Issler mentioned two variants, namely a typical one and 
a variant with Anemone alpina. The latter was dominated by Vaccinium; provisionally, 
he called it iheAnemoneto-Myrttlletam In 1966, Carbiencr divided the "Association à 
Nardus et Vaccinium" in two associations. The 'grassland part' was called the Violo 
luteae-Nardetum, the 'healhland part' was named the Pulsatilla alpmae-Vaccimetum 
uliginosi. According to the Code of Phytosociological Nomenclature (art. 34), one of 
the new syntaxa must retain the original name, namely that to which the type of the 
name belongs. In this case, this applies to the Violo luteae-Nardetum. With regard to 
the forming of the name of the Pulsatillo alpinae-Vacanietum uliginosi, we propose to 
omit the taxon epithet 'uliginosi'. As lectolype of the association, relevé number 9 of 
Table XI published by Issler in 1937 was chosen. 
6. Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilli 
The Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilli occurs on slopes with varying inclination (mainly 
north to east) and aspect (3-45°) in the lower belt of the subalpine zone, on granitic 
soils. The phytococnoses only can be maintained by extensive cattle grazing; by 
overgrazing they develop into Naidus-nch communities, that are classified asLeonto-
donto helvetici-Nardetum (Bartsch & Bartsch 1940) The heathlands are dominated by 
Vaccinium myrtillus and/or Calluna vttlgans; other dwarfshrub species are less prepon-
derant. Like the Pulsatillo alpinae-Vacanietum of the Vosges, the Leontodonto-Vacci-
nietum myrtilli is rich in lichens and particularly mosses. Their average number/rclcvé 
is nine; the cover of the bryophyte layer varies from 1-70 %. Dicranum scopanum, 
Pleurozium schreben, Polytnclium formosum, Rhytidiadelpus loreus, Rhytidiadelphus 
squarrosus, and Rhytidiadelphus tnquetnts are frequent. Of the phanerophytes, Campa-
nula scheuchzen. Limila sylvalica, and Polygala serpylltfolia are differentiating (Table 
I and III). 
The association is restricted to the Black Forest, where it can be found on the 
Beleben, Feldberg, and Hcr/ogcnhorn; it occurs between 1340 and 1465 m. 
Syntaxonomy The first valid description of the Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilli was 
given by Bartsch et Bartsch in 1940, who named it the Vaccinium myrtillus-Leontodon 
pyrenatcus-AssoÁaúon (Leontodón pyrenatcus is synonymous with L. pyrenaicus.) 
Relevé number 1 of Table 19 of this publication has been chosen as lectotype. Some 
authors do not recognize this phytocoenon as an association, but consider it as a 
Vaccinium dominated variant or subassociation of the Leontodonto helvetici-Nardetum 
(Oberdorfer 1957; Schwabe-Braun 1980, Bogcnrieder 1982; Philippi 1989). 
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Subalpine heathland communities of the Monts du Forez 
Abstract 
The subalpine heathlands of the Monts du Forez have been studied, in particular 
as far as they arc situated beyond the upper limit of the forest. Three associations 
are described, on the basis of 129 relevés. TheAlchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum 
uliginosi Thébaud ex Schamince et Hennekens ass. nov., a cryophilic heathland 
type, is bound to an altitude beyond 1500 m; its includes two subtypes. Large 
upland plains below 1400 m arc covered by the Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum 
pilosae Thébaud ex Schaminée el Hennekcns ass. nov., including four subtypes. 
Steep slopes in between these allitudinal limits yield ihcAllio victorialis-Vacci-
nietum Schaminée et Hennekcns ass. nov., consisting of four subtypes. The 
floristic assemblage and its variation, the synecology and the topographic situa-
tion of each community arc dealt with. The relation between the plant commu-
nities and the major environmental variables is discussed by the methods of 
classification as well as indirect ordination. Average duration of snowcover and 
altitude appear to be the major limiting factors. 
Moreover, vegetation structure and texture are analysed. The authors have 
considered life forms, leaf inclination, leaf consistency, leaf size, biomass 
stratification, as well as horizontal and vertical vegetation density. The obvious 
structural variance between the three associations corroborates the proposed 
classification. 
This paper contains a phytosociological analysis of the dwarfshrub heathland communities of the highest parts of the Monts du Forez, the area above the forest 
boundary. Whereas the vegetation of the summit area of other European low mountain 
ranges has been the subject of earlier studies, the subalpine heathlands of the Monts 
du Forez have not been investigated until recently. With regard to the other mountain 
ranges of the Massif Central, the studies of Braun-Blanquet (1915,1926,1953), Luquet 
(1926), Lemée & Carbicner (1956), Quézcl & Rioux (1954), and Cussct & De 
Lachapelle (1962) have to be mentioned. The heathland communities of the Vosges 
have been analysed by, among others, Carbicner (1966), and De Valk (1981); those of 
the Black Forest by Bartsch & Bartsch (1940). A first phytosociological account of 
subalpine heathland communities of the Monts du Forez was given by Thébaud only 
in 1983, dealing with a rather small area in the northern part of the mountain range. 
Hennekens et al. (1986) investigated the central parts of the area, including the highest 
zone. An overall inventory was presented by Thébaud (1988) in his thesis dealing with 
all types of vegetation except for peatlands; the description of the heathland associa-
tions, however, was provisional. 
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Figure 3: Situation of the study area within France and the Massif Central. 
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The Monts du Forez are situated in the northeastern part of the Massif Central and 
roughly run from north to south, measuring 60 by 30 km approximately. The summit 
(Pierre-sur-Haute) reaches to 1642 m altitude. The highest parts of the massif include 
a north-south oriented ridge with relatively steep slopes and strongly wind-exposed 
tops, and a number of extensive plateaus at lower altitude. Generally, the slopes have 
been cultivated or afforested up to 1300 m; in the close surroundings of Pierre-sur-
Haute, the woods extend up to 1500 m. The local climate is characterized by a high 
annual precipitation (1800 mm), a long period of frost (almost 200 days per year), a 
prolonged snowcover in spring and early summer, and a frequent occurrence of fog 
(Súchel 1985,1990; Thcbaud 1988). 
The dwarfshrub heathlands occupy the largest part of the area above the forest 
boundary, usually referred to as hautes chaumes. For centuries, the hautes chaumes 
were intensively used for cattle grazing. The pasture land was held in common. During 
summer the farmers lived in so-callcd/amvici; in winter time cattle and farmers stayed 
in the valleys (transhumance). Al the beginning of this century, however, this system 
collapsed and gradually underwent an important change, as a consequence of socio-
economic developments. In some parts of the subalpine zone, grazing stopped com-
pletely; in other parts, the way of grazing changed: the flock was not led freely over the 
hautes chaumes anymore, but kept in movable fences. Besides, farmers switched to 
sheep instead of cattle (Schamince &. Mcertcns in press, and the references presented 
in that paper). 
The Forez mountains mainly consist of granitic igneous rock. A sequence of soil 
types can be distinguished, connected with the various zones of vegetation (Martin 
1975, cf. Kalis 1972). The summit area is covered by a weathering layer of variable 
thickness. According to Nobbe & Nouwcns (1987), the following types are present, 
going uphill: acid brown soil, ochric podzolic soil, brown cryptopodzolic soil, podzolic 
soil, and cryptopodzolic ranker. The soil types point to a secondary soil development 
after deforestation. The content of organic matter is relatively high, as a consequence 
of the low decomposition rale, caused by the characteristics of the parent material, the 
relatively low mean temperature, and the quality of the litter produced by the dwarf-
shrubs (high C/N ratio). The humus forms are of the mor and moder types. Podzolisa-
tion is confined to higher altitudes compared to, for instance, the Vosges and the 
mountain ranges in the western part of the Massif Central, where lower temperatures 
(in the north) and higher precipitation (in the west) are favourable for the development 
of podzols. 
The phytosociological analysis comprises a detailed survey of the various communities, 
their floristic assemblage, syntaxonomic position, synecology, and local distribution. 
The relation of the heathland communities to one another and to the major environ-
mental factors arc also discussed on the basis of ordination diagrams. In a separate 
section, detailed attention has been paid to the vegetation texture and structure of the 
communities. During the past two decennia analyses of vegetation structure notably 
have gained much interest after a period in vegetation science in which the floristical 
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composition of vegetation was the main object of study, resulting in a great number of 
syntaxonomical monographs (Fliervoct 1984). In the present study both aspects arc 
dealt with and the results are compared with each other. The terms texture and 
structure are used in the sense of Barkman (1979); texture is defined as the qualitative 
and quantitative composition of the vegetation as to different morphological elements 
regardless of their arrangement, whereas structure is concerned with the spatial 
(horizontal and vertical) arrangement (the architecture) of these elements. 
Methods 
Field work was carried out during the years 1984-1989. 129 relevés were made 
according to the Braun-Blanquet method (Braun-Blanquet 1928, 1951; Westhoff & 
Van der Maarcl 1973). Sample plot size varied from 4 to 9 m . Analyses included 
Figure 4: Ordination diagram of the cluster centroids. 1 = Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinie-
tum uliginosi, variant of Cetraria islándica and Antennaria dioica; 2 = Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi, inops variant; 3 = Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum vaccinie-
tosum uliginosi; 4 = All'io victorialis-Vaccinietum typicum; 5 = Allio victorialis-Vacci-
nietum veratretosiim; 6 = Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum stachyetoswn; 7 = Vaccinio 
myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae, typical variant; 8 = Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae, 
variant of Calamagrostis anindinacea; 9 = Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae, variant 
of Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi; 10 = Vaccinio myrtilli-Gensitetum 
pilosae, variant of Molinia caerulea; 11 = Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae, inops 
variant. 
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Figure 5: Ordination diagram of the species occurring in Table IV The position of the 
individual species is indicated by the first letter of the name or (for technical reasons) by 
the symbol '< ' behind the species name. A small number of the species in the centre of 
the diagram has been omitted. 
vascular plants and terrestrial bryophytes and lichens. For estimation of the quantita-
tive occurrence of each species the Braun-Blanquet scale as refined by Barkman et al. 
(1964) was used. The location of the releves is given in Figure 3. In the synthetical phase 
the TWINSPAN program (Hill 1979a) was used for arranging the releves in more or 
less homogeneous clusters. The computer program CEDIT (Van Tongeren 1991) was 
used for obtaining an optimal classification by relocating relevés and species 'by hand'. 
The distribution patterns of a limited number of species (the frequent occurring 
dwarfshrub species and some species showing a clear altitudinal dependence) have 
been studied in the central parts of the Monts du Forez (comprising the central ridge, 
the Monthiallier and the Plateau of Gourds des Aillères), using a 250 χ 250 m grid. 
For estimating the quantitative occurrence a simplified Tansley scale was used (see 
Tansley 1946). Maps have been made using the Geographical Information System 
ARCINFO (Gudden 1990). 
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Species nomenclature of vascular plants follows Flora Europaea (Tutin et al. 1964, 
1968,1972,1976,1980). The bryophytcs are named according to Smith (1978), lichens 
according to Wirth (1980). 
Ordination diagrams were made on the basis of Dctrendcd Correspondence Analysis. 
Both the individual species and the cluster ccntroids, that is the mean of the trans-
formed cover-abundance values of each species to one cluster, were studied. For the 
ordination the DECORANA program (Hill 1979b) was used. 
During the ficldwork period, 22 so-called integrated releves were made, according to 
the method as described by Barkman (1980): besides a precise description of the 
floristic composition and the cover-abundance of individual species, textural and 
structural parameters were analysed in a detailed way. The releves were made in the 
main flowering stage when vegetation was maximally developed, equally distributed 
over the various vegetation units (two releves per unit). The location of these relevés 
is given in Figure 3. 
The following aspects have been considered: leaf size, leaf consistency, leaf 
inclination, growth forms, biomass per vegetation layer, and vertical and horizontal 
density. Textural spectra (quantitative, using the cover values of the species) are 
calculated per association, based on all relevés. The classification of the leaf size 
(unifacial), leaf consistency and leaf inclination is according to Barkman (1979; also 
Barkman 1980); growth forms are analysed using the growth form system of Barkman 
(1988a). 
Horizontal and vertical density arc estimated according to Barkman (1988b). These 
terms correspond to the cover percentage as viewed from above (i.e. cover of plants 
as projected in the horizontal phase) and from the side (i.e. cover in the vertical phase). 
Analysing a vertical section through the vegetation of 1 m by 10 cm, by shifting a 
cylindrical aluminium bar (diameter 9.5 mm) down to the vegetation at intervals of 10 
or 5 cm, at each height (x), we estimated the vertical covering of the bar by the 
vegetation (y\; v' refers to cumulative values of cover above a certain level) and 
horizontal covering of the bar by the vegetation, as seen from the side through 10 cm 
of vegetation (hx). After cutting off the vegetation at the same intervals, we estimated 
the vertical density of the vegetation per 10 cm layer (vx). The biomass was harvested 
per layer to determine the fresh weight, separated for dwarfshrubs, herbs and bryo-
phytcs, and selected in dead and living standing crop. The living standing crop of the 
dwarfshrubs was divided into green and non-green components. 
Results and discussion 
Tiie plant communities 
The heathland communities of the hautes chaumes in the Monts du Forez are charac-
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terÎ7ed by a large number of constant species that are indicators of the class Nardo-
Callunetea Preising 49 (Cclluna vulgaris, Potentilla erecta, Carex pilulifera) or syntaxa 
of lower rank. The latter include the Nardetalia Oberd. 69 and the Nardion Br.-Bl. 48 
(Nardus stricto, Meum athamantiaim, Galium saxatile. Leontodón pyrenaicus), and the 
Vaccinio-Genisletalia Schubert 60 and the Genisto-Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26 or the Genistion 
Böcher 43 (Vaccinium myrtillus, Genista pilosa, Gentiana lutea). Other constant species 
are: Agrostis capillaris, Anemome nemorosa, Deschampsia flemosa, and Festuca rubra 
(Table IV). Mosses and lichens do not play an important part in the vegetation, except 
for some specialized communities. Dicranum scoparium occurs with presence class III, 
Pleurozium sclirebeii and Hylocomium splendens with presence class II. On the 
branches of the dwarfshrubs, especially on Calluna vulgaris, some epiphytic lichens can 
be observed: Pannelia sulcata, Hypogymniaphysodes, and Pseudevemia furfuracea. 
The communities, that will be discussed in detail hereafter, can be divided into 
three associations, namely the Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi Thébaud ex 
Schamince et Hennekens ass. nov. (Table V), thcAllio victorialis-Vaccinietum Scha-
minée et Hennckens ass. nov. (Table VI), and the Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae 
Thébaud ex Schaminée el Hennckens ass. nov. (Table VII). 
The variation in hcathland types can be attributed largely to two major abiotic factors, 
i.e. altitude and snowcover. Altitude determines the rate of occurrence of orophytcs, 
snowcovcr strongly influences the distribution of the dwarfshrub species; both factors 
affect the presence of species indicating a high atmospheric humidity. The major 
environmental factors determining the variation in healhland types are also discussed 
by interpreting the ordination diagrams, and detailed information is presented by 
discussing the individual healhland associations. 
With respect to the orophytcs, Schaminée & Meertcns (1991) made distinction 
between 'katorophytes', species with a main distribution in the montane-subalpine 
zone (allitudinal optimum 700-1500 m), and 'anorophytes', species that arc more or 
less confined to the alpine zone (optimum 1500-3000 m). As far as hcathland commu-
nities are concerned, Campanula recta, Meum athamanticum, Pseudorchis albida, and 
Viola lutea are examples of the first category; Alchemilla alpina. Allium victorious, 
Leontodón pyrenaicus, Trifolium alpinum, and Veratmm album belong to the second 
one (Fournier 1961; Guinochct & De Vilmorin 1973, 1975, 1978, 1982, 1984). The 
altitudinal range of the various types of vegetation can be deduced from the vegetation 
tables. 
The effect of snow on vegetation has been discussed in a previous paper (Schaminée 
et al. 1992). A disproportionate distribution of snow during spring and early summer, 
combined with a rather constant spatial variation strongly influences the vegetation; 
in the Monts du Forez, every year, snow accumulates on the slopes with an eastern 
exposure. The impact of snowcover on the healhland vegetation applies first of all the 
dwarfshrub species. Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium uliginosum are favoured by 
snowcover, whereas Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa cannot endure much snow. 
Except for Vaccinium myrtillus, the dwarfshrub species are able to resist wintry cold 
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ΑΙ = Alchermllo saxatilns-Vaccimetum uliginosi 
Α2 = Alino victoria!is-Vaccimetum 
A3 = Vaccinio myrtilli-Gemstetum pilosae 
Table IV: Synoptic table of the subalpine heathland associations of the Monts du Forez. 
In the exponent, the mean cover percentages are given. As regards companions, species 
occurring in less than 10 % of the relevés are omitted. 
and desiccation. The distribution pattern of the various dwarfshrub species is given in 
Figure 6. 
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Alchemillo saxatilis-Vacciiuetum uliginosi 
Floristic composition: The Alcheinilo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi is characterized 
by the high presence of Alchemilla sanatilis and Trifolium alpinum Within the Monts 
du Fore/, Alchemilla saxatihs has its optimal occurrence in this association (it also 
grows along footpaths and between rock outcrops). As such, it can be considered a 
local character-species. Trifolium alpinum clearly has a smaller fidelity degree; this 
species has its optimal occurrence m the Monts du Forez in snowbed vegetation, more 
particularly in the Basal Community of Trifolium alpinum-[Nardion] (Schaminée et al. 
1992). The association is dominated by Calluna vulgaris and (lo a lesser extent) 
Vaccimum uliginosum. Genista pilosa and Vacanium myrtillus are constant species 
(presence class V), but with lower cover-abundance values. Gentiana lutea, character-
species of the Genisto-Vacanion (Schaminée et al. in press), is also frequent but often 
remains sterile. 
Syntaxonomy: The first description odhcAlcliemillosaxatilis-Vacanietum uliginosi has 
been given by Thcbaud (1988) The name of the syntaxon, however, was not validly 
published, as it was suggested as a provisional one. According to the Code of Phyto-
sociological Nomenclature (Barkman et al 1986), the correct author citation should 
bt: Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi Thcbaud ex Schaminée et Hennckens 92. 
Thébaud (I.e.) described the association in a broad sense and distinguished three 
subassociations, namely (1) cladonietosum, (2) allietosum, and (3) typicum In our 
opinion, the two subassocialions last-mentioned should be assigned to the Allio 
victonalis-Vacanietum (see below), on floristic and structural grounds (Tables IV-VI) 
Alchemillo saxatihs and Tiifolium alpinum are character-species of the Nardion; 
the affinity of the Alchemillo-Vaccinietum to this alliance is also marked by the high 
presence of Viola luteayJasione laevis, and Leontodón pyrenaicus The preponderance 
of dwarfshrub species, however, justifies its classification into the Genisto-Vaccimon, 
belonging to the class Nardo-Callunetea The Genisto-Vacanion comprises dwarfshrub 
heathlands on acid lo neutral, sandy soils on granite or vulcanic sediments in the 
subalpine zone (1200-1900 m) of the mountains in western Europe (Braun-Blanquet 
1926; Schaminée et al in press) 
Different opinions exist about the syntaxonomic status of the Alchemillo-Vaccime-
tum On the one hand, the internal differentiation is rather small and the communities, 
synecologically well-defined, have a clear geographical distribution (see Schaminée et 
al. in press), on the other hand, character-species on a regional scale are lacking and 
the phytocoenon might be considered a fragmentary form o( the Pulsatilla vemalis-Ge-
mstetum Qué/el et Rioux 56, that is bound to wind-swept ridges of mountain ranges at 
higher altitude (Monts du Cantal, Monts Dore). Compared to this association, oro-
phytes of the class Cancetea сипчііае Br.-Bl. 48 (synonymous with Juncetea Infidi 
HadaC in Khka ct HadaC 44 nom amb ), such asAgrostis rupestns, Euphrasia minima, 
Pulsatilla vemalis, and Silene aliata, are lacking 
To some extent, the Alchemillo-Vaccinietum also resembles the Leontodonto-Nar-
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detum cetrarietosum Bartsch et Bartsch 40 of the Black Forest and the Pulsatillo-Vacci-
nietum cladonietosum Carbicner 66 of the Vosges. These communities, too, are mainly 
Calluna vulgaris Genista pilosa 
Vaccinium myrtillis Vaccinium uliginosum 
Figure 6: Distribution pattern of the species Calluna vulgaris. Genista pilosa, Vaccinium 
myrtilhis, and Vaccininium uliginosum. 
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dominated by Calluna vulgaris and differentiated by a number of lichens. ,4/c/iwii7/a 
saxatilis and Trifolium alpinwn, however, are lacking. We agree with Bartsch & Bartsch 
Alchemilla alpina Allium victorialis 
Stachys officinalis Juniperus communis 
Figure 7: Distribution pattern of the species Alchemilla saxatilis, Allium victorialis, 
Stachys officinalis, and Juniperus communis. 
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(1940), Carbiener (1966), Bogenncder (1982), and Oberdorfer (1978) to classify these 
syntaxa as subassociations, not as separate associations. TheAlchemillo-Vaccmietum, 
on the other hand, can be classified as an association (Schaminée et al. in press). 
Within the Alchemillo saxatUis-Vaccmietum uliginosi, we distinguish two subtypes, 
namely (1) a variant of Cetraria islándica and Anlennaria dioica, and (2) an mops 
variant. In the variant of Cetraria and Antennana, characterized by a relatively open 
vegetation cover, a number of lichens stand out, namely Cetraria islándica. Cladonia 
chlorophaca. Cladonia fitrcata, and Cladonia pyxidata. Moreover, the community is 
differentiated by Antennana dioica, Hieiaciwn nuirorum, andJastone laevis. The 'mops 
variant, poor in species, has a denser vegetation canopy and is completely dominated 
by Calluna vulgans. At the lower edge of its area, the mops variant gradually changes 
to the>l//(o victonaliS'Vaccuuetwn vacanietosum uliginosi. 
Synecology and distribution: Tbc Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi is bound to 
the wind-exposed tops of the ridges, which show hardly any inclination (0-3°). Particu-
larly during winter and early spring, these sites are subject to severe cold and desicca-
tion; the soil then is hardly covered by snow, whereas the slopes and the plateaus are 
carrying a thick snow-carpet (Schamince et al. 1992). Especially the behaviour of 
Calluna mlgans, usually the dominating dwarfshrub, draws attention. At lower altitu-
de, this (suboceanic) species is frost-sensitive; in The Netherlands, for instance, after 
the cold winters of 1986 and 1987, between 50 and 90 % of the above-ground parts of 
Calluna were killed (Barkman 1990) Most likely lowland and upland populations of 
Calluna vulgaris belong to diflerent ecotypes Of all heathland communities of the 
Monts du Fore/, the Alchenullo-Vacciiuetum occupies the habitat with the lowest 
nutrient availability. The undeep soil consists of coarse-grained, weathered and well-
drained granite and is scattered with stones; at many places rocks crop out. The soil is 
relatively acid; Thcbaud (1988) mentioned pH-values of 4.6. The open character of 
the habitat is still enhanced by grazing and trampling, as the flat ridges are frequently 
visited by flocks of sheep and tourists walking around. 
The Alchemillo-Vaccimctwn occurs between 1485 and 1640 m; the mean altitude 
of the relevés measures 1530 m The best examples of this association can be found on 
the Monthiallier, and between Pierre-sur-Hautc and Col de la Chamboile (Figure 3). 
Alito victonalis-Vaccimetuin 
Floristic composition: The Alito victonalis-Vaccinietum is characterized by the 
dwarfshrub species Vaccmiwn mynillus, and, lo a lesser extent, Calluna vulgaris. The 
association has (especially in one of its subassociations) Vacanium uligmosum in 
common with the Alchemillo iaxatilis-Vaccmietuin uliginosi. Genista pilosa is less 
frequent and only occurs with low cover-abundance values. In some releves, Vaccinium 
vitis-idaea occurs. In the Monts du Forez, however, this dwarfshrub species is much 
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Table V: Vegetation table oftheAlchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi. 
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In one releves: Allium victonalis (10,2), Cladoma arbuscula (7,2), Dianthus monspessulanus (4,2), Geranium 
sylvaticum (11,2), Hieracium pilosella (1,2), Lophocolea heterophylla (5,2), Poa chaixn (13,2), Polytnchum 
piliferum (6,2), Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus (8,2), Rumex acetosa (13,2), Salix aunta (6,2), Thesium alpinum 
(7,2). 
In two releves: Carex caryophyllea (2,2; 11,2), Festuca fallax (4,2; 5,2), Hylocomium splendens (2,2; 13,2), 
Ptilidium ciliare (7,2; 8,2), Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus (2,2; 13,2), Serratula macrocephalon (9,2; 12,1), 
Solidago virgaurea (4,2; 10,2), Sorbus aucupana (3,2; 4,2). 
rarer than in most of the other European low mountain ranges (e.g. Mont Lozère, 
Montagne de la Margaridc, Black Forest, Vosges). The orophytes Allium victorialis 
and Gentiana lutea have their optimal occurrence in this heathland type, as far as the 
Monts du Forez are concerned. Allium victorialis is considered a character-species of 
the Calamagrostion anmdinaceae Luquct 26 (class Betulo-Adenostyletea Br.-Bl. 50; e.g. 
Guinochet & De Vilmorin 1978). This alliance consists of communities dominated by 
tall forbs and grasses, which can be found between large rocks and on the edge of 
scrubs. In fact, the relatively small differences between Genisto-Vaccinion and 
Calamagrostion (compared to other European low mountain ranges) is characteristic 
of the Monts du Fore/. (Schaminée et al. in press). The subalpine character of the 
Allio-Vaccinietum is also expressed by the presence of species restricted to a relatively 
high atmospheric humidity, being at lower altitude more or less confined to forests. To 
be mentioned are: Anemone nemorosa, Maianthemum bifolium, Melampyrumpratense 
(constant species), and Convallaria majalis, Meum athamanticum. Narcissus pseudo-
narcissus, and Polygonum historia (less frequent). Finally, Sorbus aucuparia (juvenile) 
and Rhytidiadelphus triquetms are differential species against the other heathland 
communities in the area of investigation. 
Syntaxonomy: The Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum comprises the Stadiyo-Vaccinietum 
and thcAlcJiemillosaxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi allietosum mdtypicum, as described 
by Thébaud (1988), and can be assigned to the alliance Genisto-Vaccinion (class 
Nardo-Calliinetea).Thc idea that this association should be seen as a fragmentary form 
of the Gentiano-Vaccinietum Luquct 26 of the Monts Dore, Monts du Cantal and 
Puy-de-Dôme can be rejected (also Thébaud 1988). Substantial differences in altitude 
(macroclimate) and soil conditions manifest themselves in the floristic composition: 
the communities of the highest zone of the vulcanic mountains in the western part of 
the Massif Central are differentiated by a number of alpine and neutrophilous species 
(e.g. Avena versicolor, Ligusticum mutellina, Phyteuma hemisphaericum, Pulsatilla 
alpina), whereas the Monts du Forez are characterized by lowland-montane and 
acidophilous species (e.g. Agrostis capillaris. Anemone nemorosa, Carex pilulifera, 
Galium saxalile, Potentilla erecta). According to Schaminée and Hennekcns (Schami-
née et al. in press), the communities not only belong to different associations but also 
to different suballianccs: Phyteumo-Vaccinenion and Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion, 
respectively. The affinity to the heathland vegetation of the Vosges and the Black Forest 
is more pronounced. In our opinion, these communities, too, must be treated as 
separate associations, the Pulsatillo-Vaccinietum Carbiener 66 and the Leontodonto-
Nardetum vaccinietosum Bartsch et Bartsch 40 (Schaminée et al. in press). 
Within the Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum, we distinguish four subassociations, namely 
(1) vaccinietosum uliginosi, (2) typicum, (3) veratretosum, and (4) stachyetosum. The 
subassociation vaccinietosum uliginosi (synonymous with the Alchemillo saxatilis-Игс-
cinietum uliginosi typicum Thébaud 88) occurs at relatively high altitude; here, Vacci-
nium uliginosum is the dominant dwarfshrub species. The subassociation veratretosum 
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In one relevé: Barbilophozia hatcheri (68,2), Brachythecium velutinum (69,2), Carex 
pallescens (25,2), Centaurea nigra (63,3), Cetraria Islándica (51,2), Clrsium 
palustre (27,2), Cladonia furcata (18,2), Euphrasia hirtella (29,3), Geranium 
sylvaticum (69,2), Hieracium pilosella (63,2), Hieracium prenanthoides (47,2), 
Juncus filiformis (27,2), Laserpltium latifolium (46,2), LlHum martagón (61,2), 
Lycopodium elevatum (58,5), Phyteuma spicatum (69,2), Ranunculus nemorosus (71,2), 
Ranunculus platanifollus (69,2), Rhytidiadelphus loreus (39,2), Silene vulgaris 
(62,2). 
In two relevés: Ajuga reptans (64,2; 71,2), Brachythecium starkei (67,2: 68,2), Cladonia 
chlorophaea (50,2; 64,2), Genista sagittalis (62,2; 63,2), Lotus corniculatus (68,2; 
69,2), Molima caerulea (20,2; 25,2), Succisa pratensis (17,2; 40,2), Vaccimum 
vitis-idaea (22,6; 37,3), Viola canina (56,2; 63,3). 
In three relevés: Alchemilla alpina (63,2; 68,2; 71,2), Jasione laevis (62,2; 63,2; 
71,2), Galium pumilum (44,2; 49,2; 67,2), Senecio cacaliaster (68,2; 69,2; 71,2). 
In four releves: Dianthus seguieri (32,2; 44,2; 63,2; 68,2), Hieracium murorum (17,2; 
37,3; 42,3; 63,2), Sorbus aria (40,2; 54,2; 58,1; 62,2), Trifolium alpinum (19,3; 
25,2; 68,2; 71,5). 
Table VI: Vegetation table oftheAllio victorialis-Vaccinietum. 
(synonymous vñthAlchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi allietosum Thcbaud 88) is 
bound to places with scattered rocks, and is differentiated by a number of tall forbs 
like Calamagrostis antndinacea, Polygonalum verticillatum. Serratola macrocephalon, 
Solidago virgaurea, and Veralnun album. The Allio-Vaccinietum stachyetosum (synony-
mous with Stachyo-Vaccinietum Thébaud 88) can be found on steep and relatively warm 
slopes, with an east to northwest aspect. A somewhat higher nutrient status of the soil 
expresses itself in the occurrence of species WVcAnthoxanthum odoratum, Campanula 
recta, Hypericum maculatwn, Poa chaixii, Rubus idaeus, and Stellaria holostea. 
Synccology and distribution: The/Ш'о victorialis-Vaccinietom is bound to the slopes of 
the highest parts of the mountains and to specific parts of the plateaus (at relatively 
high altitude, inclined), particularly on sites with an eastern exposure, where influences 
of snowcover are preponderant. Compared to the other heathland types of the Monts 
du Forez, the habitat of the Allio-Vaccinietum shows more mesotrophic conditions, 
resulting from both physiographic and vegetation-controlled factors (cf. Vos & Stor-
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ADDENDA 
In one releve: Centaurea mgra (84,3), Convallaria majalis (112,2), Festuca spadicea 
(88,2), Galium verum (84,2), Genista sagittalis (74,2), Hieracium pilosella (74,2), 
Jumperus conmunls (99,1), Lilium martagón (124,2), Lotus cornlculatus (80,2), 
Narcissus poeflcus (72,2), Plagiothecium succulentum (106,2), Pohlia nutans (85,2), 
Potentina aurea (110,2), Scorzonera humilis (128,2), Solidago virgaurea (88,2), 
Trifolium alpinum (88,2), Vaccimum vitis-idaea (75,2), Veratrum album (129,2). 
In two releves: Antennaria dioica (94,2; 98,2), Anthoxanthum odoratum (73,3; 74,2), 
Brachytheclum albicans (83,2; 105,2), Bryum species (101,2; 120,2), Campanula recta 
(99,2; 110,2), Cetraria islándica (76,2; 77,2), Cladonia furcata (75,2; 101,2), 
Cladonia rangiferina (74,2; 75,2), Dactylorhiza maculata (92,2; 104,2), Danthonia 
decumbens (75,2; 100,2), Hieracium murorum (87,2; 100,2), Hypnum cupressiforme (76,2; 
85,2), Leucorchis albida (80,2; 87,2), Lophocolea bidentata (101,2; 107,2), 
Rhytidladelphus triquetrus (76,2; 77,2), Rumex acetosa (105,2; 107,2), Sanguisorba 
minor (84,2; 96,2), Stellarla gramínea (73,2; 76,2), Viola lutea (86,2; 110,2). 
In three relevés: Dlanthus seguieri (76,2; 82,2; 105,2), Stellarla holostea (76,2; 79,3; 
107,2), Selinum pyrenaeum (74,2; 76,2; 128,2). 
Table VII: Vegetation table of the Vaccinio myrttlli-Genistetiim pilosae. 
tclder 1988). Physiographic factors (solifluclion, snowcover) benefit the occurrence of 
Vaccinium species above other dwarfshrubs. The dense foliage of Vaccinium strongly 
influences the microclimate and offers protection for drought to other species, while 
the leaf litter of Vaccinium produces a mild humus form. Nowadays, the vegetation of 
the Allio-Vaccinietum is hardly influenced by human impacts (cattle grazing, tramp-
ling); at several places, this brings about a succession towards Sorbus shrubland. 
The association mainly occurs in the central parts of the Monts du Fore? (between 
Col du Béai and Plat de Richard as well as on the Monthiallier), between 1380 and 
1600 m altitude; the mean altitude of the relevés measures 1480 m. 
Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetwn pilosae 
Floristic composition: The Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistelum pilosae, relatively poor in 
species, is co-dominated by the dwarfshrub species Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa, 
both pronounced xcrophylcs. Vaccinium myrtillus is frequent but not always abundant. 
If so, it usually constitutes a second vcgetalional stratum below the Calluna and Genista 
canopy. A number of species characteristic of the higher altitudes is rare or lacking, 
i.e. Alchemilla alpina, Allium victonalis, Trifolium alpinum, Vaccinium uliginosum, and 
Veratmm album; Gentiana lutea occurs occasionally. Only few species differentiate 
positively: Dantlionia decumbens, Festuca ovina. Limila campestris, and Veronica 
officinalis. These 'lowland species', however, are little frequent and never abundant. 
At the lowest edge of its area, near the forest boundary, species like Sarothamnus 
scoparius and Viola canina occur incidentally. 
Syntaxonomy: The first description of the Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae, given 
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by Thcbaud (1988), was provisional. According to the Code of Phytosociological 
Nomenclature (Barkman et al. 1986), the correct author citation, therefore, should be: 
Vaccinio туПіШ-Genistetwn pilosae Thcbaud ex Schaminéc et Hennekens 92. The 
division of the association in five subassociations, as proposed by Thébaud, corres-
ponds fairly well with our own classification. Four subassociations are analogous to 
ours. In our opinion, the subassociation vaccinieloswn of Thébaud is merely a transi-
tion towards the Allio victorialis-Vaccinietwii; in addition, we distinguish an inops 
subassociation. 
The dominance of Calluna vulgaris and especially of Genista pilosa, as well as the 
absence of most of the orophytes justify the classification of the Vaccinio-Genistetum 
pilosae into the Genistion (class Nardo-Callunetea). Lycopodium clavatum, according 
to some authors (e.g. Oberdorfer 1979) also a character-species of this alliance, has 
been noted in some relevés. The Genistion comprises dwarfshrub heathlands on acid 
sand soils or rockbeds in (suballantic) northwest and central Europe; it clearly has its 
main distribution at lower altitude (0-800 m; Oberdorfer 1978). The assignment of the 
Vaccinio-Genistetum to the Genislion is further confirmed by the occurrence of char-
acter-species of the Nardo-Agrostion tenuis Sillingcr 33 and Nardo-Galion saxatilis 
Preising 49 (Danthonia decumbens. Festuca ovina, Veronica officinalis) over species 
characteristic of the Nardion; of the latter, only Leontodón pyrenaicus occurs frequent-
ly (Krahulcc 1983; Sticperaerc 1990). 
Within the Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetwn pilosae, the following subassociations have 
been distinguished: (1) hylocomietosum, (2) calamagrostietosum, (3) typicum, (4) 
inops, and (5) molinietosum.Hylocomium splendens, Pleurozium schreberi, and Clado-
nia arbúsculo differentiate the subassociation hylocomietosum, which is more or less 
confined to the southern parts of the Monts du Forez on north-facing slopes. The 
subassociation calainagiOstietosum is characterized by a number of more or less 
thermophilous species, namely Calamagrostis amndinacea, Serratula macrocephalon, 
Stachys officinalis, and Succisa pratensis; this corresponds with its optimal occurrence 
on (slightly) south- and east-facing slopes. The Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae inops, also 
extremely poor in species, is confined to the west-facing slopes of the central ridge; 
only here, some orophytes {Allium victorialis, Vaccinium uliginosum) are present. The 
subassociation molinietosum, extremely poor in species and dominated by Molinia 
caerulea, can be found at places with a fluctuating groundwater level, for instance in 
the neighbourhood of peat systems. 
The Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae is widespread in the Monts du Forez between 1265 
and 1545 m altitude; the mean altitude of the relevés measures 1360 m. The best 
examples arc found north of Col du Beai and south of Pierre-sur-Haute (Plateau de 
Gourds des Aillères, Montagne de Courreau, Plateau de Pcgrol, Sichard). 
Synecology and distribution: The Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae has its optimal occur-
rence in the lower zone of the hautes chaumes, where it is bound to plateaus which are 
slightly or not inclined. At higher altitude it occurs on the (southern) plateaus of the 
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central ridge and on west-facing slopes. All these sites are characterized by a rather 
small amount of snow during winter and early spring. The soils are relatively deep, but 
have a small capacity for water-retention, which subjects the communities to summer 
drought. The acid and nutrient-poor soil conditions are accentuated by the accumu-
lation of leaf litter of Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa, that produces a raw humus. 
The Vaccinio-Genistetum is strongly influenced by human activities. 
Several succession stages can be observed as a result of burning and mowing. 
Generally, the succession starts with an open community dominated by Arnica monta-
na and Galium saxatile, which in the course of time will be taken over by grasses (mainly 
Nardus stricta) and young Calluna and Genista; finally, the stands will be dominated 
again by the dwarfshrubs. In the Monts du Forez, until now, application of fertilizer 
or, even worse, reclamation docs not take place at a large scale. In some of the other 
European low mountain ranges (Aubrac, Monts Dore, Monts du Cantal, Vosges), the 
healhland communities of the plateaus have been destroyed largely or even completely 
owing to such activities. 
Detrended Correspondence Analysis 
The result of the ordination of the vegetation units is given in Figure 4. The configu-
ration of the cluster centroids can be seen as an indication of the interrelationship of 
the heathland communities. In the figure, the total of subunits of each of the associa-
tions have been encircled as individual cluster groups, thus illustrating that the 
ordination proves to be a confirmation of the classification as discussed before. The 
extremes are formed by the short communities of the wind-swept ridges (Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi variant of Cetraria islándica andAntennaria dioica), the 
dense Vaccinium heathlands on the steep and relatively warm slopes (Alito victorialis-
Vaccinietum stachyeloswn), and the A/o/i'/i/fl-dominated heather vegetation of the 
plateaus (Genisto-Vaccinietiim myrtilli, variant of Molinia caerulea). In the centre of 
the diagram, vegetation units tending towards each other arc found, like thcAlchemil-
lo-Vaccinietum inops variant and theAllio-Vaccinietum vaccinietosum uliginosi. 
The ordination diagram also provides a basis for discussing the main environmental 
factors. The percentage extracted variance of the first two dimensions (axis), however, 
is relatively low (21 and 18 % respectively), and interpretation of the intended factors 
is difficult due to the rather uniform characteristics of the heathland ecosystem. 
Dimension I, probably, corresponds with a change in canopy structure connected with 
a gradient in nutrient content of the soil. All vegetation units ofthcAlchemillo-Viiccinie-
tum and the Genisto-Vaccinietiim are placed on the left side of the diagram, the units 
of the Allio-Vaccinietum on the right side. The ordination of the species occurring in 
the relevés (Figure 5) confirms this hypothesis. Species of relatively open and oligo-
trophic stands (e.g. Antennaria dioica. Cetraria islándica. Cladonia arbúsculo, and 
Danthonia decumbens) are found in the left part of the figure, whereas species of more 
closed and mesotrophic stands (e.g. Lathynts montanus. Linaria repens, Rubus idaeus, 
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Figure 8: Growth form spectra of the heathland communities of the Monts du Forez. 
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and Stachys officinalis) are in the right part of the figure. Dimension II, possibly, is 
related to altitude. The communities of the ridge are situated in the upper part of the 
diagram, the communities of the plateaus in the lower part. Figure 5 shows that many 
of the orophytes (e.g. Alchemilla alpina, Jasione laevis, Potentina aurea, Selinum 
pyrenaeum, and Trifolium alpinum) are placed in the upper part of the Figure, whereas 
'lowland species' like Danthonia decumbens. Festuca ovina. Genista sagittalis, and 
Veronica officinalis arc put in the lower part. The position of some species, however, 
is difficult to understand. Шит martagón, for example, is placed in the lower part; 
Carex caryophyllea is found in the upper part. 
Texture and structure 
Growth form spectra (Figure 8) show that empetrids (ascending dwarfshrubs with 
decumbent stems; Barkman 1988a) and myrlillids (erect dwarfshrubs) by far contri-
bute to most of the total cover in all associations, but that the in-between ratio of these 
two growth forms varies strongly. The Alchcmillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi and 
Figiire 9: Leaf inclination spectra of the heathland communities of the Monts du Forez. 
Tfie numbers are the summation of the cover values divided by the number of relevés. 
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the Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae are dominated by empctrids, iheAllio-Vaccinietum by 
myrtillids. The division in growth forms of the herbs also reveals some striking 
differences. In ihcAlchemillo-Vaccinietum, the share of erectae rosulatae and erectae 
scaposorosulatae (plants with basal rosettes only or with stem leaves and a differentia-
ted basal rosette), as well as the cover of graminoidea caespitosa (graminoids with 
short rhizomes only, mostly isolated tussocks) is striking. This growth form spectrum 
results from a selection by the extreme climatic and physiographic conditions. The herb 
layer of the Allio-Vaccinietum is dominated by erectae scaposae, having stem leaves 
only or basal leaves that are not differentiated; here, cryptogams are almost absent. 
The relatively high cover value of cryptogams in the Vaccinio-Genistetum must be 
attributed to the dominance of Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi in the 
subassociation hylocomietoswn. The Vaccinio-Genistetum is further marked by a high 
contribution of graminoidea, partly a heritage of former succession stages, partly the 
result of the dominance of Molinia caentlea in the subassociation molinietosum. 
Leaf inclination, leaf si/e, and leaf consistency spectra arc presented in Figures 9-11. 
As the spectra arc largely determined by the dwarfshrubs, separate spectra are given 
for the herb layer. 
With regard to leaf inclination (Figure 9), the spectra of the dwarfshrubs are 
extremely uniform (more than 99 % hemisphacrical). Within theAlchemillo-Vaccinie-
tum, the high percentage of hemisphacrical and spreading leaves in the herb layer is 
mainly caused by roset plants and tussock forming graminoids. The high percentage 
of hemisphacrical and spreading leaves within the Vaccinio-Genistetum must be attri-
buted to Molinia caendea. The somewhat higher score for 'horizontal' within the 
Allio-Vaccinietum can be largely attributed {a Anemone nemorosa and Galium saxatile 
growing in the lower parts of the vegetation. Various observations exist concerning the 
relation between leaf inclination and vegetation cover. Investigations in grasslands in 
Drenthe (The Netherlands) showed that leaf inclination was not correlated with the 
total cover percentage of the herb layer (Barkman 1990), whereas a study of Piimpel 
(1977) into alpine grasslands demonstrated a positive correlation: a high cover per-
centage corresponded with a high percentage of inclined leaves. Our findings are more 
or less comparable with those of Barkman. 
Leaf sizes (Figure 10) vary from bryophyllous to macrophyllous. The leaves of the 
dominant dwarfshrub species belong to different categories. Calima vulgaris and 
Genista pilosa carry bryophyllous and nanophyllous leaves, respectively; the leaves of 
Vaccinium myrtillus and Vacciniwn uliginosum are subnanophyllous or microphyllous. 
(Vaccinium uliginosum carries subnanophyllous leaves on the ridge and micropyllous 
leaves on the slopes.) This tendency is reflected by the leaf sizes of the undergrowth. 
The Alchemillo-Vaccinietum and Vaccinio-Genistetum, both dominated by Calima 
vulgaris and Genista pilosa, show a high percentage of small leaves (leptophyllous-sub-
microphyllous; totally 90 %), whereas the Allio-Vaccinietum, dominated by Vaccinium, 
is characterized by larger leaves (one third of them is mesophyllous or macrophyllous). 
The high percentage of submicrophyllous leaves in the Vaccinio-Genistetum is caused 
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Figure 10: Leaf size spectra of the heathland communities of the Monts du Forez. The 
numbers are the summation of the cover values divided by the number of relevés. 
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Figure 11: Leaf consistency spectra of the healhland communities of the Monts du Forez. 
Tlie numbers are the summation of the cover values divided by the number of relevés. 
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by Molinia caerulea. 
As regards leaf consistency (Figure 11), dwarfshrubs and herbs are less connected 
with each other. The herb layer of the Alchemillo-Vaccinietum is characterized by a 
high percentage of subsucculent and subvillous plants, whereas the dwarfshrub layer 
comprises a high percentage of orthophyllous plants (Vaccinium uliginosum). The 
Allio-Vaccinietum (dominated by orthophyllous Vaccinium) and the Vaccinio-Geniste-
tum (dominated by subsucculent Callana) show little differences. Obviously, only 
extreme climatic conditions, as encountered on the mountain ridge, clearly influence 
the leaf consistency of the herb layer. 
Figure 12 renders the vegetation-structural characters of three hcathland stands, 
illustrative for the various heathland associations. Diagram A (relevé 9) represents the 
Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi, variant of Cetraria islándica andAntennaria 
dioica, diagram В (relevé 10) lhe,4///o victorialis-Vaccinietuin veratretosum, and dia-
gram С (relevé 47) the Vaccinio-Genistetuin pilosae typiewn. The Alchemillo-Vaccinie-
tum clearly has the maximal vertical and horizontal density in the lower layers of the 
vegetation; on the ridges, only a short and rather compact vegetation is able to 
withstand the mechanically and physiologically harmful effects of the continuous 
winds. The heathlands on the slopes {Allio-Vaccinietum) and on the plateaus (Vacci-
nio-Genistetwn) are higher and have a more hollow structure; horizontal covering (hx) 
and vertical covering (vx) are decreasing below a certain level, 40 and 20 cm, respec-
tively. The vegetation strongly affects the microclimate, which can be demonstrated by 
increasing total cover values ( Σ ν ) for ridge, plateau, and slope: 17, 105, and 193 %, 
respectively (cf. Barkman 1990). The dense dwarfshrub layer (10-20 cm) on the slopes 
is partly covered by a herb layer in the upper parts of the vegetation (40-50 cm). 
The distribution of the biomass (Figure 13) completes the overall picture. The 
maximal height of the vegetation of the Alchemillo-Vaccinietitm is hardly 30 cm, with 
the bulk of the biomass (80 %) in the lower 10 cm. The vegetation of the Vaccinio-Ge-
nistetwn reaches 40 cm, that oí the Allio-Vaccinietum even 60 cm. In these stands, the 
biomass is distributed more evenly over the layers; here, too, the maximum values are 
found below. The percentage of green, assimilating components is by far the most in 
{he Allio-Vaccinietum; here, non-green components arc almost restricted to the lower 
10 cm. 
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Scrub communities dominated by Sorbus species in the sub-
alpine zone of the Monts du Forez 
Abstract 
The ecology and syntaxonomy of scrub communities of the Monts du Forez are 
studied, as far as they are dominated by Sorbus species and situated above the 
forest boundary, the subalpine area that is called hautes chaumes. In the present 
study 'scrub' is defined as a community, in which (1) a canopy of shrubs more or 
less continuously covers a ground layer without being interrupted by patches of 
open vegetation, and (2) the ground layer has a clearly different floristic compo-
sition compared to the adjacent vegetation. 
Three Sorbus species occur in the Monts du Forez and build up scrubs, 
namely Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus aria, and Sorbus chamaemespilus. A brief 
description of the distribution and ecology of these species is given. Sorbus 
aucuparia is the most common species; it has the widest ecological and altitudinal 
amplitude. Sorbus aria is more or less restricted to relatively dry and warm sites. 
Sorbus chamaemespilus is by far the rarest Sorbus species; it is bound to high 
altitudes (1400 m) and prefers the margins of snowbeds. 
Seven types of vegetation are distinguished, on the basis of 112 releves, by 
using ordination and classification techniques. They all belong to the class 
Betulo-Adenostyletea. Three types are joined into the Senecioni cacaliastri-
Calamagioslietum Schaminée et Jansen ass. nov. subassociation sorbetosum 
(alliance Calamagrostion amndinaceae); four types can be assigned to the 
Adenostylo-Athyrietum distentifolii Jcnik 61 em. Thcbaud 87 (alliance Adeno-
stylion alliariac). The floristic composition, its variation, the synecology, and the 
topographic situation of each community arc dealt with; the syntaxa are discus-
sed in a European context. 
This paper presents a phylosociological analysis of scrub communities of the highest parts of the Monts du Forez, the area above the forest boundary, usually referred 
to as hauies chaumes. The Monts du Forez include a low mountain range of Hercynic 
origin, situated in the northeastern part of the Massif Central (France); the summit 
(Pierre-sur-Haute) reaches to 1642 m altitude. The highest parts of the massif comprise 
a ridge with relatively steep slopes and strongly wind-exposed tops, and a number of 
extensive plateaus. Scrub communities can be considered as one of the most charac-
teristic features here. However, until now little attention was paid to these communi-
ties. Thébaud (1988), for instance, noticed the presence of Sorbus scrubs, but actually 
did not treat them in his phylosociological study on the Haut-Forez. This study presents 
a framework for a better understanding of the complex ecological relations with abiotic 
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conditions and with surrounding vegetation that was investigated previously, i.e. 
woodlands (De Goeij & Jansen 1988), heathlands (Schaminée & Mcertens 1991; 
Schaminée & Hcnnekcns 1992), and snowbed vegetation (Schaminée et al. 1992). 
The Forez mountains mainly consist of granitic bedrock; locally, vulcanic sediments 
outcrop. The summit area is largely covered by a weathering layer of variable thickness, 
alternating with rocks and rock streams. The soils, going uphill, are classified as: acid 
brown soil, ochric podzolic soil, brown cryptopodzolic soil, podzolic soil, and crypto-
podzolic ranker (Nobbc & Nouwcns 1987). The content of organic matter is relatively 
high; the humus forms are of the mor and modcr types. The soil types point to a 
secondary soil development after deforestation (Martin 1975; Nobbe & Nouwens 
1987). The rocks and rock streams have developed during interglacial periods of the 
Quaternary. The average size of the individual rocks is rather big, caused by the 
characteristics of the parent material (mainlygranodioriteporphyroide). At their upper 
edge, the block streams often merge into 'tors', heaps of large boulders of granite on 
mountain peaks (Etlicher 1986,1990). 
For centuries, the hautes chaumes were intensively used for cattle grazing. The 
pasture land was held in common by the society. During summer the farmers lived in 
so-called jasseries; in wintertime, cattle and farmers stayed in the valleys (transhuman-
ce). At the beginning of this century, as a consequence of socio-economic changes, the 
system collapsed; a strong decline of the population density did cause a decrease of 
cattle grazing. Nowadays, almost a\l jasseries are abandoned and have fallen into decay 
(Schaminée & Mcertens submitted, and the references presented in that paper). These 
changes strongly favoured the (rc)-cstablishment of Sorbus shrubs, especially along 
the forest boundary and in the open heathlands (e.g. south of Col du Béai, Le 
Chesseton). 
In literature, several opinions exist on the definition of'scrub'. Tanslcy (1939) simply 
defined scrub as "a community of plants dominated by shrubs or bushes". In Tansley's 
definition no difference is made whether the shrub layer is continuous or discontinu-
ous. He further remarked that the overlap between scrub and preceding or subsequent 
stages makes it impossible to say exactly when the scrub phase begins or ends. In our 
opinion, open patches in shrubland should be omitted from the analysis; scrub as a 
separate phytococnosis can be circumscribed by applying floristic criteria. Thus, in the 
present study 'scrub' is defined as a community, in which (1) a canopy of shrubs more 
or less continuously covers a ground layer without being interrupted by patches of open 
vegetation, and (2) the ground layer has a clearly different floristic composition 
compared to the adjacent vegetation. The term 'scrub' is used independently of the 
number of shrubs by which it is composed; in extreme cases a scrub might exist of only 
one shrub. 
Individuals of the genus Sorbus are by far the main builders of scrubs on the hautes 
chaumes. It is represented by three species, namely Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus aria, and 
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Figure 14: Situation of the study area within France and the Massif Central. Tiie location 
of major areas with Sorbus scmbs in the Monts du Forez is indicated in Figure с 1 = 
Roche Courbe; 2 = Peyre Mayou; 3 = Rochers Pointus; 4 = Les Grands Rochers; 5 = 
Procher; 6 - Rocher Pavé; 7 = Rochers de la Chapelle; 8 = Télécabine de Pierre-sur-
Haute; 9 = Rocherde la Chaize; 10 = La Grande Courbe; 11 = Comiche-en-Coeur; 12 
= Tor, south ofBurons de la Richarde; 13 = Rochers de la Pause; 14 - Mont Chouvé; 
15 = Rocher de la Fromagère; 16 ~ Roche Gourgon. 
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Sorbus chamaemespilus. Less frequently, scrubs oí Salix and Betula occur, more or less 
confined to wet, peaty soils. These communities are not considered in the present 
study. 
The situations in which Sorbas can be encountered on the hautes chaumes can be 
roughly divided into four groups, namely (1) associated with rocks and rock streams; 
(2) in fringe situations along the border of snowbeds; (3) as mantle vegetation along 
the forest boundary, and (4) as dispersed or clumped individuals in heathlands. Our 
study was concentrated on the Sorbus communities along snowbeds and those asso-
ciated with rocks and rock streams, which can be seen as climaces (Thébaud 1988; also 
Philippi 1989). The mantle vegetation along the forest boundary and ih&Sorbus groups 
in heathlands probably concern potential woodland. Some information on their 
present vegetation is given by De Gocij & Jansen (1988) andbySchaminée& Meertcns 
(1991); however, it would require long-term investigations to get a clear understanding 
of the dynamics which alter heathland into scrubland and woodland. 
The phytosociological analysis comprises a detailed survey of the various communities, 
their floristic composition and variation, synecology, local distribution, and syntaxo-
nomic position. The mutual relationship of the scrub communities is also illustrated 
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Figure 15: Tlie relation between size of the sample plot s and number of species. 
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on the basis of an ordination diagram. Preceding the phytosociological analysis, the 
area of investigation (including human interferences) is dealt with. A brief description 
of the methods is followed by an account of the distribution and ecology of the 
individual Sorbus species. In the methodological paragraph, the size of the sample plots 
is discussed in relation to the number of species. 
Methods 
Field studies were carried out during the summers of 1986 and 1989; winter conditions 
were observed in 1987. More than hundred relevés were made according to the method 
of the French-Swiss school of phylosociology (Braun-Blanquet 1928,1951; Wcsthoff 
& Van der Maarel 1973). As to estimation of species cover and abundance, the 
Braun-Blanquet scale as refined by Barkman et al. (1964) was used. Analyses included 
vascular plants and terrestrial bryophylcs. The location of the main sample areas is 
given in Figure 14. 
In the synthetic phase the program TWINSPAN (Hill 1979a) was used for arranging 
the relevés into more or less homogeneous clusters. The computer program CEDIT 
(Van Tongeren 1991) has been used for obtaining an optimal classification by relocating 
relevés and species 'by hand'. Ordination diagrams were made on the basis of Detrcn-
ded Correspondence Analysis, using the DECORANA program (Hill 1979b). 
The distribution patterns oí Sorbus species in the central parts of the Monts du Forez 
were studied by using a 250 χ 250 m grid. For estimating the quantitative occurrence, 
a simplified Tansley scale was used (see Tansley 1946). Maps were made by using the 
Geographical Information System ARCINFO (Guddcn 1990). 
For the identification of vascular plants, 'Les Quatre Flores de la France' (Fournier 
1961) and the 'Flore de France' (Guinochct & De Vilmorin 1973, 1975, 1978, 1982, 
1984) were used; species nomenclature follows Flora Europaea (T^tin et al. 1964,1968, 
1972, 1976, 1980). Bryophytes were identified with Smith (1978); they are named 
according to Corley et al. (1981,1991). 
In our study, the sample plots (surface and shape) were determined by the boundary 
of the scrub itself. As the size of Sorbus scrub on the hautes chaumes is mostly less than 
50 m and more than 50 % fails to reach 25 m ' this raises the question whether the 
required floristic minimum area is obtained. Tuxen (1970), for instance, prescribes 
minimum area values of 25-100 m" for comparable scrub communities. In Figure 15, 
the relation between the size of the sample plots and the number of species is plotted. 
The figure can be interpreted as a minimum area analysis, although various types of 
vegetation are included. It appears to be difficult to draw a species/area curve and to 
determine the bending point (point of greatest curvature) of each type, which is a 
method to define the minimum area. Apparently, there is no reason to conclude that 
the small sample plots do have a surface below the minimum area; they can be as rich 
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in species as large plot sizes. 
Figure 16: Distribution pattern of Sorbus auciiparia, Sorbus aria, and Sorbus chamae-
mespilus in the central parts of the Monis du Forez. 
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Distribution and ecology of Sorbus species 
Sorbus aucuparia 
Sorbus aucuparia L. is a shrub, or a slender tree up to 15(-20) m, usually with 
erecto-patent branches. It is native of Europe, Madeira, Caucasus, and Asia Minor. 
Widespread and common in most parts of Europe, it is one of the trees that occur in 
the highest latitudes; it only lacks in parts of the Mediterranean region. In mountainous 
areas it goes up to 2000 m altitude (Hegi undated; Meusel et al. 1965; Oberdorfer 1979; 
Tutin et al. 1968). 
The species occurs on dry to moist, acid soils, relatively poor in nutrients with a low 
decomposition rate of organic material. It grows on sand, loam or peat; on clay and 
limestone it is rare or absent (Hegi undated). The buds of mountain plants show a 
considerable resistance to winter desiccation, which enables the species to maintain a 
well-developed trunk at higher altitudes than other tree species (Barclay & Crawford 
1982). At low altitude the species behaves as a sciophilic or as a half shadow plant; at 
higher altitude it is less restricted to shade and there it can grow in the open field. 
When canopy structure is nol loo dense, it can occur in woods; only in open field, 
however, under more favourable light conditions, it flowers abundantly. On the other 
hand, the shade-tolerant seedlings can rapidly colonize gaps in forests (Hegi undated; 
Grime et al. 1987). Sorbus aucuparia has a wide syntaxonomic range. According to 
Oberdorfer (1979), Sorbus aucuparia has its optimum in the Sambuco-Salicion capreae, 
and in scrubby woodland communities (Vorwald) of Quercion robori-petraeae and 
Fagetalia sylvaticae. Guinochet & De Vilmorin (1984) mentioned the species also for 
the A denoslyletalia. 
In the higher parts of the Monts du Forez, Sorbus aucuparia is widely distributed. Only 
in a few areas (e.g. Plateau des Gourds des Aillères, parts of the Monthiallier), the 
species is less frequent (Figure 16); here, land use (grazing), soil conditions (peat), 
and climatic factors (higher temperatures, lower air humidity) arc probably limiting 
factors. Going down from the ridge to the forest boundary, a gradient can be observed. 
The wind-swept heathlands of the top of the ridge {Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum 
uliginosi; Schaminée & Hennekens 1992) carry small, scattered individuals oí Sorbus 
aucuparia. Downwards, the number and size of individuals in the heathland vegetation 
on the steep slopes (Alliovictorialis-Vaccinietum; Schaminée & Hennekens 1992) 
increases, going to more or less dense populations near the forest boundary. Isolated 
scrubs of Sorbus aucuparia are present on rock streams, where tree growth is limited. 
Sorbus aria 
Sorbus aria (L.) Crantz is a large shrub, or a tree up to 25 m with a wide dense crown. 
It is native in Europe, Tenerife, North Africa, and Southwest Asia; the southern limits 
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are uncertain because of confusion with allied species. The main distribution area in 
Europe extends from Ireland and the Iberian peninsula eastward to the Carpathians. 
In the mountains its upper occurrence reaches about 1600 m altitude (Hegi undated; 
Meusel et al. 1964; 1\itin et al. 1968). 
The species is general on chalk or limestone within its range; on acid soils it is local 
and less common. It is mostly restricted to sunny, relatively dry and warm sites. At 
higher altitude it mainly occurs in rocky habitats; here it is more or less independent 
of pH. The species also occurs in open woodland (Ellenberg 1978; Hegi undated). 
Sorbus aria is frequently present in communities of Quercion pubescentis, Fagetalia 
sylvaticae, Berberidion, and Calamagroslion anmdinaceae (Oberdorfer 1979). 
On the hautes chaumes of the Monts du Forez, Sorbus aria is widely distributed but 
less common than Sorbus aucuparia. Like in the Black Forest (Philippi 1989), it is 
almost restricted to rocky habitats with a southern and southwestern exposure. The 
most pronounced sites are Prochcr-Peyre Mayou, Mont Chouvé, and Rocher de la 
Fromagère (Figure 16). Locally (Réserve Naturelle Volontaire, Jasseries de Colleigne; 
Bois Chapouilloux), Sorbus aria may build woodlands, up to 15 m high. This pheno-
menon is also reported from the Swiss Jura (Moor 1952). The species may hybridize; 
at Procher, we once found the hybrid With Sorbus aucuparia (Sorbusχ semipinnata). 
Sorbus chamaemespilus 
Sorbus chamaemespilus (L.) Crantz is a small shrub up to 1.5(-3) m. It has a rather 
small distribution area and is bound to mountains of central and southern Europe 
(from the Vosges and the Carpathians to the Pyrenees, southern Italy, and Bulgaria), 
where it can be found between 1100 and 2250 m altitude; rarely (in moist crevices), it 
descends to 500 m (Hegi undated; Meusel et al. 1964; Tbtin et al. 1968). 
The species grows in moist to rather dry, sunny to slightly shaded habitats; it occurs 
on alkaline soils (Ellenbcrg 1978; Hegi undated). In the subalpine zone of high 
mountains, the species is found in highest densities in the Erico-Rhododendretum 
hirsuti and in communities oiSalicion waldsleinianae and Pinion mugi, whereas in low 
mountain ranges, it can be considered a character-species of the Calamagroslion 
arundinaceae (Horvat et al. 1974; Oberdorfer 1979). 
In the Forez mountains, Sorbus chamaemespilus is strictly limited to the area above 
the forest boundary, contrary to Sorbus aucaparia and Sorbus aria, which also can be 
found as shrubs or trees in adjacent woodlands of the montane zone. The species is 
often accompanied with rock outcrops and has its main distribution in snowbeds. 
Within these it can build small and thin scrubs in a specific belt, where a prolonged 
snowcover can be observed (Schaminée et al. 1992). Therefore, the locations with the 
best developed Sorbus scrubs are found on the east-side of the central ridge (Figure 
16). It furthermore grows along the Krummholz zone near the forest boundary, and, 
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rarely, as scattered individuals, in the open heathland. 
Results and discussion 
The scrub communities dominated by Sorbus species on the hautes chaumes of the 
Monts du Forez are characterized by a large number of constant species, that are 
indicators of the class Betulo-Adenostyletea Br.-Bl. et Tx. 43: Calamagrostis arundina-
cea. Geranium sylvaticum,Polygonum bistorta,Ranunculusplatanifolius, Rubus ¡daeus, 
Senecio cacaliaster, and Veratmm album (Table VIII). This class consists of communi-
ties dominated by tall forbs and grasses, which can be found in relatively cool and 
humid habitats, along streams, between large rocks, under scrub, and on the edge of 
forest; they are widely distributed in the subalpine zone of high and low mountain 
ranges as well as in arctic regions of Scandinavia (e.g. Oberdorfer 1978). Some of the 
constant species demonstrate a resemblance to subalpine heathland and grassland 
communities (Campanula recta, Deschampsia flemosa, Gentiana lutea, Meum 
athamanticum, Vaccinium myrtillus), and/or point at a relatively high atmospheric 
humidity (Anemone nemorosa, Meum athamanticum, Polygonatum verticillatum). The 
Sorbus canopy offers an opportunity to woodland species to establish: Acer pseudo-
platanus, Actaea spicata, Lamiastnim galeobdolon, Lonicera nigra, Oxalis acetosella, 
Paris quadri/olia, and Prenanthes purpurea. Mosses do not play an important role in 
the vegetation. The preponderance of tall forbs is further stressed by the presence of 
a large number of species characterizing Betulo-Adenostyletea syntaxa of lower rank 
(see below). At class level, the syntaxonomic position of the Sorbus scrubs on ihthautes 
chaumes of the Monts du Forez, therefore, is beyond discussion, although some species 
of the Aceri-Fagetum (class Fago-Quercetea) are found, the /¿mm/n/tofe-communtity 
that forms the forest boundary. The presence of some shrub and tree species together 
with a number of herbaceous woodland species, however, does not counterbalance the 
absence of a Fagus canopy, the dominance of tall forbs, and the occurrence of 
heathland species. In contrast to Jenik et al. (1980) and De Foucault (1984), the 
Betulo-Adenostyletea (on class level) has not been split up into a number of syntaxa, 
dependent on the presence or absence of shrub species, as the combined occurrence 
of tall forbs and deciduous shrub and tree species is one of the characteristics of 
Betulo-Adenostyletea communities (e.g. Oberdorfer 1957,1978). 
The Sorbus communities in the Monts du Forez usually occur in mosaic with heathland 
communities and communities dominated by grasses and tall forbs that are not 
sheltered by a shrub layer. They are all bound to rather steep slopes that are (with a 
few exceptions) visited neither by cattle nor by tourists. Generally, the scrubs cover a 
surface of about 10 to 40 m"; their height varies from 1.5 to 4 m. Moisture content, of 
soil and air, largely determines the variation in communities. The hydrologie condition 
is a complex ecological factor, resulting from the interference of local climate (snowco-
ver, temperature) and topographic condition (exposure, inclination). In discussing the 
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7àb/e W//: Synoptic table of the subalpine scrub communities dominated by Sorbus 
species in the Monts du Forez. Vie clusters T1-T3 belong to the Calamagrostion arundi-
naceae, the clusters T4-T7 belong to the Adenostylion alliariae. In the exponent, the mean 
cover percentages are given. As to companions, species occurring in less then 10 % of the 
relevés are omitted. 
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individual scrub communities, this aspect will be treated more in detail. 
The communities are rich in species, anyway if compared to the surrounding 
hcathlands and Nardion grasslands (e.g. Schaminée & Meertens 1991). The total 
number of recorded species is about 170, the mean number of species per relevé 31. 
The Betulo-Adenostyletea communities above the forest boundary arc to be considered 
as a natural climax vegetation with a long history. Carbiener (1969), for instance, refers 
to the Calamagroslion amndinaceae asprimäre Hochgrasprärien and Urwiesen. Several 
authors regard them as former nitrophilic phytocoenoses of the borders of Tertiary 
woods (Boscaiu & Täuber 1990; also Oberdörfer 1931; Wilmanns 1989). The long 
vegetation history resulted in the development of local ecotypes, subspecies, and 
microspecics (Bernard & Carbiener 1979,1980). In the communities with tall forbs of 
the Monts du Fore/, this evolutionary development is reflected by the occurrence of 
Kiiautia foreziensis, Pulmonaria angusti/olia ssp. azurea,Sedum telephium s&p.fabaria, 
znaSerratula linctoria ssp. macrocephalon. Guinochet & De Vilmorin (1975) conside-
red Knautia foreziensis, endemic for the Monts du Forez, as a microspecies oiKnautia 
godetii; Fournier (1961) and Tutin et al. (1976) treat them as two separate species. 
Table VIII summarizes the results of our classification. Seven clusters arc distinguish-
ed, each of them representing a specific community oiSorbus scrub. Florislically and 
ecologically, they can be described fairly well. The detrended correspondence analy 
sis ordination of the separate relevés supports the proposed classification (Figure 17). 
The communities that will be discussed in detail hereafter, can be assigned to two 
associations. The clusters 1-3 arc classified as the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calama-
grostietum Schaminée et Jansen ass. nov., subassociation sorbetoswn (Table IX); the 
clusters 4-7 can be attributed to the Adenostylo-Athyrietum distentifolii Jenik 61 em. 
Thébaud 87 (Table X). The first association belongs to the Calamagroslion amndina-
ceae Luquet 26; the second one to the Adenoslylion alliariae Br.-Bl. 25. The Calama-
grostion is rich in grasses and mesophilous, the Adenoslylion is rich in broad-leaved 
herbs and more hygrophilous (Carbiener 1969). 
Vie plant communities 
1. Senecioni cacaliastii-Calamagrostietum sorbetosum 
Floristic composition and variation: The Senecioni cacaUastri-Calamagrostietwn sor-
betosum is characterized by a number of thermophilous tall forbs and grasses, of which 
Laserpitiwn latifolium and Festucapaniculata arc the most prominent. About ten other 
species differentiate this phytocoenon from the Adenostylo-Athyrietum distentifolii, like 
Daphne mezereum, Lamiastnun galeobdolon, Lilium martagón. Pulmonaria angustifo-
lia, and Stellaria holostea. The scrub layer is dominated by Sorbus aria and, to a lesser 
extent, Sorbus aucuparia; Sorbus chamaemespilus is lacking. Sometimes, Corylus avel-
lana and Acer pseudoplatanus occur. 
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Figire 17: DECORANA ordination diagram of all relevés of table IX and X. Rare species 
have been downweighted. 
Within the Senecioni cacalwsiii-Calamagrostielwn sorbetosum, three subtypes are 
distinguished, namely (1) a variant with Cirsium erisithales, (2) a typical variant, and 
(3) avariant with Teucrium scorodonia. The three relevés representing the variant with 
Cirsium erisithales arc all made at one location, Roche Gourgon, a basalt outcrop in 
the southeastern part of the Monts du Forez at an altitude of 1420 m (Figure 14). Within 
the Calamagrostion anmdinaceae of the Monts du Forez, a lot of species are differen-
tiating this variant, mostly indicators of neutral to slightly basic soils. Some of them are 
also found in the Calamagrostion communities of the Monts Dore, first of all Cirsium 
erisithales, and further some indicators of the class Molinio-Arrhenatheretea; this 
resemblance will be elucidated hereafter. Of all the Sorbus communities in the Forez, 
the variant with Cirsium erisithales is clearly the richest in species; the average number 
of species per relevé is 42. The typical variant (23 relevés, with an average number of 
species of 33) can be considered as the central phytocoenon of the association. 
Conspicuous species are: Actaea spicata, Centaurea montana, Doronicum austriacum, 
Kiwutia foreziensis, and Valeriana tripteris. The variant with Teucrium scorodonia 
comprises 27 releves. It has the lowest average number of species (25); many species 
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ADDENDA 
In one releve: Acer pseudoplatanus juv. (53,2), Achillea millefolium (1,2), 
Adenostyles alliariae (32,2), Brachypodium pinnatum (1,3), Carex caryophyllea 
(16,2), Dicranum scoparium (39,2), Digitalis purpurea (11,2), Epilobium duriaei 
(2,2), Galium saxatile (48,2), Helianthemum nummularium (1,2), Hieracium 
argillaceum (22,2), Hieracium prenanthoides (35,2), Hieracium umbellatum (20,2), 
Hypnum cupressiforme s.l. (27,2), Leontodón pyrenaicus (48,2), Melampyrum pratense 
(20,2), Molima caerulea (52,2), Omalotheca sylvatica (21,2), Poa nemoralis (2,2), 
Potentina aurea (35,2), Ranunculus acomtifolius (52,2), Rumex acetosa (48,2), 
Silene nutans (31,2), Sorbus aucuparia χ aria (15,2), Stellarla nemorum (8,3), 
Stellarla species (2,2), Trifolium pratense (1,2), Valeriana offficinalis ssp. 
sambucifolia (25,2) and Valeriana officinalis ssp. officinalis (1,2). 
In two releves: Abies alba juv. (49,2; 51,2), Alchemilla glabra (4,2; 24,2), Dactylis 
glomerate (3,2; 4,2), Deschampsia cespitosa (6,2; 9,2), Nardus stricta (48,2; 
51,2), Ranunculus nemorosus (17,2; 27,2), Rosa pimpinellifolia (2,5; 47,2); 
Sambucus racemosa (8,2; 37,2); Silene dioica (26,2; 31,2), Sorbus aucuparia seedl. 
(30,2; 48,2), Stachys officinalis (7,2; 48,2), Streptopus amplexifolius (18,2; 
47,2), Thesium alpinum (2,2; 36,2) and Vicia sepium (3,2; 5,2). 
In three releves: Anthoxanthum odoratum (24,2; 26,2; 28,2), Dianthus monspessu1anus 
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(1,2; 26,2; 31,2), Epilobium montanum (7,2; 8,2; 13,2), Prunus padus (4,2; 34,2; 
52,2 ), Rumex arifolius (16,2; 26,2; 33,2) and Sanguisorba officinalis (45,2; 
47,2; 52,2). 
In four releves: Abies alba (4,2; 8,2; 43,2; 51,5), Calluna vulgaris (12,2; 37,2; 
41,2; 45,2), Genista pilosa (45,2; 47,2; 51,2; 53,2) and Luzula sylvatica (14,5; 
15,5; 42,6; 53,2). 
Table IX: Vegetation table of Sorbits scmbs in the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez, 
belonging to the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum sorbetosum. 
of relatively nutrient-rich soils are lacking. Apart from Teucrium scorodonia. Convalla-
ria majalis and Cytisus purgans arc differentiating. This subtype is bound to more or 
less acid soil conditions, probably resulting from differences in parent material, as the 
granites of the Monts du Forez show a striking heterogenity (Etlicher 1985,1990). 
Synecology and distribution: The meso- to xerophytic stands of the Senecioni cacali-
stri-Calamagrostietosuin soibeloswn are usually found on sunny, windy, and relatively 
dry rock streams, on the western slopes of the main mountain ridges, with a southwes-
tern aspect (Figure 18). The rocky habitat can be deducted from the occurrence of 
species Wkc Alchemilla alpina, Sedimi telephiwn, and Valeriana tripteris. The duration 
and thickness of snowcover is less than in the Adenostylion habitats. The rocks effect 
their local climate by radiation of collected solar heat. The communities are mainly 
composed of hemicryptophytcs, nanophanerophytes, and rhizomc-geophytes (Figure 
19). This resembles the figures of Quc/cl & Rioux (1954) for Calamagrostion commu-
nities of the Monts du Cantal, although the nanophanerophytes were almost missing 
there; they mentioned 81 % hemicryptophytcs, 14 % geophytes, and 5 % phanerophy-
tcs. The best examples of the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum sorbetosum are 
found west of Prochcr and Rocher Pavé, and at Rochers de la Chapelle (Figure 14). 
Syntaxonomy: Carbicner (1969) distinguished within the Calamagrostion arundinaceae 
of the peri-alpine low mountain ranges two associations, namely \hc Senecio doronici-
Calamagrostietum Carbicner 69, occurring in the Monts Dore and Puy-de-Dôme, and 
the Sorbo-Calamagrostietum arundinaceae Obcrd. 57 em. Carbiener 69, present in the 
Vosges, Black Forest, and Sudeten Mountains. According to the 'Code of syntaxono-
mic nomenclature' (Barkman et al. 1986), the name of the first association must be 
corrected in Senecioni doronici-Calamagrostietum. This association is synonymous 
with the Association à Calamagrostis amndinacea Luquet 26. The Sorbo-Calama-
grostietum is synonymous with the Digitali grandiflorae-Calamagrostietum subalpinum 
Carbiener 66; it also includes the CalamagiOStis anmdinacea-Centaurea montana-Ge-
scllschaft as described by Bartsch & Bartsch (1940), and the Bupleuro-Calamagros-
tietum arundinaceae (Zlalnik 28) Jenik 61. The inclusion of the Bupleuro-Calama-
grostielum of the Sudeten Mountains in the Sorbo-Calamagrostietum, however, is 
questionable, when the striking floristic differences are taken into account (also Jenik 
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1961). 
Carbiencr (1969) noticed that the Calamagrostion communities of the Monts du 
Forez take an intermediate position. Thébaud (1988) concluded that the Forez com-
munities must be allribulcd to the Sorbo-Calamagrostietum anindinaceae. We consider 
the communities dominated by tall forbs (both with and without a canopy oiSorbus 
shrubs) of the Monts du Forez as a separate association: the Senecioni cacaliastri-Ca-
lamagrostielum Schaminée et Jansen ass. nov. Apart from the subassociation sorbeto-
sum, two more subassociations can be recognized, namely the subassociation festuce-
tosum paniculatae (thcrmophilous) and the subassociation hieracietosum prenan-
thoides (chionophilous). Both subassociations were described by Thébaud (1988) as 
Sorbo-Calamagrostietum festucetosum and Sorbo-Calamagrostietum hieracietosum, 
respectively. Differential species of the subassociation sorbetosum arcActaeaspicata, 
Daphne mezereum, Lonicera nigra. Pulmonaria angustifolia, Sorbus aucuparia, and 
Sorbus aria. In the subassocialions described by Thébaud, Sorbus species are frequent 
too, but fail to reach more than 50 % of the plant cover, whereas sciophilous species 
arc less common. On the other hand, heliophilous species like Calluna vulgaris, 
Dianthus monspessulantis, Genista pilosa, Leucanthemum vulgare, Stachys officinalis, 
and Viola lutea are more frequent. 
The three associations in question have their own species composition. The differ-
entiating species of the Senecioni doronici-Calamagrostietum reflect a higher altitude 
(Senecio doronicum), a more allantic position (Euphorbia hybema. Vicia orobus; the 
latter occurs in the southern part of the Monts du Forez, but never in communities 
dominated by tall forbs), and the vulcanic, more basic soil conditions (Astrantia major, 
Dianthus hyssopifolius, Kj\aittia basaltica, Seseli libanotis). The Sorbo-Calamagrostie-
tum anindinaceae is characterized by a number of species showing a more eastern 
distribution, like Digitalis grandiflora. Knautia foreziensis and Senecio cacaliaster (al-
most exclusive) are differentiating the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum, as do 
Stellaria holostea, Sorbus aria, and Veratnim album; Knautia foreziensis can be consi-
dered a character-species of the association. Relevé number 6 of Table IX has been 
chosen as holotype of the association. 
The separate position of the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum association of 
the Monts du Forez can also bc demonstrated in considering the number of species 
that the various associations do have in common. More than 35 species present in both 
the Senecioni doronici-Calamagrostietum and the Sorbo-Calamagrostietum anindina-
ceae (in at least 10 % of the releves) do not occur in the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calama-
grostietum. Among them, there are many characteristic species of the class Molinio-
Arrhenatheretea (e.g. Arrhenathemm elatius, Galium mollugo. Pimpinella major, 
Rhinanthus minor, Rumex acetosa. Sanguisorba officinalis, Trifolium pratense), indica-
ting a higher nutrient content, due to the more basic soil conditions (Senecioni 
doronici-Calamagrostietum) or the more hygrophytic conditions (Sorbo-Calamagros-
tietum anindinaceae; generally situated in cirques). Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagros-
tietum and Sorbo-Calamagrostietum anindinaceae only have a dozen of species in 
common, not occurring in the Senecioni doronici-Calamagrostietum, most of them 
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being shrubs and trees or associated woodland species (e.g. Acer pseudoplatanus, 
Co/ylus avellana. Daphne mezereum. Lonicera nigra, Sorbus aria, and Sorbus aucupa-
ria). The number of species of the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum and Sene-
cioni doronici-Calamagrostietum that are lacking in the Sorbo-Calamagrostietum 
arundinaceae is even smaller; among them arc (sub-)atlantic species (Conopodium 
majus. Linaria repens) and some orophytes, mainly with a South European distribution 
(Alchemilla alpina. Campanula recta, Cytisus purgans, Dianthus monspessulanus. Fes-
tuca paniculata). 
2. Adenostylo-Alhyrictum dhtentifolii 
Floristic composition and variation: ThcAdenostylo-Atltyrietum distentifolii is mainly 
composed of broad-leaved tall forbs and ferns. The name-giving species Adenostyles 
alliariae andAthyrium distentifiolium are dominating. Other species, that differentiate 
this association from the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum sorbetosum, are: 
Ajuga reptans,AiUhoxanthwn odoralum. Cicerbita alpina, Dryopteris dilatata, Galium 
saxatile, Hieracium prenanthoides, Leontodón pyrenaicus, Oxalis acetosella, Paris 
quadrifolia, Poa chaixii, Prenanlhes purpurea, Rumexarifalius, and Vaccinium uligino-
sum. The shrub layer is dominated by Sorbus aucuparia, sometimes by Sorbus chamae-
mespilus. Sorbus aria is almost missing, except for the first subtype. 
Within th&Adenostylo-Athyrietwn distentifolii, four subtypes arc distinguished, namely 
(1) a variant with Sorbus aria, (2) a variant with Streptopus amplexifalius, (3) a variant 
with Conopodium majus, and (4) a variant with Sorbus chamaemespilus. The variant 
with Sorbus aria (24 releves) is rather mcsophilous. The phytococnon can be seen as 
a gradual transition between the types 1-3 and the types 5-7, respectively. Species like 
Daphne mezereum, Lathyms montanus, Lilium martagón, Sedum telephium, and Stel-
laria holostea are indicators of the Calamagrostion arundinaceae, whereas Adenostyles 
alliariae. Cicerbita alpina, Diyopteris dilatata, Oxalis acetosella, Prenanlhes purpurea, 
and Rumex arifolius (among others), refer to ÚieAdenostylion alliariae. The interme-
diate position between these two alliances also appears, when compared with 
communities in other low mountains. The variant with Sorbus aria of the Adenostylo-
Athyrietum shows some similarity with Calamagrostion communities of the Vosges and 
the Black Forest, which are less xerophytic than the Calamagrostion communities in 
the (more southern situated) Monts du Forez. It also has some similarity to the 
subassociation hieracietosum prenanthoides of the 'Sorbo-Calamagrostietum' of the 
Monts du Forez as described by Thébaud (1988); this phytocoenon, however, lacks the 
protection of a scrub canopy. The variant with Streptopus amplexifolius (17 relevés) is 
the most hygrophilous subtype of the association; it is further differentiated by Alche-
milla glabra and Luzula desvaiixii. The community has a similarity to the subassociation 
salicetosum auritae (Thcbaud 1988), located near sources or small rivulets on peaty 
soils. In the variant with Conopodium majus (10 relevés), some of the extreme 
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Table X: Vegetation table of Sorbus scrubs in the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez, belonging to the 
A denostylo - A thyrietum disten ti f olii. 
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Senecio cacali aster 
Polygonum bistorta 
Ranunculus platamfolius 
Polygonatum verticil latum 
Solidago virgaurea 
Aconitum napel lus 
Epilobium angusti folium 
Lonicera nigra 
Rubus saxátil is 
Cicerbita pluimen 
Athynum filix-femina 































































































































Alchemilla saxátil is 
Allium victonalis 









Sel inum pyrenaeum 
Silene vulgaris 
Sorbus aucupana juv. 
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In one releve: Acer pseudoplatanus (71,7), Alchemilla montícola (87,2), Armca montana (55,2), Barbilophozia 
hatchen (80,2), Dicranum scopanum (105,2), Digitalis purpurea (77,2), Galium species (98,2), Jasione laevis 
(60,2), Luzula mvea (60,2), Molima caerulea (98,5), Omalotheca sylvatica (97,2), Polygala vulgaris (94,2), 
Polypodium vulgare (97,2), Pseudorchis albida (93,2), Ribes petraeum/alpinum (67,2), Saxífraga stellans 
(83,2), Sorbus ana juv. (63,2), Sorbus chamaemespilus seed!. (102,3), Succisa pratensis (86,2), Trisetum 
flavescens (72,2). 
In two relevés: Amelanchier ovalis (62,2; 95,5), Blechnum spicant (82,3; 98,5), Caltha palustris (83,2; 87,2), 
Centaurea nigra (57,2; 97,2), Cytisus purgans (77,2; 97,2), Doromcum austnacura (54,2; 60,3), Festuca pani-
culata s.l. (56,2; 57,2), Gymnocarpium dryopteris (Θ6,3; 94,2), Laserpitium 
latifolium (57,2; 63,2), Lotus cormculatus (54,2; 83,2), Luzula multiflora 
(85,2; 111,2), Luzula sylvatica (57,2; 93,2), Pleurozium schreberi (57,2; 
62,2), Prunus padus (62,3; 90,3), Ranunculus nemorosus (62,2; 63,2), Sambucus 
racemosa (71,2; 100,2), Scilla bifolia (99,2; 101,2). 
In three relevés: Acer pseudoplatanus juv. (54,2; 60,2; 61,2), Actaea spicata 
(63,2; 70,3; 80,2), Hypnum cupressiforme s.l. (62,2; 80,2; 105,2), Narcissus 
pseudonarcissus (74,2; 198,2; 105,2), Ranunculus acomtifolius (83,2; 84,2; 
87,3), Rhizommum punctatum (62,2; 80,2, 83,2), Teucrium scorodoma (63,3, 
70,2, 77,2^, Trollius europaeus (57,2; 58,2; 81,2). 
In four releves: Alchemilla xanthochlora (64,2; 81,2; 86,2; 100,2), Hieracium 
argillaceum (68,2; 72,2; 73,2; 74,2), Hieracium murorum (60,2; 86,2; 89,2; 
97,2), Phegopteris connectilis (58,2; 64,2 ; 67,2 89,5), Pulmonaria angus-
tìfolia (54,2; 55,2; 57,2; 66,2), Thesium alpinum (55,2; 91,2; 103,2; 110,2). 
hygrophilous species are rare or lacking, like Adenostyles alliariae and Aconitum 
napellus. Probably, to some extent, this community suffers from summer drought. The 
variant with Sorbus chamaemespilus is represented by 8 releves, that arc all collected 
along the margins of snowbeds, southeast of Pierre-sur-Haute. The absence of many 
species is striking, without doubt a result of the prolonged snowcover. The shrub layer 
is dominated by Sorbus chamaemespilus. Some species oiNardion grasslands differen-
tiate in a positive way: Galium saxalile. Nardus strida, Potentina aurea, and Trifolium 
alpinuni. These Nardion species, adapted to weight and sliding of snow masses, have 
a natural occurrence in snowbeds. In the Monts du Forez, the communities of snow-
beds are also influenced by sheep grazing and trampling, resulting in an extension of 
the area covered by Naidion communities; moreover, characteristic Nardion species 
are penetrating then to a larger extent into other plant communities (Schaminée et al. 
1992). The phytocoenon has some affinity with the Sorbo chamaemespili-Vaccinietum 
("une association spécialisée des ruptures de pente"), as described by Carbiencr (1966) 
for the Vosges. 
Synccology and distribution: The hygrophytic stands of the Adenostylo-Athyrietum 
distentifolii arc bound to sheltered slopes with a high atmospheric humidity, on the 
eastern side of the mountain ridge, with a predominantly north and northeastern aspect 
(Figure 18). The communities occur between rocks, on rock streams, and along the 
border of snowbeds, all localities showing a considerable snowcover during winter and 
early spring. The soils are relatively deep and rich in nutrients, with a high moisture 
content (also Thcbaud 1988). The mean altitude of 1540 m is somewhat higher than 
that of the Calamagrostion communities (1510 m). The growth forms spectrum resem-
bles that of the Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum: hemicryptophytes, nanopha-
nerophytes, and geophyles are prevailing (Figure 19). Quézel & Rioux (1954) men-
tioned 72 % hemicryptophytes and 28 % geophytes for Adenostylion communities in 
the Monts du Cantal. The best developed examples of the Adenostylo-Athyrietum 
distentifolii are found at the east side of the main ridge between Procher and Corni-
che-en-Coeur, and at Rochers de la Pause (Figure 14). 
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Synlaxonomy: Although the Adenostylion alliarìae, compared to the Calamagrostion 
arundinaceae, has been described in a larger number of publications (partly as a 
consequence of its wider geographical distribution), its syntaxonomy seems to be more 
complicated and obscure than that of the Calamagrostion. In Europe, communities 
dominated by Adenostyles alliarìae and/or Athyrium distentifolium ( = A. alpestre) arc 
widespread, and many associations have been described on one or both of these 
basionyms (Tlixen 1978), e.g. Adenostyletum Br.-Bl. 15 (Cévennes), Association à 
Adenostyles alliarìae Luquet 26 (Monts Dore), Association à Adenostyles alliarìae et 
Cicerbita alpina Br.-Bl. 26 (Monts du Cantal), Adenostyletum alliarìae Pawlowski et al. 
28 (Tatra Mountains), Athyrium alpeslris-AiSSOziaûon Nordh. 27 (Scandinavia), Ade-
nostyleto-Cicerbitetitm Br.-Bl. 50 (A\ps,),Adenostylo-Doronicetum austriacae Horvat 56 
(Rumania), Epilobio trigoni-Adenostyletiim Carbiener 66 (Vosges), Adenostyli-Athyrie-
tunt alpestris (Zlatnik 28) Jenik 61 (Sudeten Mountains), and Streptopo-Athyrietum 
Rivas-Martine/ 85 (Pyrenees). 
ThcAdenostylion communities of ihc hautes chaumes in the Monts du Forez belong 
to the Adenostyli-Alhyrielwn alpestiis, as described by Jenik (Thcbaud 1988); this 
association also includes the Epilobio tiigoni-Alhyrietum of the Vosges. According to 
the nomenclatural rules (Barkman et al. 1986), the correct name of the syntaxon must 
bcAdenostylo-Athyrietum distentifolii Zlatnik ex Jenik 61. The associations have many 
species in common, and there are relatively few (geographic) differentiating species 
(Jenik 1961; Carbiener 1966). In this respect, it might be interesting to notice that 
Athyrìo alpestrìdi-Adenostyletum was a provisional name for the communities in the 
Vosges, given by Carbiener (1966). Just to differentiate them from the "adénostylaic 
subalpine très analogue" from the Sudeten Mountains described by Jenik, the name 
was changed. Compared to the Adenostylo-Cicerbitetum alpinae of the Monts Dore 
and the Monts du Cantal (Cussct & De Lachapelle 1962), many character-species of 
this association (e.g. Crépis lampsanoides, Chaerophyllum villarsii, Pedicularis foliosa, 
Peucedanum ostnitliium, Saxífraga rotundifolia, Tozzia alpina) do not occur in the 
Monts du Forez; on the contrary, the communities of the Forez comprise more 
shrubland and woodland species. 
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The vegetation of 'snowbeds' in the Monts du Forez 
Abstract 
In 1985, the vegetation of snowbeds in the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez 
was analysed according to the Braun-Blanquet approach. Here, snowbeds are 
found at the eastern side of the central ridge of the mountain; their altitude varies 
between 1480 and 1590 m. A comprehensive definition of the concept of 
snowbed was used, based on three aspects, namely geomorphological (snowbeds 
are solely found as bowl-shaped depressions of the mountain side, beyond the 
forest boundary), phenological (connected with the flowering time of the species 
Anemone nemorosa and Narcissuspseudonarcissus), and phytosociological (the 
occurrence of a characteristic and repeated pattern of plant communities). The 
research provided insight in the ecology and distribution pattern of communities 
in detail. More than eighty relevés were made and classified into two tables, 
comprising 15 clusters, and reflecting the situation in the field. One snowbed 
(Corniche-en-Coeur) has been studied in detail. The distribution of the plant 
communities was mapped al a scale of 1:250 and 1:125. The upper edge and the 
side-slopes of the snowbed are covered by heathlands and small scrubs. Lower 
down the slopes, grassland communities occur in mosaic with groups oftall ferns. 
In the central and more or less flat part of the snowbed, a small-scaled pattern 
of peaty communities is found. 
The snowbed vegetation of the Monts du Forez is discussed in a European 
context. In low mountain ranges, the variation of the chionophilous communities 
is determined by at least four major factors, namely macroclimate (largely 
determined by geographical situation and altitude), historical factors, soil con-
ditions, and geomorphological features. 
In areas with a prolonged snowcover in spring and summer, the vegetation can be divided into snow-bound (chionophilous) and snow-avoiding (chionophobous) 
communities. For species from chionophilous communities, a thick snow-carpet during 
the winter is a prerequisite to survive, while species from chionophobous communities 
cannot endure much snow; the latter arc able to resist wintry cold and desiccation 
(Schröter 1926; Braun-Blanqucl 1951; Gjacrevoll 1956; Friedel 1961). In fact, only a 
few species survive both prolonged snowcover and exposure to severe wind and frost 
in absence of snowcover (Braun-Blanquet 1951). 
The influence of snowcover on the vegetation is reflected by its duration, the thickness 
of the snow-carpet, and, to a lesser degree, the density of the snow. The main positive 
effects arc: protection against low temperatures and from early sprouting, protection 
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from drought, and a constant water balance of the soil during a long period resulting 
from a continuous supply of meltwater. The main negative effects are: the shortening 
of the vegetative period due to absorption of light, mechanical injury due to weight and 
sliding of snow masses, and stimulating of certain parasites (e.g. Schröter 1926; 
Brockmann-Jerosch 1927; Braun-Blanquet 1951; Van Herk & Knaapcn 1985; also 
Coolen & Sicbum 1988). 
The impact of snow on vegetation applies to mountain areas in particular, where 
as a consequence of the varying relief snowcover often shows a disproportionate 
distribution: on certain places, especially under the lee of the wind, snow can accumu-
late, while other, wind-exposed parts are much less covered with snow or even are not 
covered at all. This spatial variation is rather constant. Nordhagen (1936) called it 'the 
conservative distribution of snow'. It is attended with a great temporal variation, as the 
thickness of the snow-layer and the period of snowfall and melting can vary consider-
ably from year to year (Dahl 1956; Fricdel 1961; Gjaerevoll 1956). 
In phytosociological literature, much attention has been paid to the vegetation of 
snowbeds in central European high mountains (e.g. Rubel 1912; Braun-Blanquet 1913, 
1948,1954; Schröter 1926; Gaussen 1954; Fricdel 1961), Scandinavia (e.g. Fries 1913; 
Nordhagen 1928,1936,1943; Kalliola 1939; Dahl 1956; Gjaerevoll 1956; Van Herk & 
Knaapen 1985), or both (e.g. Diersscn 1984). As early as 1835, Heer described the 
vegetation of snowlands in the Swiss Alps under the name of 'Schncetälchcn'. With 
respect to low mountain ranges, however, much less has been published. The study of 
the vegetation of snowbeds in the Monts du Forez, carried out in 1985, is an attempt 
to (ill up this hiatus. 
The Monts du Forez, that mainly consists of granitic igneous rock, are situated in 
the northeastern pari of the Massif Central (Figure 20). The mountain range roughly 
runs from north to south and measures 60 by 20 km approximately; the altitude varies 
between circa 700 and 1650 m. On an average the slopes are afforested or cultivated 
up to 1300 m; in the close surrounding of the top, Pierre-sur-Haute, however, the woods 
extend up to 1500 m. The area above the forest boundary (hautes chaumes) includes 
dwarfshrub healhlands, communities dominated by tall forbs, grasslands and peat-
lands. This area comprises a north-south oriented ridge and a number of extensive 
plateaus. Almost all snowbeds in the Monts the Forez are found at the eastern side of 
the ridge between 30 and 60 m under the summit, where snow is heaped up during 
winter by prevailing west wind; the altitude varies between 1480 and 1590 m, which is 
above the forest boundary. Their dimension diverges from 20 by 10 m to 70 by 60 m. 
In general, their shape is oblong to oval. In Figure 20, an inventory of the snowbeds in 
the Monts du Fore/ is presented. To illustrate their dependence on the presence of 
masses of snow, the distribution pattern of snow at the end of May, as derived from an 
aerial photo from 1956, is rendered in Figure 21. 
The study of the vegetation of snowbeds in the Monts du Forez has been concentra-
ted on one snowbed (niche de nivation) in particular, to get more insight in the ecology 
and distribution pattern of communities in detail. It is called Corniche-en-Coeur and 
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Figure 20: Snowbeds in the Monts du Forez; Comiche-en-Coeur has been encircled. In 
the little square, top right, the location of the Massif Central within France is indicated. 
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area below the forest boundary 
Figure 21: Distribution pattern of snow in the Monts du Forez at the end of May, after an 
aerial photo of 1956. 
considered lo be representative of the area of investigation. In 1985 it proved to have 
the longest snowcover (until 3 July). The niche is situated approximately 1 km southeast 
of Picrrc-sur-Hautc at an altiludc of 1540-1570 m (Figure 20). Corniche-en-Coeur can 
be seen as a horseshoe-shaped depression in the mountain side with rather steep side 
walls (the arms of ihe horseshoe), a less steep back wall, and a central part that is more 
or less flat. The aspect is east-northeast with a mean inclination of 55°; the breadth 
measures about 60 m, its length 70 m. The typical shape of the niche can be seen from 
the contour lines, as indicated in Figure 22. 
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In this study, firstly some information is given on the local climate of the Monts du 
Forez. Furthermore, definitions are given. The various types of vegetation are discus-
sed in detail. Finally, the snowbed communities of the Monts du Forez are put in a 
European context. 
Climate 
Comprehensive descriptions of the climate of the Massif Central in general and the 
Monts du Forez in particular are given by Estienne (1956) and Súchel (1985,1990; also 
Thébaud 1988), respectively. Like in other low mountain ranges in western Europe, 
the general climate of the highest parts of the Monts du Forez is characterized by a 
high annual precipitation (1800 mm), a large number of foggy days, heavy winds and 
storms especially in wintertime, and relatively low temperatures. July is the warmest 
Figure 22: Situation of the contour lines in Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du Forez). 
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Figure 23: Mean snowcover at Pierre-sur-Haute, Monts du Forez (period 1978-1984). I 
(top): mean number of days with snowcover per month. II (bottom): mean thickness of 
snow, at a point with an average snowcover (A) and at a point where snow accumulates 
(B) (Súchel 1985). 
month with an average daily mean temperature of 12.0 CC, February the coldest (-4.2 
"C). An annual number of days with frost of almost 200, combined with the highest 
precipitation during the winter give relatively large amounts of snow. 
From 1978 onwards, detailed climate statistics are available from the meteorologie 
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slation at Pierre-sur-Haule (Súchel 1985, 1990). A maximum accumulation of snow 
takes place at the beginning of spring. At Pierre-sur-Hautc, the annual mean number 
of days with snowcover is 180. Snowcover is insignificant in October, irregular in 
November (a chance of 50 %), and not absolutely guaranteed in December or even in 
January. Only in February and March, the soil is continuously covered with snow. The 
situation in April resembles that of January, while in May there is still more than 30 % 
chance of snowcover. This typical periodicity of snowfall and snowcover goes together 
with a phase shift in temperature in relation to the cosmic rhythm: the winter continues 
in a cold spring, while the autumn is mild. 
As the snowcover often shows a disproportionate distribution, the thickness of the 
snow-carpet is dependent on the location where it has been measured. Súchel (1985) 
gives two diagrams, one of a point with an average snowcover and one of a place where 
snow accumulates (Figure 23). The maximum thickness at these places was reached in 
March and amounted to 86 and 188 cm, respectively. In the central parts of the 
snowbeds, however, these figures arc exceeded. On 21 March 1987, we measured a 
layer of snow of more than 4 m in a snowbed at La Chamboite. 
The concept of snowbed 
Various opinions exist about what has to be understood by the concept of 'snowbed'. 
Some authors emphasize the relation between snowcover and the occurrence of 
specific plant communities, whereas others refer to striking phcnological differences 
between plant species growing on places with a prolonged snowcover and the same 
species growing in the direct surroundings. According to Franz (1979), for instance, 
snowbeds are found at spots where accumulated snow gradually melts in the course of 
the summer, so that various zones of vegetation can be distinguished. Gjacrevoll (1956) 
quotes a definition, given by Norman in 1894, based on the phcnological criterion: 'All 
localities... if only the snow has remained so far into summer that the spring vegetation 
in the close vicinity is in full flower before the plants have yet begun to develop in the 
previously snow-covered locality.' 
Concerning the snowbeds of the Monts du Forez we prefer a comprehensive definition, 
based on three aspects, namely geomorphological, phcnological, and phytosociologi-
cal. The geomorphological aspect implies that snowbeds are solely found as bowl-sha-
ped depressions of the mountain side. The phcnological aspect is connected with the 
flowering lime of the species/l/ie/?ioHC nemorosa and Narcissuspscudonarcissus. Both 
widespread species are in full flower in the surrounding hautes chaumes, while the 
central parts of the snowbeds are still covered with snow. The phytosociological aspect 
concerns the occurrence of a characteristic and repeated pattern of vegetation perfor-
mances. In all snowbeds within the Monts the Forez, a community dominated by 
Nardus stricta and Trifolium alpinum, and fern stands oiAthyrium distentifolium (often 
accompanied with shrubs oiSorbus chamaemespilus) are present. In snowbeds inclu-
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ding source systems, a community dominated by Luzula desvauxii and thick carpets of 
liverworts are found, the latter mainly consisting oiJungennannia hyalina and Nardla 
compressa. 
Methods 
In Corniche-en-Coeur, 83 relevés have been made according to the Braun-Blanquct 
approach (Braun-Blanquct 1951; Westhoff & Van der Maarcl 1973). For estimation of 
the quantitative occurrence of each species, the Braun-Blanquet scale as refined by 
Barkman, Doing and Segal (Barkman et al. 1964) was used. Five relevés from other 
snowbeds of the Monts du Forez have been added. In the synthetical phase the 
TWINSPAN program (Hill 1979) was used for structuring rough tables. The relevés 
are divided into two subtables. This corresponds with the major division of the 
vegetation of Corniche-en-Coeur, which is also clearly visible in the field: a 'dry 
heathland' part (Table XI) and a 'wet peatland' part (Table XII). According to the 
specific structure of the different phytocoenoses, the size of the sample plots shows a 
wide range. In the 'heathland' part, the size varies from 2 to 20 m ; in the 'peatland' 
part, the minimum size is 0.1 and the maximum 4 m , most of them being less than 1 
m2. 
The vegetation tables comprise 15 clusters, each representing a specific communi-
ty. The vegetation types are compared with syntaxa already described in phytosocio-
logical literature. We have made use of the so-called 'deductive method', which has 
been developed by the Czech researchers Kopecky and Hejny to classify phytosocio-
logically unsaturated communities that cannot be interpreted at association level (e.g. 
Kopecky & Hejny 1974, 1978; Kopecky 1984). The method has been applied in the 
sense of Schamincc, Stortelder, and Westhoff (Schamince et al. 1991), who precised 
it, and adapted the definitions to the West European (atlantic) situation, where 
precipitation exceeds evaporation in contrast to more continental (Czech) climate. 
The distribution of the vegetation types was investigated at a scale of 1:250 for the 
whole niche, and 1:125 for the central, peatland part of the niche. The final maps (scale 
1:500 and 1:250, respectively) arc given in Figures 24 and 25. Species nomenclature of 
vascular plants follows Flora Europaea (Tbtin et al. 1964,1968,1972,1976,1980). The 
mosses arc named according to Frahm & Frey (1983), lichens according to Wirth 
(1980). 
The plant communities 
The plant communities that are described here imply the whole range of phytocoenoses 
occurring within Corniche-cn-Cocur. As we would like to discuss their connection, we 
have not tried to draw a sharp borderline between the very snowbed vegetation and 
communities which are exposed earlier. In similar studies, like Gjaerevoll (1950) and 
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Dahl (1956), the concept of snowbed is also taken in its widest sense. 
Prior to the description of the plant communities in detail, we will outline the overall 
vegetation structure of Corniche-en-Coeur. At the upper edge of the snowbed, a 
heathland zone is present, mainly dominated by Vaccinium myrtillus (Type IV). Small 
scrubs oiSoibus aucuparia with an undergrowth of dwarfshrubs and hygrophilous tall 
forbs are found on the steep side-slopes of the snowbed Otype I). High on the 
east-southeast exposed side-slope, a thermophilous community dominated by tall forbs 
is present, in which Calamagrostis anmdinacea is preponderant (Type II). The wind-
exposed, highest parts of the side-slopes, that are free of snow during a great deal of 
the year, are occupied by a community with a very short herb layer, poor in species and 
dominated by Calluna vulgaris (Type III). Lower down the slopes, a grassy vegetation 
occurs with Nardus stricta and Trifolium alpinum dominating (Type VII). At the lower 
edge of this phytocoenosis a zone of tall ferns (Athyrium distentifolium) occurs, 
alternated by small scrubs which are dominated by Sorbus chamaemespilus (ТУре 
V-VI). In the central and more or less flat part of Corniche-en-Coeur, a small-scaled 
mosaic of peaty communities is found. In the transition zone between the central part 
and the slopes of the snowbed, two communities occur in which Molinia caerulea is 
conspicuous (Type VIII-IX). The very centre of the snowbed includes a large carpet 
of hepatics, mainly consisting of Jungeimannia hyalina and Nardia compressa (Type 
XI). A community with Philonotis seriata. Saxífraga slellaris, and Festuca rivularis is 
found on a small, gently sloping, water-soaked plateau (ТУре XIV). Three communities 
occupy a linear zone along this central part of the snowbed; they partly benefit from 
water that slowly leaks out from the hepatic carpet. They include a Sphagnum auricu-
latum community (Type X), a phytocoenosis with Juncus filifonnis (Type XIII), and 
stands dominated by Limila desvauxii (Type XV). At the foot of Corniche-en-Coeur, 
some rivulet species (Ramiiiculiis aconitifolius andScapania undulata) are found (ТУре 
XII). Type I to VIII is represented in Table XI, Type IX to XV in Tabel XII. 
The vegetation analysis was complemented by measurements of temperature and 
pH. Minimum and maximum thermometers were placed in the vegetation about 5 cm 
above the ground level for a period of six days halfway through July. The mean 
minimum temperatures ranged form 0.1 to 7.6 "С, the mean maximum temperatures 
from 26.6 to 37.9 0C. The highest figures were measured in those parts of Corniche-
en-Coeur with an east-southeastern aspect. In the Calluna vulgaris-coenon (type III), 
occasionally, the temperature fell to below zero. The pH values of the water coming 
out from the liverwort carpets in the centre of Corniche-en-Coeur proved to be 
constant at 5.2 throughout the fieldwork period. 
Type I: Sorbus aucuparia coenon 
This type comprises rather small, 1.5-3 m high scrubs oí Sorbus aucuparia, growing on 
the slopes (mainly side-slopes) of Corniche-en-Coeur, especially between rock out-
crops. At these places, snow accumulates in winter and early spring. Apart from shrubs 
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In one releve: Barbilophozia floerkei (34,2), Calypogeia neesiana (34,2), Carex 
caryophyllea (1,6), Ceratodon purpureus (19,2), Cladonia chlorophaea (10,2), 
Cladonia gracilis (7,2), Cladonia pyxidata (4,2), Cladonia rangiferina (12,2), 
Dryopteris carthusiana (33,2), Epilobium angustifolium (15,2), 
Hygroamblystegium tenax (27,2), Isopachus bicrenatus (4,2), Isopterigium 
elegans (5,2), Isoptengium pulchellum (4,2), Linaria repens (2,2), Lycopodium 
clavatum (12,3), Paraleucobryum longifolium (4,2), Paris quadrlfolia (19,2), 
Pohlia elongata (27,2), Polytrichum piliferum (5,3), Ptilidium ciliare (9,2), 
Ranunculus platamfolius (19,5), Rhacomitrium canescens (5,5), Rumex anfolius 
(6,2), Sphagnum capillifolium (1,2), Stellarla holostea (2,2), Thelipteris 
phegopteris (22,2), Viola reichenbachiana (8,2). 
In two relevés: Carex mgra (33,2; 34,2), Cladonia squamosa (1,2; 8,2), Dicranella 
heteromalla (3,2; 5,2), Dryopteris filix-mas (4,2; 19,2), Eriophorum vagmatum 
(1,2; 12,2), Genista pilosa (7,2; 11,2), Hylocomium splendens (1,2; 12,2), 
Maianthemum bifolium (31,2; 32,2), Narcissus pseudonarcissus (1,2; 13,2), 
Oxystegius tenuirostris (4,2; 5,2), Plagiothecium denticulatum (1,2; 8,2), 
Plagiothecium laetum (4,2; 5,2), Rhacomitrium heterostichum (4,2; 5,3), 
Rhytidiadelphus loreus (1,5; 33,2), Thesium alpinum (9,2; 14,2). 
Table XI: Vegetation table of the 'dry heathland' part of Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du 
Forez). 
of Sorbiis aucuparia, the community is characterized by Geranium sylvaticum, Poa 
chaixii, Hypericum maculahim, Ajuga reptans, and Lophocolea heterophylla, all indica-
ting rather deep, wet and humic soils. Rubus idaeus is abundant; many characteristic 
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species of dwarfshrub heathlands, however, are lacking. 
The Sorbus aucuparia coenon belongs to the Betulo-Adenostyletea Br.-Bl. et Tx. 43. 
This class consists of communities dominated by tall forbs and grasses which can be 
found alongside streams, between large rocks, on the edge of scrub and forest, in 
snowbeds, and at the foot of steep slopes; they are widely distributed in the subalpine 
zone of the European mountains and Scandinavia (e.g. Oberdörfer 1978). TVvo allian-
ces have to be mentioned, namely theAdenostylion alliariae Br.-Bl. 25, rich in broad-
leaved herbs and hygrophilous, and the Calamagrostion amndinaceae Luquet 26, rich 
in grasses and more mcsophilous (Carbiener 1969). Type I can be assigned to the 
Adenostylion, Type II to the Calamagrostion. 
The relevés of Type I do not constitute a homotonous group. The first relevé clearly 
shows the greatest affinity to the Adenostylion alliariae; only \icTC,Adenostyles alliariae 
and Streptopus amplexifolius are present. Moreover, the high cover-abundance values 
of some fern species, namely Athyriwn distentifolium, Athyriwn filix-femina, and 
Dryopteris dilatata, are diagnostically relevant. A comparable phytocoenon has been 
described earlier for the Monts du Forez (Hennekens et al. 1986). It occurred at the 
foot of rock walls, where a prolonged snowcover in spring and a high atmospheric 
humidity in summer are found. Thébaud (1988) attributes this community to the 
Adenostylo alliariae-Athyrietum distentifolii Jcník 61 em. Thébaud 87. The fourth relevé 
can be seen as a transition towards Type II. 
Type II: Calamagrostis umndinucea-Hieracium prenanthoides coenon 
The Calamagrostis anmdinacea-Hieracium prenanthoides coenon, represented by five 
relevés, is characterized by a number of tall forbs and many species of dwarfshrub 
heathlands. It mainly occurs high upon the (east and southeast exposed) slopes, at 
relatively warm places between outcropping rocks. A lot of species in Corniche-en-
Coeur are almost exclusive for this coenon, among which Calamagrostis arundinacea, 
Alchemilla alpina, Rosa pendulina, and Hieracium prenanthoides. Calamagrostis arun-
dinacea and Vaccinium myitillus are dominant. Sorbus aucuparia only occurs as 
juvenile. The presence of species that are restricted to a relatively high atmospheric 
humidity is evident. At lower altitudes, species like Polygonalum verticillatum, Conval-
laria majalis. Anemone nemorosa, Melampyrum pratense, and Vaccinium myrtillus are 
usually confined to forests. 
Syntaxonomically, this type belongs to the Calamagrostion amndinaceae. Carbiener 
(1969) uses the terms Hochgrasprärien and Urwiesen for communities of the Calama-
grostion, that are rich in species and phytosociologically extremely complex. Various 
authors point out thai the Hochgivsprärien of the Monts du Forez are intermediate 
between the Sorbo-CalainagiOstietum Oberd. 57 of the Vosges and the Senecioni-Ca-
lamagrostietum Carbiener 69 (nomenclatural correction of the name Senecio-Calama-
grostietum as used by Carbiener; with Senecio doronicum) of the Monts Dore and 
Puy-de-Dôme, and must be assigned to one of these associations (Carbiener 1969; 
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Hennekens et al. 1986; Jansen & De Leeuw 1988; Thébaud 1988). In our opinion, the 
communities of the Monts du Forez represent a separate association, that can be called 
the Senecioni cacaliastrì-Calamagrostietum (with Senecio cacaliaster, Schaminée et al. 
1992). One of its characteristics is the high contribution of species of dwarfshrub 
heathlands. 
Within the Calamagrostis amndinacea-Hieraciumprenanthoides coenon, three sub-
types can be recognized, namely a subtype of Sorbus aria (relevé 5), a typical subtype 
(relevé 6-8), and a subtype of Festuca paniculata (relevé 9). From these, the typical 
variant is probably the least thcrmophilous. The thermophilous character of the 
subtype of Sorbus aria is not only visible from the occurrence of White Beam, but also 
from the appearance of Amelanchier ovalis; both are submediterranean species. The 
subtype oí Festuca paniculata is dominated by its name-giving species. Festuca panicu-
lata ( = Festuca spadicea), a montane-mediterranean species. In the Cévennes and 
Monts du Cantal, as well as in the Monts du Forez, this species can completely 
dominate. It may form open, xerothcrmic communities, relatively poor in species, on 
southern exposed, steep slopes, that show some similarity to the Hieracio-Festucetum 
spadiceae (order Caiicetalia сипчаае Br.-Bl. 26), as described by Braun-Blanquet 
(1948) in the eastern Pyrenees. 
Type III: Calluna vulgaris coenon 
The relevés (10-12) representing the Calluna vulgaris coenon have been made on the 
highest parts of the side walls of Corniche-en-Coeur, at wind-exposed places with a 
stony soil. During winter snow will be blown away from these sites, that, consequently, 
will be subjected to extremely low temperatures; only frost-resisting species will 
survive. The dense vegetation is short (10-20 cm) and poor in species; it is dominated 
by Calluna vulgaris. Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium uliginosum are also present, 
but with relatively low cover-abundance values (2b or less). Most probably, the small, 
xeromorphic leaflets of Calluna are able to withstand the mechanical and dehydrating 
effects of wind. 
Syntaxonomically, the Calluna vulgaris coenon can be classified within the class 
Nardo-Callunetea Preising49. It resembles the Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uligi-
nosi (Schaminéc & Hennekens 1992), although several of the characteristic species of 
this association are lacking, namely Alchemilla alpina, Trifolium alpinum, Viola lutea, 
Antennaria dioica, and Cetraria islándica. 
Type IV: Vaccinium myrtillus-Gentiana lutea coenon 
This type, represented by four releves, comprises a dwarfshrub heathland, dominated 
by Vaccinium myrtillus, Vaccinium uliginosum, and Gentiana lutea. 1\vo species in 
Corniche-en-Coeur (Carex pilulifera and Limila multiflora) are almost exclusive for 
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this vegetation; Potenttlla aurea is almost restricted to this type and Type V. The 
community is developed most characteristically high upon the back wall of the niche 
(partly also on the side-slopes), where snow accumulates during winter and spring, but 
disappears relatively early, somewhat comparable to rocky places with Calamagrostion 
andAdenostylion stands. 
Because of the presence of Gentiana lutea, Vaccinium uliginosum, Vaccinium 
myrtillus, Meum athamanticum, Melampyrum pratense. Anemone nemorosa, and Poly-
gonum bistorta, the Vacciniuin myrtillus-Gentiana lutea coenon can be assigned to the 
Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum (class Nardo-Callunetea; Schaminée & Hennekens 1992). 
This association is the most chionophilous of all heathland communities of the Monts 
du Forez. 
Type V: Sorbiis chaemaeinespihis coenon 
Type V (three relevés) consists of small and thin scrubs of Sorbus chamaemespilus, 
occurring near the centre of Corniche-en-Coeur, in the transition zone between the 
'dry heathland' part and the 'wet peatland' part, where a prolonged snowcover can be 
observed. Sorbus chamaemespilus behaves as creeping shrubs with decumbent stems 
('mugids' in the sense of Barkman 1988). In Corniche-en-Coeur, the stands oí Sorbus 
chamaemespilus grow together with communities dominated hyAthyrium distentifoli-
um (Type VI). It is unclear, whether these two units are exponents of one and the same 
community, only differing in dominance, or constitute a mosaic. In one of the three 
relevés of the So/bus chamaemespilus coenon both species occur together with high 
cover-abundance values. 
The Sorbus chamaemespilus cocnon can be assigned to thcAdenostylion alliariae, 
in view of the joint occurrence withAthyrium distentifolium and the presence of species 
like Polygonum bistoita and Rubus idaeus. Sorbus chamaemespilus has often been 
considered to be a character-species of the Calamagrostion arundinaceae (e.g. Ober-
dörfer 1979). The species is an orophyte, that can be found in the Krummholz zone 
near the forest boundary, between large rocks, and in cirques and snowbeds (e.g. 
Carbiener 1966,1969). In the Monts du Forez, it clearly has its optimum in snowbeds. 
TVpe VI: Athvrium distentifolium coenon 
Tb&Athyrium distentifolium cocnon (four relevés) consists of dense fern stands, about 
1 m high, dominated by Athyrium distentifolium (= Athyrium alpestre). It occurs on 
stony places near the centre of Corniche-en-Coeur and is often accompanied by scrub 
of Sorbus chamaemespilus (Type V; q.v.). From all communities of the 'dry heathland' 
part of the niche, it has the longest snowcover; in 1985, it was not free of snow yet on 
27 June (Figure 26). As a result of the prolonged snowcover, combined with a thick 
layer of litter produced by the ferns, and a small incidence of light, the phytocoenon 
is extremely poor in species (seven species per relevé on average); some of them, like 
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In one releve: Agrostis capillans (49,2), Brachythecium rivulare (87,2), Calluna 
vulgaris (37,2), Caltha palustris (85,5), Calypogeia muellenana (46,2), Carex pamcea 
(39,5), Hygroamblystegium tenax (87,2), Juncus bufomus (61,3), Luzula multiflora 
(79,2), Marsupella sparsifolia (45,2), Polygonum bistorta (77,5), Rhacomitnum 
canescens (67,2), Scapama uliginosa (85,3), Sphagnum compactum (37,3), Sphagnum 
girgensohnn (78,2). 
In two releves: Athynum distentifollum (76,2; 87,2), Blindia acuta (64,2; 65,2). 
Table XII: Vegetation table of the 'wet peatland' part of Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du 
Forez). 
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Vaccinium myrtillus, have a reduced vitality. 
Athyrium distentifolium is considered to be a character-species of the Betulo-
Adenostyletea, where it has its optimum in thzAdenostylion alliariae (e.g. Oberdorfer 
1979). The Athyrium distentifolium coenon, therefore, can be assigned to this alliance; 
Polygonum bistorta and Rubus idaeus also indicate this affinity. In the Monts du Forez, 
Athyrium distentifolium is not restricted to snowbeds; it also can be found between rock 
deposits and at the foot of steep slopes. The stands in the snowbeds, however, are very 
characteristic and homogeneous. The community belongs to the Adenostylion but 
cannot be assigned to one of its associations, because character-species and sufficient 
differential species and companions are lacking. Therefore, it is here described as a 
basal community: BCAthyrium distentifolium-\Adenostylion alliariae]. In Scandinavia, 
communities of Athyrium distentifolium are described as Athyrietum alpestris Nordh. 
43 (Nordhagen 1943; Dahl 1956; Gjacrevoll 1956). The vegetation is dominated by 
Athyrium distentifolium, poor in species, and bound to places with a long snowcover. 
However, there are serious doubts on the status of association. Nordhagen (1943) 
suggested that the Scandinavian communities can be divided into two groups, i.e. one 
with snow-bed indicators, such as S<7/¿t herbácea, Sibbaldia procumbens, and Carex 
lachenalii, belonging to the order Salicetalia herbaceae, and the other without such 
indicators to be placed in the order Adenostyletalia. On the other hand, Dahl (1956) 
mentioned that it is very hard to draw any line in the series. 
Type VII: Trifolium alpinum-Nardus strida coenon 
This type comprises seven relevés and consists of a short grassland, poor in species, 
with some heathland elements. Trifolium alpinum and Nardus stricto are dominating. 
Vaccinium myrtillus is frequent and abundant, but shows a reduced vitality. Of parti-
cular importance is the occurrence oí Scilla bifolia, in the Monts du Forez more or less 
restricted to this phytocoenon. It is not present in the relevés. While the 'wet peatland' 
part of Corniche-en-Coeur lo a large extent was still covered with snow, this species 
(only in few individuals) flowered and within short time had disappeared completely. 
The Trifolium alpinum-Nardus stricta coenon can be found at relatively steep places, 
mainly on the back wall of the niche, just above the stands oí Athyrium distentifolium 
(Type VI) and the scrubs of So/bus chamaemespilus (Type V). Here snowcover is not 
extremely long, but it has a distinctive influence on the vegetation. The species are 
adapted to weight and sliding of snow masses. Trifolium alpinum and Galium saxatile 
form a dense network of creeping shoots; Gentiana lutea and Trifolium alpinum 
develop thick and robust roots; the branches of Vaccinium (myrtillus and uliginosum) 
arc flexible and do not break under a high pressure of snow. As a secondary factor, 
the vegetation is also influenced by grazing and trampling, as the snowbeds (and their 
grassland part in particular) are frequently visited by flocks of sheep. Snow-pressure 
and pasturing result in openings in the field-layer and do cause a typical microrelief. 
Parallel to the counter lines, garland-like systems have developed with gently sloping 
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tops and steep, almost vertical fronts. The latter are some 10 cm high and are colonized 
by specialized mosses such as Oligotrichum hercynicum and Pogonatum nanum; these 
bryophyte communities were not studied in detail. 
Syntaxonomically, the Trifolium alpinum-Nardus stricta coenon belongs to the 
Nardo-Callunetea. Within this class, it shows the strongest resemblance to the Nardion 
Br.-Bl. 26, grassland communities with abundance of Nardus stricta in the mountains 
of Europe, widespread under the influence of pasturing. Characteristic species are: 
Agrostis capillaris, Deschampsiaflexuosa, Leontodón pyrenaicus, Galium saxatile, Gen-
tiana lutea, and Nardus stricta (Oberdorfer 1978). Nardus stricta is confined to acid 
soils with a low nutrient status and has a wide amplitude with respect to the water 
balance. Snowbeds, probably, are one of the primary habitats of the species; other such 
nuclei are open spots on wind-swept crests, and the borders of mire systems, where 
Nardus grows in the transition zone between heathland and pcatland vegetation 
(Schaminéc & Meerlens 1991), and open spots on wind-swept crests. Some authors 
(e.g. Oberdorfer 1979) consider Trifolium alpinum a character-species of the Nardion. 
This orophyte occurs in the Apennines, Alps, Pyrenees, and Massif Central (Tbtin et 
al. 1968), but has not been observed in the Vosges and the Black Forest. Like Nardus 
stricta, the species is reslricled to nutrient-poor and acid soils. Provisionally, Thébaud 
(1988) has described the grassland communities rich in Trifolium and Nardus of the 
snowbeds in the Monts du Forez as Trifolio alpini-Nardetum strictae, which he called 
an association spécialisée. In our opinion, however, the status of this community as a 
separate association is unsufficiently founded, on floristical grounds. We prefer to 
describe it as a basal community: ВС Trifolium alpinum-Nardus stricta-[Nardion]. In 
the Black Forest, a somewhat similar community has been described as Nardo-Gna-
phalietum supini Bartsch et Bartsch ex К. Müller 48, occurring in snowbeds wilh an 
annual snowcover of six lo eight monlhs, characterized by Gnaphalium supinum, 
Ligusticum niutellinum, Nardus stricta, Meum athamanticum, Leontodón pyrenaicus, 
and Potentina aurea (Bartsch & Bartsch 1940; Bogenrieder 1982). On the basis of the 
occurrence of Gnaphalium and Ligusticum, this association has been assigned to the 
Salicion herbaceae Br.-Bl. 26 (class Salicetea herbaceae Br.-Bl. et al. 47). The commu-
nity also resembles the Plantagini-Nardetum of the Monts Dore, described by Cusset 
& De Lachapelle (1962) and dominated by Nardus stricta and Plantago alpina. The 
latter association occurs at higher altitude and contains more alpine species: Plantago 
alpina, Geum montanum, Agrostis rupeslris, Euphrasia minima, Luzula spicata, and 
Phyteuma hemisphaericum. 
The Trifolium alpinum-Nardus strida coenon is a rather heterotonous vegetation 
type. Therefore, three subtypes have been distinguished, namely an inops subtype 
(relevé 24), a typical subtype (relevé 25-28), and a subtype of Vaccinium myrtillus 
(relevé 29-30). In the inops subtype, Trifolium alpinum is the only dominant species; it 
is bound to places wilh a somewhat longer snowcover. The subtype of Vaccinium 
myrtillus forms a transition towards the Vaccinium myrtillus-Gentiana lutea coenon, 
with which it occurs in mosaic. 
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Type VIH: Molinia caentlea-Vaccinium uliginomm coenon 
In the transilion zone between the 'dry heathland' part and the 'wet pcatland' part of 
Corniche-cn-Cocur, two communities occur in which Molinia caerulea is dominating. 
In the first one, the dwarfshrubs Vaccinium uliginosum and Vaccinium myrtillus are 
co-dominating; in the second one, Scirpus cespitosas is preponderant. The Molinia 
caenilea-Vacciniwn uliginosum coenon can be found at several places (scattered) in 
the transition zone. The abundance oiMolinia points at an instable water balance. Now 
and then, groundwater reaches the ground level, and rain and melting water stagnate; 
this probably explains the lack of species like Potentina aurea, Carexpilulifera, Campa-
nula recta, and Menni athamanticum. 
TheMoIinia caentlea-Vaccinium uliginosum coenon belongs to the class Nardo-Cal-
lunetea. 1\vo subtypes have been distinguished, which are also spatially separated. The 
former, characterized by Maianthemum bifolium. Polygonum bistorta, and Rubus 
idaeus (releve 31-32), consists of small, isolated groups of Molinia surrounded by a 
dense Vaccinium vegclation; the latter, characterized by Carex nigra, Eriophorum 
angusti'folium, and Polytricluun fonnosum (relevés 33-34), occurs in mosaic with the 
Athyrium distentifolium coenon, at places with a prolonged snowcover (Figure 26). 
Type IX: Molinia caenilea-Scirpus cespitosus coenon 
The Molinia caemlea-Sciipus cespitosus coenon (five relevés) is dominated by four 
graminoid species, namely Molinia caerulea, Scirpus cespitosus, Eriophorum angustifo-
liwn, and Carex echinata, all indicators of waterlogged, peaty soils. The community can 
be found on norlh-norlhcastcrn exposed, gentle slopes near the centre of Corni-
che-en-Coeur, partly in mosaic with the Sphaginim auriculatum coenon (Type X). The 
vegetation of these mosaics is not only fed by meltwater but also by springwater 
emerging here. The community is bound to sites where big, flat stones crop out. Just 
along these stones, water stagnates and the subsoil hardly dries out during the summer. 
Especially Molinia caendea produces a lot of leaf litter; the vegetation is poor in species 
and the bryophyte layer is hardly developed. Apart from the dominance of Purple 
Moorgrass, the resemblance to the previous 'dry' Molinia type is small. These types 
only have Vaccinium uliginosum, Potentilla erecta, and Nardus stricto in common, 
species occurring in almost all phytococnoses in Corniche-en-Coeur. Besides, the 
communities are spatially separated. 
The Molinia caenilea-Scirpus cespitosus coenon can be classified within the Canci-
ón curto-nigrae Nordh. 37 ( = Canción fuscae Koch 26 sensu auct., non sensu Koch 26), 
including communities on minerotrophic, peaty ground with a permanently high water 
table (class Parvocaricetea Den Held et Wcsth. 69; = Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae 
Tx. 37 p.p.). It resembles specific subalpine forms of the Caricetum fuscae Br.-Bl. 15, 
and transitions of such communities towards the Junción acutiflori Br.-Bl. 47. 
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Type X. Sphagnum aunciilatiim coenon 
The Sphagnum aunculalum coenon comprises 16 relevés and is determined by a 
conspicuous bryophytc layer, mainly composed of mosses The cover of the herb layer 
varies from 20 to 90 %, it remains rather short (10-15 cm on average). Sphagnum 
aunculatum occurs with high cover-abundance values and is present in all relevés; 
locally, Calliergon strammeum is dominating A third species that has its optimal 
occurrence in this community in Corniche-cn-Coeur is Agrostis canina The vegetation 
is fed by mcllwaler and springwater The community can be found islandlike, either 
between other pealland communities with which it can constitute mosaics, or in 
ribbon-shaped zonation in the transition /one between the 'dry heathland' part of the 
niche and the 'wet pealland' part. 
Syntaxonomically, the Sphagnum aunculatum coenon belongs to the class 
Parvocancetea. It has the strongest affinity to the Cancetum fuscae, especially to the 
upland forms of this association, as described by Oberdörfer (1977) According to this 
author, a (sub)montane and a (sub)alpine form can be distinguished, the latter 
occurring in peaty habitats poor in lime above the timbcrhne. The subalpine form is 
characterized by a high presence of Drepanocladus exannulatus, Juncus fihfonms, 
Sarpuscespitosus, and (in the Vosges) Selmuinpyrenaeum The total number of species 
oiiheSphagnum aunculatum coenon in the Monts du Fore/ is relatively low The same 
phenomenon applies to Sphagnum aunculatum communities in other European low 
mountain ranges (Vosges, Black Forest, see Bick 1985, Dicrsscn & Diersscn 1984). 
The Sphagnum aunculatum communities in each of the various mountain ranges all 
have a specific group of speciesin common Carex echinata,Viola palmtn<;,Enophonim 
angustifolium, and Callteigon stiamineum On the other hand, each area has its 
characteristics In the Black Forest, the Cancetum fuscae sphagnetosum aunculati 
(Dierssen & Dicrsscn 1984) is determined by a high abundance of Carex rostrata and 
Potenttllapalustm, like the Sphagnum aunculatum coenon of the Monts du Forez, the 
vegetation occupies small territories only Bick (1985) describes a Sphagnum auncu-
latum-Enophorum angustifolium community, occurring in the Vosges and the Bavarian 
Forest, on slopes with impeded drainage and accumulation of shallow peat, influenced 
by spring water (Quellmooie) It is further characterized by Mollina caemlea and 
Sphagnum teies According to Bick (1 с ), this community can be considered a 
consociation, just like the Cancetum fuscae belonging to the Canción curto-mgrae 
Because of the high cover-abundance values ofMolima caemlea, this consociation has 
also a resemblance with the Mollina caemlea-Sarpus cespitosus coenon (Ttype IX) 
On the basis of differences in dominance, within the Sphagnum aunculatum coenon 
four subtypes have been distinguished, namely a subtype of Calliergon strammeum 
(relevé 40-42), a subtype of Scirpus cespitosas (relevé 43-46), a subtype of Viola 
palustns (relevé 47-51), and a subtype oiJungennanma hyalina and Nardia compressa 
(relevé 52-55). In the subtype of Calliergon strammeum. Sphagnum aunculatum is 
replaced by Callieigon stiammeum. Sphagnum growth is reduced by moving water and 
subsequent periods of drought, in the course of which the subsoil is drying out. 




Type I: Sorbus aucupana coenon 
Type II: Calamagrostis arundmacea-Hieracium prenanthotdes coenon 
Type III. Caítuna vulgaris coenon 
Type IV Vaccinium myrtillus-Genttana lutea coenon 
Type V: Sorbus chamaemespilus coenon 
Type VI: Athynum distentifolium coenon 
Type VII Trifolium alptnum-Nardus stncta coenon 
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A Molima caerulea-Scirpus cespitosus coenon (Type IX) 
В Sphagnum aunculalum coenon (Type X) and Ranunculus 
aconltilolius-Scapama undulata coenon (Type XII) 
С Jungermannia hyalma-Nardia compressa coenon (Type XI) 
D Juncus filiformi: coenon (Type XIII) 
E Philonotis senata-Saxifraga stellens coenon (Type XIV) 
F Luzula desvauxn coenon (Type XV) 
Figure 24: Vegetation map of Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du Forez). Mosaics are indicated 
by double or triple symbols. Пеpattern ofsnowcoveron 16 June (see Figure 26) is marked 
with a dotted line. 
Comparable phytocoena have been described by Kambach & Wilmanns (1969) in the 
Black Forest, and Bick (1985) in the Vosges. The latter mentions a Calliergon strami-
neum facies of a subassociation of the Caricelum fuscae differentiated by Agrostis 
canina. The resemblance with the Calliergonetum straminei, as described by Dahl 
(1956) in Rondane, is less distinct. The subtype of Scirpus cespitosus is characterized 
by a better developed herb layer, dominated by Scirpus cespitosus. This species clearly 
points at a somewhat drier habitat. In the Monts Dore, Scirpus cespitosus-neh com­
munities of the Caricetum fuscae (subassociation trichophoretosum; Trichophorum 
cespitosum = Scirpus cespitosus) may develop as a result of drying out and soil 
compaction (Cusset & De Lachapelle 1962). Bartsch & Bartsch (1940) report a 
succession from Caricion curto-nigrae towards communities dominated by Nardus 
stricta as a result of drainage, which they name Carex nigra-Bartsia alpina association. 
In the course of this development a stage with dominance of Scirpus cespitosus can be 
observed. Within the subalpine forms of various Caricion curto-nigrae associations, 
Oberdorfer (1977) distinguished facies of Scirpus cespitosus, restricted to habitats 
influenced by melting water in spring, but drying out in summer; a similar classification 
has been presented by Philippi (1963). The subtype of Viola palustris can be seen as 
the typical form of iht Sphagnum auriculatum coenon. In the subtype oí Jungennannia 
and Nardia, the bryophyte layer is not only composed of mosses but also of liverworts. 
This community can be seen as a transition towards the JungennannialNardia coenon 
(Type XI), with which it also forms small-scaled mosaics. 
Type XI: Jungermannia hyalma-Nardia compressa coenon 
This type (17 releves), poor in species, is determined by an extensive, dark brown to 
brick-red layer of bryophytes, completely dominated by liverworts, in particular 
Jungermannia hyalina and Nardia compressa. In the field, these species are difficult to 
distinguish. In Table XII, therefore, they are presented as the Jungermannia/Nardia 
complex. The herb layer remains short (10 cm on average); its cover is variable. The 
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Jungennawüa hyalina-Nardia compressa coenon occupies the centre of the 'wet peat-
land' part of Cornichc-cn-Cocur, more or less surrounded by Sphagnum auriculatum 
communities (Type X). It also borders on a small plateau covered by the Philonotis 
seriata-Saxifraga stellaris cocnon (Type XIV). The surface area of the liverwort carpet 
measures some 100 m"' its thickness is 10-20 cm. The vegetation acts like a sponge and 
is able to retain mcllwatcr and springwatcr for a long time. It is not until the end of 
summer that these communities dry up, and then only superficially. 
The syntaxonomical position of the Jungennannia hyalina-Nardia compressa coe-
non is unclear. As far as we know, liverwort communities dominated hyJungermannia 
hyalina or Nardia compressa arc rather rare in Europe. Philippi (1975) described a 
somewhat similar community in the Allgáu Alps, also poor in species. It was dominated 
by Jungennannia obovata, which species is closely related to Jungermannia hyalina. 
Philippi classified the phytococnon within the Cardamino-Montion Br.-Bl. 26, as it 
occurred together with spring communities oí Philonotis seriata and Diobelon squar-
rosum. In 1944, Schwickcralh described 'áScapanietum undulatae in the Hautes Fagnes 
(Belgium); in the highest parts of the area, Nardia compressa occurred in this associa-
tion and seemed to replace Scapania undulata. Comparison with syntaxa of the 
phanerogamic system is unsatisfactory, although the phytocoenon shows some resem-
blance to the Canción cuito-nigrae (Carex nigra, Eriophonim angustifolium, Viola 
palustris, Selinum pyrenaeum, Agrostis canina, Carex echinata) and the Cardamino-
Montion {Jungennannia hyalina, Scapania undulata). It is worthwhile to study the 
Jungennannia hyalina-Nardia compressa coenon of the Monts du Forez within the 
cryptogamic system. In 1986, Von Hubschmann published ihcProdromus der Moosge-
sellschaften Zentraleuiopas. The Jungennannia hyalina-Nardia compressa coenon can 
be placed within the order Brachylhecietaliapiumosi Philippi 56; this order comprises 
montane to subalpine aquatic communities on silicate. Within the order, Von 
Hubschmann distinguished only one alliance, the Scapanion undulatae Philippi 56, for 
communities of fast-running water. None of the (seven) associations shows great 
resemblance to the Jungennannia-Nardia stands of the Monts du Forez, which are 
characterized by slow-moving water. In our opinion, the liverwort communities domi-
nated by Jungennannia hyalina and Nardia compressa of the Monts du Forez can be 
described as a new association, the Jungennannio-Nardietum compressae Schaminée 
et Siebum ass. nov. (type relevé is number 65 of Table XII), chracterized by the two 
namegiving species. 
Within the Jungennannia hyalina-Nardia compressa coenon, four subtypes have 
been distinguished, namely a subtype ofScirpus cespitosus (relevé 56-57), a subtype of 
Polytrichum commune (relevé 58-61), a subtype of Scapania undulata (relevé 62-63), 
and a subtype of Nardus stiicla and Luzula desvauxii (relevé 64-72). The last one can 
be considered as the typical form of the community. The subtype ofScirpus cespitosus 
can be seen as a transition towards the Sphagnum auriculaftim coenon (Type X). Of 
the four subtypes, the subtype of Polytrichum commune, co-dominated by Polytrichum 
commune and characterized by a high presence of Nardus strida andJuncusfìlifomiis, 
is probably the best adapted to periods of drought. The subtype of Scapania undulata 
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Type IX Molinie caerulea-Scirpus cespitosus coenon 
Type X Sphagnum auriculatum coenon 
рГ"-j тУРв Xa Subtype of Calliergon atraminaum 
Y//X Type Xb Subtype of Scirpus cespttosua 
^ \ N ^ Type Xc Subtype of Viola palustris 
: : О Type Xd Subtype of Jungermannia and Nardla 
Type Xf Jungermannia hyaüna-Nardia compressa coenon 
r ·! Type Xla Subtype of Sorpus cespitosus 
| J Type Xlb Subtype of Polytnghum commune 
r \ Type Xtc Subtype of Scapante undulata 
[• ^І Type Xtd Subtype of Nardus end Luzula desvauxn 
j * *| Type XII Ranunculus aconitifolius-Scapama undulata coenon 
г j Type ХИІ Juncus fihfornlfs coenon 
|! '. \ '\ Type XIV Philonolia senata-Saxifraga stellans ΐ 
ν'' A У^Ре XV Luzula desvauKil coenon 
I Rock 
Finire 25: Vegetation map of the 'wet pealland' part of Comiche-en-Coeur, Monts du 
Forez (enlargement of the central part of Figure 24). 
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occurs on a steep slope in the boundary zone between the typical form of the Junger-
mannia-Nardia cocnon and the Philonotis seriata-Saxifraga stellaris coenon (Type 
XIV); the increased water dynamics are reflected in the occurrence of Scapania 
undulata, a robust species by contrast with the other liverworts. 
Type XII: Ranunculus acnnitifolius-Scapania undulata coenon 
The most striking species in this type, represented by three relevés, is Scapania 
undulata. Other bryophytes with high cover-abundance values are: Polytrichum com-
mune and Calypogeia fìssa. In Cornichc-cn-Coeur, the following species are confined 
to this type: Calypogeia fìssa, Nardia Scolaris, Pellia neesiana, and Calliergon sarmen-
tosum. Ranunculus aconitifolius and Festuca rivularis are conspicuous species of the 
herb layer. The community is situated in a small gully in the lowest part of Corniche-
en-Coeur, where it occurs adjacent to and in mosaic with Sphagiium auriculatum 
communities (Type X), and stands of Jungermannia hyalina and Nardia compressa 
(ТУре XI). Here, meltwater and springwater from higher parts of the niche accumulate. 
Synlaxonomically, the Ranunculus aconitifolius-Scapania undulata coenon can be 
assigned to the Cardamino-Montion. It resembles theScapanietum undulatae Schwick. 
44. Von Hübschmann (1986) placed the latter association in the Scapanion undulatae; 
according to Schwickerath (1944), it belongs to the Cardamino-Montion. Müller (1938) 
described a Scapanietum paludosae for the Feldberg area in the Black Forest, at 
constantly wet places with a low water temperature. There, Scapania paludosa consti-
tutes dense carpels mixed with small groups of species such as Philonotis seriata, 
Agrostis canina, Viola palustris, and Caltha palustris. After Müller (I.e.), Scapania 
undulata should have a similar ecology and can be found in the immediate vicinity of 
Scapania paludosa. According to Kambach & Wilmanns (1969), Scapania undulata 
has its optimal occurrence in the Black Forest in cool brooklets, where it grows together 
with Philonotis seriata and Sphagnum subsecundum. Ranunculus aconitifolius is con-
sidered a character-species of the Chaerophyllo-Ranunculetum aconitifolii Oberd. 52, 
belonging to the Callhionpalustris Tx. 37 (classMolinio-Arrhenatheretea Tx. 37). Other 
species of this association, however, are lacking at sites in the niche where the 
Ranunculus aconitifolius-Scapania undulata coenon is found. 
Type XIII: Juncus ftliformis coenon 
Characteristic of this type, presented by three relevés, is the high cover-abundance 
value of Juncusfìlifonnis. Other constant species are: Selinumpyrenaeum, Carexnigra, 
and Festuca rivularis. The Juncus fìlifonnis coenon can be found in the transition zone 
between the 'dry heathland' part of the niche and the 'wet peatland' part, ribbon-sha-
ped like the Sphagnum auriculatum coenon (Type X). 
According to Oberdörfer (1977), Juncus fìlifonnis is a characteristic species of the 
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subalpine form of the Caricetwn fiiscae. The presence of Selinum pyrenaeum, Carex 
nigra, and Festuca rivularis also accentuate the subalpine character. At lower altitude, 
Juncus filifonnis is considered to be a character-species of the Juncetum filiformis Tx. 
37, a wet and rather eutrophic meadow community, rich in species, belonging to the 
Callhion palustris; the resemblance to this association, however, is small. Within the 
Caricetum fuscae, Juncus filifonnis mainly occurs at somewhat 'disturbed' places, 
where in consequence of pasturing, trampling or mowing mobilization of nutrients can 
be recorded. Considering the situation in Corniche-en-Coeur, such preference is not 
obvious. Some input of nutrients may be expected as a result of melting of snow or 
solifluction caused by snow pressure. 
Within ihc Juncus filifonnis coenon, two subtypes have been distinguished. The first 
one (relevé 76) is rich in herbs (Veratnim album, Vaccinium myrtillus, Galium saxatile, 
Nardus strìda, Viola palustris) and occurs adjacent to the Vaccinium myrtillus-Gentiana 
lutea coenon (Type IV); the second one (relevé 77-78) is rich in bryophytcs (Calliergon 
straminewn,Polytrichum commune) and occurs adjacent to IheAthyrium distentifolium 
coenon (ТУрс VI). 
Type XIV: Philonotis seriata-Saxifraga stellaris coenon 
The Philonotis seriata-Saxifraga stellaris coenon (seven relevés) is determined by a 
conspicuous bryophytc layer, dominated by Philonotis seriola and Polytrichum com-
mune. The cover of the herb layer varies from 5 to 70 %; its characteristic species 
combination exists oí Saxífraga stellaris, Luzula desvauxii, and Festuca rivularis. Philo-
notis seríala and Saxífraga stellaris arc almost exclusive for this type. The community 
occurs on a small, gently sloping plateau in the centre of Corniche-cn-Coeur between 
facies oí Luzula desvauxii (Type XIII) and stands of liverworts (Type XI). During the 
whole season, the vegetation is water-soaked as a result of melting of snow and local 
seepage. 
Syntaxonomically, the Philonotis seriata-Saxifraga stellaris coenon belongs to the 
Cardamino-Montion. It has a strong affinity to ihcBryo-Philonotidelum seriatae Luquet 
26. This association, rich in mosses and restricted to acid soils fed by moving water 
with a more or less constant and low temperature, is bound to the montane and 
subalpine belt (Luquet 1926). According to Braun-Blanquct (1923), it is one of the 
communities that characterizes the best the subalpine belt of the Auvergne. Locally 
(e.g. Black Forest; Oberdorfer 1977), also Saxífraga stellaris is considered a character-
species of this association; elsewhere, the species, however, is not confined to acid soils. 
Type XV: Luzula desvauxii coenon 
This type comprises three relevés and is completely dominated by Luzula desvauxii, 
which is one of the species able to develop before the last snow has disappeared. It 
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Figure 26: Patterns ofsnowcover in Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du Forez). 
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produces a large quantity of leaf litter that decomposes very slowly. Only Veratrum 
album and Festuca rivularis are (constant) companions. Veratmm album is a robust 
competitor, able to penetrate the bulk of litter every spring. Other species hardly get 
a chance to colonize; the mean number of species per relevé is four. The community 
can be found at the top of the small plateau in the centre of the niche, in the boundary 
zone between the Philonotis seriata-Saxifraga stellaris cocnon (Type XIV) and the fern 
stands of Athyriwn distentifolium (Type VI). It grows on waterlogged soils, fed by 
mcltwater in spring and early summer, but gradually drying up superficially in the 
course of the growing season. 
On floristic criteria the syntaxonomical position of the hygrophytic and chionophy-
tic Luzula desvauxii cocnon is unclear, as a consequence of the extreme poverty in 
species. According to Oberdörfer (1977), Luzula desvauxii is a character-species of 
the Luzuletum desvauxii, a subalpine community of the alliance Salicion herbaceae. In 
the Vosges and Black Forest, this association occurs on moderately sloping snow-gul-
lies and depressions in cirques. Apart form Luzula desvauxii, it is characterized by 
Epilobium anagallidifolium and Sibbaldia procumbens, species that have not been 
observed in the Monts du Forez. Oberdorfer, additionally, remarks that Luzula 
desvauxii has a rather wide amplitude; in the Vosges, Massif Central and Pyrenees, it 
also may occur in communities of Adenostylion alliariae, Nardion, and Vaccinio-Picei-
on. De Lachapcllc described another 'Luzuletum desvauxii' for the Monts Dore 
(Cusset & De Lachapclle 1962). The affinity of the communities in the Monts du Forez 
to this association again, however, is solely based on the dominance oí Luzula desvauxii. 
The occurrence of Festuca rivularis, and (less frequent) Brachythecium rivulare and 
Philonotis seríala in the Luzula desvauxii coenon indicates a relation to the Montio-
Cardaminetea; the presence of Veratrum album, however, points at the Betulo-Adeno-
styletea. In our opinion, therefore, the Luzula desvauxii coenon of the Monts du Forez 
can be described as a basal community, intermediate between Cardamino-Montion 
ana Adenostylion: ВС Luzula desvaiixii-\Cardainino- Montion I Adenostylion alliariae]. 
European context 
The syntaxonomical analyses of the plant communities of the snowbeds in the Monts 
du Forez have made clear that the snowbed communities here (1) only occur in small, 
scattered areas, and (2) are characterized by a poverty of alpine species. Moreover, it 
appeared that the variation among the snowbed communities in European low moun­
tain ranges is large. In explanation, at least four major factors can be supposed to be 
crucial, namely macroclimate, historical factors, soil conditions, and geomorphologi-
cal features; macroclimate is largely determined by geographical situation and altitude. 
In the following, these factors will be discussed. Prior to this some attention will be 
paid to snowbed communites in high mountain areas, which strongly differ. 
The duration of the snowcover can be considered the major factor conditioning the 
vegetation in snowbeds. In high mountains in southern Europe (Pyrenees, Alps, 
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Carpathians) and Scandinavia, snowland communities are faced with a very short 
growing season and adapted to a snowcover of 8 to 11 months. In the Alps, for instance, 
there are facies of the Polytricltum sexangiilare association which in snowy years are 
not exposed at all (Braun-Blanquct & Jenny 1926); in Scandinavia, the Phippsia algida 
and iheAiUhelia nivalis sociations are examples of communities of extreme snowland 
(Fries 1913). Such extreme conditions are not encountered in the low mountain ranges. 
In European syntaxonomical literature the snowbed communities of the high moun-
tains arc generally attributed to three different orders, following the classification of 
Braun-Blanquct & Jenny (1926). In calcareous regions, the Tltlaspietalia rotundifolii 
can be found, comprising pronouncedly basophilous communities. In non-calcareous 
regions, tììcAndrosacetalia alpinae (on residual gravel) and the Salicetalia herbaceae 
(fine gravel, glacial clay and permanently saturated humic soils) occur, both acido-
philous (e.g. Oberdorfer 1977; Dicrssen 1984). The vegetation of the snowbeds in low 
mountain ranges is largely composed of other species and different communities. 
In Europe, mean temperatures gradually increase from north to south, but the range 
of temperature decreases. From west to cast, this range increases, while the amount 
of precipitation decreases. In western Europe, prevailing oceanic features are relati-
vely unfavourable for the occurrence of snowbed vegetation. In central and eastern 
Europe, at the same altitude the amount of snowfall is considerably larger and the 
variation from year to year much smaller, resulting in a rather constant snowcover. 
According to Weischel (1950), the mean duration of the snowcover in the Giant 
Mountains, for instance, is 1.5-4 χ as long as in the Vosges. Yearly snow-depth 
measurements in the Hruby Jesenik Mountains in Czechoslovakia demonstrate that at 
an altitude of about 1400 m on the main crest (situated above the timberlinc), the depth 
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Figure 27: Some meteorological characteristics of the Monts du Forez (Súchel 1985.1990), 
Puy-de-Dôme, Aigoual and Mézenc (in Tìicbaud 1988), Black Forest (Havlik 1982), and 
Vosges (Carbiener 1966; De Valk 1981). 
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of snow-cover during February and March amounts to 1-3 m over large parts of the 
area (Pinosova 1986 and personal communication). 
Within the Massif Central, Gachón (in Thébaud 1988) distinguished four climatic 
regions (régions climatiques). The mountain ranges in the west (Monts Dore, Monts 
du Cantal; zone océanique nord) are strongly influenced by the Atlantic. In the south 
(Aubrac, Mézenc, Aigoual, Mont Lozère; zone océanique sud and zone méditer-
ranéenne), mediterranean influences are noticeable. The Monts du Forez (zone meri-
diane) show some continental characteristics. All in all, the climatic characteristics of 
the Monts du Forez show little variation to those of the Vosges and the Black Forest, 
although the Forez massif reaches higher altitudes: the highest mountain in the Vosges 
(Hohneck) only reaches 1362 m, the Feldberg in the Black Forest amounts to 1493 m 
(Figure 27). 
The floristic composition of the snowbed vegetation in low mountain ranges can be 
related to the distance to high mountain areas, which not only has a spatial but also a 
clear temporal aspect. In former days, during glacial periods, the vicinity of high 
mountains was determinative for the settlement of orophytes. Afterwards, isolation 
occurred minimizing or preventing genetic exchange. This was proved by Bogenrieder 
(1974), who demonstrated that all 'alpine species' occurring in the Black Forest were 
present there in distinct ccolypes and must be considered 'glacial relicts'. Bogenrieder 
& Wilmanns (1968) mentioned seven examples of glacial relicts at the Feldberg: 
Gnaphalium supinum (restricted to a snowficld and some snow-rich, open paths), 
Carexfrigida (along streams, fed by cool seepage water and mcltwater), Salix appendi-
culata (on avalanche tracks), Soldanella alpina, Swertia perennis, Bartsia alpina, and 
Selaginella selaginoides (bound to mire systems; Quellmooren). 
With respect to the Massif Central, Braun-Blanquet (1923) concluded that the 
orophytes occurring here must also be considered glacial relicts. Most of them exist in 
both the Alps and the Pyrenees. Only about a dozen originate from the Alps, whereas 
approximately thirty species from the Pyrenees. The number of orophytes occurring 
in the Monts du Forez is remarkably low. Species of the first group (Alps) occurring 
in the Monts de Forez are: Chaerophyllum hirsutum and Senecio cacaliaster. Luzula 
desvaiLxii, Epilobium duriaei, and Selinum pyrenaeum are Pyrcnean. 
However, the lack of orophytes in the Monts du Forez cannot by fully explained by 
their geographical situation. Soil conditions and pedological variation in particular are 
of major importance. The summit area of the Monts du Forez is quite uniform and 
covered by acid soils (Nobbe & Nouwens 1987). All snowbed communities arc strictly 
calciphobous, whereas in other European low mountain ranges neutral or even calci-
philous species may occur. 
A striking gcornorphological feature in low mountain ranges is the occurrence of 
deeply cut cirques (Kare), glacial phenomena. Their typical shape is a deep, rounded 
hollow with sleep side and back walls. At the foot of the cirques, moraine materials 
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have been deposited, sometimes resulting in the development of lakes. The steep upper 
parts of these cirques are characterized by snow-erosion, solifluction and avalanches, 
that arc closely correlated with local microclimatic factors. Particularly in the Vosges, 
the Black Forest, and the Sudeten Mountains, fine examples of cirques occur. To be 
mentioned are: Frankenthal, Wormspel, and Ammelthal in the Vosges, Feldsee-Kar 
and Zastlcr-Kar in the Black Forest, and Upska Jama and Vclkc Kotélne Jama in the 
Sudeten Mountains (Jenik 1961; Carbiener 1966; Van der Knaap 1976; Bogenrieder 
1982). These cirques are characterized by an extremely long snowcovcr. In the Zast-
ler-Kar, for instance, snow-patches may persist until the second half of August (Havlik 
1982); in the Ammelthal, after snow-rich winters even in September some snow can be 
found (Bick 1985). These extreme habitat conditions bring about a specific floristic 
assemblage. Relatively deep and water-logged soils result in a high contribution of 
hygrophilous species, of the alliances Canción curto-nigrae andAdenostylion аіііагіае. 
In the Monts du Forez, cirques can be found too (la Chamboitc, la Grande Courbe), 
but their characteristics are less pronounced compared to the mountains mentioned 
above. They do not constitute a large, coherent ecosystem, in its entirety well dclimi-
nated; in the best case {cirques bien développés; Etlicher 1985), they accommodate a 
series of relatively small, individual snowbeds. 
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The influence of human activities on the vegetation of the 
subalpine zone (hautes chaumes) of the Monts du Forez 
Abstract. 
Heathlands and grasslands form a characteristic component of the subalpine 
landscape in European low mountain ranges. In the Monts the Forez, like in 
other areas, these ecosystems are highly determined by traditional management 
practices. For centuries, the highest parts of the massif Qiautes chaumes) were 
used for cattle grazing; the pasture land was held in common. During summer 
the farmers lived in so-called jasseries; in winter time cattle and farmers stayed 
in the valleys (transhumance). At the beginning of the 20th century, however, this 
system collapsed. The strong decline of the population density caused a strong 
decrease in grazing; almost all of the jasseries became abandoned and fell into 
decay. In some parts of the subalpine zone, grazing stopped completely; in other 
parts, the way of grazing changed: the flock did not roam freely over the hautes 
chaumes anymore, but was kept in movable fences. Besides, farmers switched 
to sheep instead of cattle. 
During the last decades, an increasing number of heathlands on the plateaus 
were changing from Genistion (Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae) towards 
Nardion; some of them are completely destroyed by land reclamation and 
plantations of Picea abies. The heathlands on the slopes and ridges (Genisto-
Vaccinion) are more stable. On the slopes (Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum), never-
theless, a gradual transition towards Sorbus shrubland can be observed, whereas 
the communities on the ridges (Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi) are 
influenced by tourists walking around; some of the best examples were destroyed 
by the construction of a radar station at the summit of Pierre-sur-Haute. The 
hay meadows near the jasseries (Polygono-Trisetion) too are strongly modified as 
a consequence of recent changes in land use. Still, there are some good examples 
of the original vegetation (Centaureo nigrae-Poetum chaixii). However, modern 
agricultural techniques have caused an increase of nitrophilous species. The 
meadows that were abandoned are mainly dominated by grasses MkcPoa chaixii 
and tall forbs. Some of the grasslands are nowadays permanently grazed and are 
changing into grasslands that resemble the Violo-Nardetum, as described for the 
Vosges, and the Nardo-Leontodonletum pyrenaici, described for the Monts 
Dore. 
Since 1984, phytosociological investigations have been carried out in the subalpine heathlands and adjacent communities of the Monts du Forez (Massif Central, 
France; Figure 28), a low mountain range of Hercynic origin, situated in the northe-
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astern part of the Massif Central on the border of the departments Loire and 
Puy-de-Dôme. The summit (Pierre-sur-Haute) reaches to 1642 m altitude. The highest 
parts of the massif include a north-south oriented ridge with relatively steep slopes and 
strongly wind-exposed tops, and a number of extensive plateaus. Generally, the slopes 
have been cultivated or afforested up to 1300 m; in the close surroundings of Pierre-
sur-Haute, the woods extend up to 1500 m. The area above the forest boundary, usually 
referred to as hautes chaumes, includes dwarfshrub heathlands, grasslands, commu-
nities dominated by tall forbs, and peatlands. The overall surface of the hautes chaumes 
measures about 8000 ha. Like in other low mountain ranges in western Europe, the 
local climate of the Monts du Forez is characterized by a high annual precipitation 
(1800 mm), a large number of days with frost (almost 200 per year), a prolonged 
snowcover in spring and early summer (on average 175 days per year), heavy winds 
and storms especially in wintertime, and a frequent occurrence of fog (Súchel 1985, 
1990; also Thébaud 1988). 
The Forcz mountains mainly consist of granitic bedrock; locally, vulcanic sediments 
outcrop. The soil types point to a secondary development after deforestation (Martin 
1975; Nobbe & Nouwens 1987). These features coincide with palynological data. Until 
the Roman period human influences must have been negligible. The highest parts of 
the massif were covered by woodlands, apart from some rock streams and a small area 
around Pierre-sur-Haule (Janssen 1990). During the Roman period extensive clearing 
of woodland, however, must have taken place, as can be concluded from analyses of 
pollen diagrams, studied at Plateau des Egaux (Janssen & Van Straten 1982) and 
Gourds des Aillères (Janssen & Etlicher 1984). Some 2000 years ago, a strong decline 
in the pollen values of Fagus sylvatica and Abies alba took place associated with an 
increase of the values of anthropogenic indicators such as Plantago lanceolata, Pteri-
dium aquilinum, and Ruinex acetosella, whereas the first pollen of Cerealia are ob-
served. 
From a nature conservation point of view, the Monts du Forez prove to be one of the 
most interesting and diverse low mountain ranges in Europe (Schaminée et al. in press; 
Thébaud 1988). The preservation of the plant communities, however, is by no means 
guaranteed. As a consequence of socio-economic developments, the traditional agri-
cultural system, which strongly influenced the present vegetation, has collapsed. 
Changes in vegetation have been studied by analysing transitional situations, both 
spatial and temporal. The study of spatial relationships, carried out in 1987, included 
analysis of the ecology of species (populations) as well as shifts within communities 
(Schaminée & Meerlcns 1991). 
The present paper deals with the temporal relationships. Firstly, the traditional land 
use system is discussed, comprising two characteristic elements: (1) grazing areas on 
the plateaus and higher mountain ridges, and (2) farmhouses near the forest boundary 
and accompanying hay meadows. In a separate section, attention is paid to the 
disappearance of this system and the development of new activities during the last 
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century. Finally, a reconstruction of the vegetation changes during the last decades is 
presented on the basis of dclailcd phytosociological analyses of the various stages of 
plant communities combined with broad enquiries of local farmers on former and 
present land use. Pastured land and hay meadows arc treated separately. 
Methods 
Field work was carried out during the years 1984-1988. Information on former and 
present land use was gathered by interviewing local farmers and from the literature. 
On selected sites, 41 relevés were made according to the Braun-Blanquct method 
(Braun-Blanqucl 1928, 1951; Westhoff & Van der Maarel 1973). Sample plot size 
varied from 9 to 25 m". Analyses included vascular plants and terrestrial bryophytes. 
For estimates of the quantitative occurrence of each species, the Braun-Blanquet scale 
as refined by Barkman et al. (1964) was used. The location of the relevés is given in 
Figure 28. In the synthetical phase, the TWINSPAN program (Hill 1979) was used to 
get a first insight into the floristic variation. The computer program CEDIT (Van 
Tongeren 1991) was used for obtaining an optimal classification by relocating relevés 
and species 'by hand'. The relevés are divided into two subtables, comprising pastured 
land (Table XIII) and hay meadows (Table XIV). The communities are arranged 
according to an ecological gradient from rather nutrient-poor to more nutrient-rich 
substrates, mainly resulting from differences in management. 
Species nomenclature of vascular plants follows Flora Europaea (Tbtin et al. 1964, 
1968,1972,1976,1980). The bryophytes are named according to Smith (1978). 
The traditional agricultural system 
In addition to pcdological and palynological data, a lot of information on former 
human influences on the vegetation of the Monts du Forez is provided by historical 
investigations (d'Alvcrny 1907; Fel 1962; Damon 1972; Boithias 1977; also Thébaud 
1988). These studies all emphasize the long tradition of land use. Archaeological 
findings of grains of corn, flounders of cattle, and tools from Roman times prove the 
existence of agricultural exploitation in that period; to what extent, however, is unclear. 
From about 1000 A.D. records arc more precise, showing that in medieval times land 
use was already highly organized. This historical setting corresponds with data from 
other low mountain ranges, like the Vosges (De Valk 1981) and the Black Forest 
(Schwabc-Braun 1980). 
In late medieval time, the phenomenon 'cattle-lease' (bail à commande от cheptel 
de bestiaux) was introduced: the urban capital was invested in herds of cattle, leased 
and managed by local farmers. This system was beneficial to both parties, explaining 
its great and long-lasting success. The farmers lived on the agricultural products and 
did not have to bear financial risk, caused by wet summers, long periods of drought or 
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severe winters. In return, the owners received a part of the produce of the herd; 
moreover, they were entitled to terminate the contract at any time. The cattle was 
moved to grazing grounds at higher altitudes during spring and back to lower elevations 
in fall {transhumance). Generally, the yearly period of grazing on the hautes chaumes 
lasted four months and ended August the 15th. The cattle grazed in small herds, tended 
by cowherds. The grazing took place in a heterogeneous way, dependent on the 
instructions of the cowherd and the preference of the animals. At night, cattle and 
farmers stayed in small farmhouses, called cabanes, loges or jasseries. The hautes 
chaumes were commonly grazed (montagnes communales in the north and montagnes 
en copropriété in the south; Damon 1972). Thcjasseries and the adjacent meadows were 
private property. Initially, the jasseries were separate units and the farmers worked 
individually; in the course of time, however, especially in the southern parts of the 
Monts du Forez, thcjasseries were grouped together (jas) and the herds were tended 
collectively. There was strong legislation about numbers of animals and periods of 
grazing; sheep were not allowed to graze in the same places as cows. The community 
decided on the location of the jasseries. Jasseries were constructed of wood; after a 
couple of years, they were taken down and rebuilt at a more favourable place. From 
the beginning of the 19th century, the jasseries were permanent and completely 
constructed of stone; between 1850 and 1890, the traditional land use system reached 
Us maximum development. 
From the beginning of the 19th century, the heathlands were not exclusively used 
as grazing grounds. At intervals of 3-6 years, the vegetation on the plateaus was mown 
to stimulate the grow of grasses and young heather; the cut-off vegetation was used as 
additional winter fodder for the animals, especially in wet years for lack of hay. Every 
year, according to the needs, small pieces of heathland were cut in late summer or early 
autumn after the flowering of the heather. 
Yarding of cattle, that is the maintenance of cattle in a small, enclosed area for a 
period of several weeks at intervals of fifteen to twenty years to fertilize the stands is 
probably not applied much in the Monts the Forez, in sharp contrast with other 
mountain regions in the Massif Central. According to Braun-Blanquet (1932), "the 
whole maintenance of meadow in the subalpine level of the mountains of central France 
is based upon the yarding method". 
The jasserie played a central role in the traditional land use system. The building 
consisted of two parts. The largest part was occupied by small stables for the animals; 
the smallest part served for the accomodation of the people and also for the fabrication 
of cheese, a blue-veined cow cheese (fourme), an important product of the region. The 
departmental borderline straight across the mountain ridge clearly influenced the 
building style of the jasseries. The jasseries on the western slopes (Auvergne) had 
thatched roofs; the living quarters were relatively well appointed, as they were occu-
pied by whole families. The jasseries on the eastern slopes (Loire), accommodating 
cowherds, had no luxury at all; the roofs of the buildings were covered with tiles. 
In Figure 29, a ground plan of a jasserie of the eastern type is presented (Damon 
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Figure 29: Ground plan ofajasserie and its surroundings, at Gamier in the eastern part 
of the Monts du Forez (Damon 1972). 
1912). A water reservoir just above Úvejasserie [la serve) provided the farmers of water, 
necessary for the cheese making and for the cleaning of the stables. Every morning, a 
certain amount of water was led into the stable, mixed with the dung of the animals, 
and conducted into an ingenious irrigation system, flowing into the lower situated hay 
meadows {fumades). The fertilization of the meadows could be controlled by means 
of simple partitions or just by closing off the smallest gullies with some earth. The 
meadows were mown once a year at the end of July or the beginning of August; only 
rarely (d'Alverny 1907), they were grazed afterwards. The hay was stored in the 
jasseries for periods of bad weather. Every jasserie contained a number of small rooms 
for the production of thefounne, among which a north-facing, cool cellar {la cave). 
Changes in land use during the 20th century 
By the end of the 19th century, the traditional land use system collapsed, first of all due 
to a strong depopulation of the rural landscape in favour of the cities. This process 
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started by changing social securities and new legislation like compulsory education. 
Detailed information on socio-economic changes is given by Damon (1972) for the 
community of Valcivières in the southwestern part of the Monts du Forez. He distin-
guished three periods. Between the beginning of the 20th century and the First World 
War, thcjasseiies were still occupied in spite of a decrease of the population. Between 
the World Wars, there was a decline in agricultural activity on the hautes chaumes, but 
the production of fourme remained important; 68jasseries were still occupied (against 
160 in 1891). After the Second World War, the traditional land use almost stopped and 
the production of non-industrial fournie became unimportant; almost Al jasseries fell 
into decay or were transformed into summer houses. In some parts of the subalpine 
zone, grazing ceased completely; in other parts, the way of grazing changed. The 
developments in other sections of the Monts du Forez must have been likewise, as is 
confirmed by various studies carried out or supervised by the Pare Natural Régional 
Livradois-Forez (e.g. Thcbaud 1983; Roumet 1984; Paris & Renard 1985). In the 
northern parts of the Monts du Forez (mainly north of Col du Béai), there is still much 
cattle breeding; however, the herd is not led freely over the hautes chaumes anymore, 
but kept in movable fences. In the central and southern parts of the Forez massif, many 
farmers switched over to the keeping of sheep instead of cattle. It concerns both private 
initiatives and co-operations, such as Coopérative de Nerses (Puy-de-Dôme) and SICA 
de Gamier (Loire). The Coopérative de Nerses was established in 1958. In the course 
of time, the flock of sheep has reached 2200 animals. Partly they graze a fenced-off 
area of 160 ha, partly they pasture an area of 800 ha tended by a shepherd. The SICA 
de Gamier, established in 1965, manages more than 3000 sheep (even more than 5000 
in 1976; in that extremely dry year, they received a larger number of animals from lower 
situated areas). The pastured area amounts to 700 ha, divided into some 50 enclosed 
parcels. Exploitation comprises: application of organic and artificial fertilizer, putting 
on of litter of heather, intensive grazing, sowing of graminoids (Dactylis glomerata) and 
clover (Trifolium repens), and/or burning (Couhert 1988). At some places on the lower 
situated plateaus, farmers tried to reclaim the heathlands by ploughing the land and 
sowing of grass, subsidized by the slate. 
The periodical use of fire for management purposes probably dates from the 
beginning of the 20th century, after the decline of the traditional land use system. The 
burning of the dwarfshrubs rejuvenates the ageing heathlands and the ashes favour the 
growth of herbaceous plants. No general data are available on intensity of burning and 
surface area involved. In the last decades, the use of burning for agricultural purposes 
has diminished in favour of mechanised mowing (Thébaud 1988). 
Tourism and afforestation are recent developments that also highly influence the 
original vegetation. Recreational facilities include the construction of ski-lifts and 
ski-runs on the east-facing slopes of the central mountain ridge, i.e. spots where the 
best boundary situations between heathland communities and woodlands can be 
observed (Col de la Chamboite, Pierre-sur-Haute). Afforestation comprises the lar-
ge-scale plantation ofPicea abies, among others south of Col des Supeyres and between 
Roche Gourgon and Pierre Bazanne. 
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Changes in vegetation 
Heathlands and grasslands 
The proportion between heathlands and grasslands in subalpine areas largely depends 
on the way and intensity of gra7ing. In many of the low mountain ranges in central and 
western Europe, grassland communities with abundance of Nardus stricto have become 
widespread under the influence of excessive pasturing. In this respect, the low-density 
grazing by cattle over the centuries in the Monts du Forez brought about a stable 
vegetation patlern. The importance of a constant management, i.e. based on the 
breeding of dairy cows for the production of fournie, was already stressed by Braun-
Blanquet in 1926 in a study on mountain heathlands in the Monts du Cantal. Braun-
Blanquet staled that the main reasons for the existence of a variety of plant 
communities with a high degree of stability in the Monts du Cantal, without any doubt, 
were the low population density in the higher parts of the massif, the extent and good 
quality of the grazing grounds within easy reach of tiiejasseries (called burons in the 
Cantal), and especially the absence or rarity of sheep and goats. 
In the Monts du Forez, the large-scale changes in land use during the 20th century have 
strongly influenced the original vegetation pattern. An overall extensive grazing regime 
has been converted ini о abandonment on the one hand and intensification on the other. 
The individual licalhland types have been affected to a various extent. 
The healhland communilies on ihe wind-exposed tops of the ridges (Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vacc'mietiim uliginosi; Thébaud 1988; Schaminée & Hennekens 1992) are 
mainly physiographically determined (for definitions sec Vos & Stortcldcr 1988), as 
they arc subject to extreme climatic conditions and bound to shallow soils with a very 
low nutrient availability. The maintenance of these heathlands, that only cover a small 
area, is more endangered by direct damage than by alterations in grazing pressure. A 
considerable loss was caused by the construction of a military radar station at Pierre-
sur-Hautc in the early sixties. Just this spot was famous for its alpine and subalpine 
flora (Braun-Blanquct 1923). Quite a number of both vascular plants (e.g. Cerastium 
alpinum. Sisymbrium pinnatißdum, Sedum anacampseros) and cryptogams (e.g. Cla-
donia alpicola, Gyrophora tornata, Dicranum blyttit) seem to have disappeared. Me-
chanical harm lo plañís and soils is caused by tourists walking around and by moto-
crossing and mountain biking for sport. 
The heathland communities on the slopes of the highest parts of the mountains and 
on eastern exposed parts of the plateaus, where influences of snowcover are prepon-
derant {Allio victorialis-Vacdnietum; Schaminée et Hennekens 1992), show more 
mesotrophic conditions, resulting from both physiographic and vegetation-controlled 
factors. Nowadays, human impact is almost absent here, apart from incidental grazing 
by flocks of sheep and some gathering of blueberries in autumn. At some places (e.g. 
south of Col du Beai; le Chesscton), this brings about a gradual succession towards 
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ADDENDA 
In one releve: Anthoxanthum odoratum (24,2), Cerastium arvense (26,2), Cladonia 
chlorophaea (8,2), Cladonia furcata (8,2), Dactylis glomerata (26,2), Dianthus 
seguierl (23,2), Jumperus commums (10,2), Luzula campestrls (14,2), 
Lycopodium clavatum (12,2), Pinus sylvestris (15,2), Polytrichum formosum 
(12,2), Polytrichum piliferum (25,2), Populus tremula (4,3), Ranunculus 
nemorosus (24,2), Scorzonera humilis (20,2), Sorbus aucupana (3,1), Trifolium 
repens (26,2), Viola nvimana (20,2). 
In two releves: Allium victonalis (4,2; 13,2), Campanula recta (20,2; 21,2), 
Carex pamcea (12,2; 20,2), Hypericum maculatum (19,2; 24,2), Lathyrus 
montanus (5,2; 24,2), Rumex acetosa (23,2; 26,2), Thesium alpinum (5,2; 17,2). 
Table XIII: Vegetation table of the anthropogenic determined Nardion-grasslands of the 
Monts du Foiez. 
Sorbus shrubland. 
The healhland communities on the plateaus (Vaccinio-Genistetum pilosae; Thé-
baud 1988; Schaminée & Hcnnckcns 1992), characterized by a rather small amount of 
snow during winter and early spring, and by relatively deep, acid and nutrient-poor 
soils, are the most influenced by human activities. Intensive grazing causes a quick 
succession from healhland towards grassland. Generally, these Nardion grasslands 
have little botanical value in contrast with the more natural grassland communities 
along ombrolrophic peatlands and in snowbeds, that have been paid attention to in 
other papers (Schaminée & Meertens 1991; Schaminée et al. 1992). 
Table XIII presents a range of anthropogenically determined communities in transition 
between healhland and grassland. They are dominated by graminoids like Agrostis 
capillans, Carex pilulifera, Deschampsia flexuosa. Festuca rubra, and Nardus stricto, 
whereas dwarfshrub species like Calluna vulgaris. Genista pilosa, and Vacanium 
myrtillus arc less preponderant. Constant species are: Danthonia decumbens, Galium 
saxatile,Leontodón pyrenaicus, Meum athamanlicum, and Potentina erecta. Syntaxono-
mically, the communities can be assigned to the class Nardo-Callunetea Preising 49. 
Within this class they show the strongest resemblance to the Nardion Br.-Bl. 26, 
because of the abundance oí Leontodón pyrenaicus and Meum alhamanticum, and the 
occurrence oiPotentilla aurea and Selinumpyrenaeum. It concerns phytosociologically 
unsaturated communities that cannot be classified at the association level. We prefer 
to describe them as a basal community, in the sense of Kopecky & Hcjny (1974,1978; 
also Schaminée et al. 1992): ВС Galium saxatile-Nardus stricto-[Nardion]. The com­
munities show some affinity to syntaxa as described in other European low mountain 
ranges. Cussct & Dc Lachapclle (1962), for example, distinguished a Nardo-Festuce-
tum in the Monts Dore. In the Vosges, Carbiener (1966) described a Violo-Nardetum 
(see hereafter); Bartsch & Bartsch (1940) described aLeontodontohelvetici-Nardetum 
in the Black Forest. Generally, these syntaxa are richer in species, are less oligotrophic, 
and are characterized by a larger number of alpine and subalpine species. 
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The first group (10 relevés) shows the succession after mowing of the heathlands. The 
succession starts with short communities, characterized by dead remnants of the 
dwarfshrubs and by hemicryptophytcs colonizing bare soil. Dominance of Arnica 
montana turns up, especially after burning. In the early stage of succession Leucorchis 
albida and Antennaria dioica may occur. Within a couple of years, the vegetation is 
mainly determined by graminoids like Nardus strida, Deschampsiaßexuosa, and Carex 
pilulifera, in combination with Galium saxatile and young plants otCalluna vulgaris and 
Genista pilosa. Finally, the stands will be dominated again by the dwarfshrubs. The 
regeneration of dwarfshrubs is opposed, when mowing is accompanied by (intensive) 
grazing. This is illustrated by the second group (5 relevés). The graminoids (mainly 
Nardus strida) dominate. The mean number of species per relevé is low. Of the few 
invading species, Narcissus pseudonarassus can be mentioned. The strong resistance 
of this species to grazing is demonstrated even better in the third group (3 relevés), 
made on former cattle tracks in the highest parts of the mountains. Here again, Nardus 
strida is dominating. The higher altitude can be concluded from the presence of 
orophytes like Gentiana lutea and Potentina aurea, and species like Anemone nemorosa 
and Polygonum bistorta, indicating a high atmospheric humidity. The last group (8 
relevés) illustrates some grassland communities that have been fertilized. Next to 
Nardus strida, grasses with a higher nutritional value are co-dominating, like Festuca 
rubra and Agroslis capillaris. 
Hay meadows near the jassenes 
Within the oligotrophic and extensive heathland landscape of the subalpine zone of 
the Monts du Forez, the ferlili/ed, mesotrophic hay meadows near the jasseries form 
a conspicuous component. The traditional land use system as described previously has 
brought about grassland communities, that must have been stable and very rich in 
species for a very long lime. Nowadays, most of these meadows are strongly modified 
due to recent changes in management regime. In this respect, the Monts du Forez are 
no exception, as can be concluded from the voluminous documentation with regard to 
this subject (e.g. Daniels et al. 1987; Klapp 1965; Kornaá & Dubicl 1991; also Dicrschke 
1981). In the Monts du Forez, three divergent trends can be distinguished. At several 
places, the hay meadows arc not mown anymore but transformed into grasslands under 
permanent grazing. Most commonly, the meadows are being treated by modern 
agricultural techniques like liming (to raise the pH value) and manuring with artificial 
fertilizer. Some of the less accessible meadows have come into complete disuse, mainly 
on forest edges on ihe slopes of the central mountain ridge. No examples are left that 
are fully managed according to the traditional method, although fertilizing with stable 
dung by using the old irrigation system and mowing for hay making are still practised 
at some localities. 
Table XIV presents an overview of grassland communities near jasseries, originally 
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Number of releve 
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In one releve: Agrostis stolonifera (38,3), Arnica 
montana (31,2), Athrichum undulatum (34,2), Avenula 
pubescens (32,2), Chenopodium bonus-henricus (41,2), 
Danthonia decumbens (31,2), Galeopsis tetrahit 
(41,2), Genista sagittalis (31,2), Gnaphalium 
sylvaticum (35,2), Gymnadenia conopsea (31,2), 
Heracleum sphondylium (41,2), Hieracium lactucella 
(31,2), Hypericum perforatum (41,2), Myosotis 
sylvatica (41,2), Phleum pratense (41,2), Poa 
trivialis (40,2), Pohlia nutans (27,2), Primula veris 
(31,2), Prunella vulgaris (37,2), Ranunculus repens 
(41,2), Sanguisorba officinalis (31,2), Serratula 
tinctoria (33,2), Silene vulgaris (34,2), Solidago 
virgaurea (33,1), Succisa pratensis (31,2), Thesium 
alpinum (31,2), Vaccinium myrtiHus (36,2). 
In two releves: Alchemilla glabra (31,3; 36,2), Brachy-
thecium glareosum (27,2; 32,2), Brachythecium ruta-
bulum (28,2; 33,2), Carex ovalis (37,2; 39,2), Cir-
sium palustre (31,1; 37,3), Dicranum scoparium (30,2; 
33,5), Euphrasia roskoviana (32,2; 37,3), Euphrasia 
species (38,2; 39,3), Hieracium pilosella (29,2; 
30,2), Holcus lanatus (37,2; 41,5), Knautia godetii 
(27,2; 28,2), Plagiomnium affine (27,2; 38,2), 
Polytrichum formosum (29,2; 30,2), Ranunculus acris 
(40,2; 41,3), Rumex obtusifolius (37,2; 41,2), 
Selinum pyrenaeum (37,3; 39,2). 
Table XIV: Vegetation table of the hay meadows near thejasseries in the Monts du Forez. 
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used as hay meadows. The communities are all rich in species; the mean number of 
species per relevé amounts to 39 with a miximum of 58 They occur between 1200 and 
1500 m altitude (cf. Thébaud 1988) The stands are dominated by grasses like^groifw 
capillans, Deschampsia flexuosa. Nardus stncta, and Poa chaixti, and many attractive 
flowering herbs such as Centaurea nigra, Gentiana lutea, Knautia dipsacifolia, Meum 
athamanUcum, Phyteuma spicalum, Polygonum bistorta, and Viola lutea. By far the 
largest part of the species are characteristic of either the Nardo-Callunetea or the 
Molmio-Anhenatheietea Tx. 37. Galium saxahle. Leontodón pyrenaicus, Meum atha-
manUcum, Naidus stncta, Polentilla aurea, and Viola lutea characterize the first class. 
Bnza media, Leucanlhemum vulgare. Polygonum bistorta, Rhtnanthus minor, Rhytidia-
delphus squanosus, Rumex acetosa, Stellana gramínea, and Trifolium pratense are 
indicators of the second one The vegetation can be assigned to the alliance Polygono-
Tnsetion Br -Bl et Tx ex Marshall 47 nom inv. (class Molimo-Arrhenatheretea) The 
syntaxonomy of these montane to subalpine meadow communities has been studied by 
Dierschke (1981) and Oberdorfer (1983). Apart from the coexistence of species of the 
Nardetalta and Anhenatheretalia, the Polygono-Tnsetion is characterized by (among 
others) Alchemillapastoralis. Crépis mollis, and Geranium sylvaticum. Dierschke (1 c.) 
dinstinguished three suballiances, mainly based on altttudinal and phytogeographic 
differences, namely the Campanulo-Tnsetenion of the Alps and Jura, the Alchemillo-
Tnsetemon of the Carpalhians, and the Lathyro-Tnsetenion of the low mountain ranges 
in the northwest of central Europe (Vosges, Black Forest, Harz) The author remarks 
that the less documented communities in the southwestern part of (he distribution area 
of the alliance probably can be put in a fourth suballiance, differentiated by Narcissus 
pseudonaicissus and Naicissuspoeticus ssp raduflonts. In the synthetic table presented 
by Dierschke, two associations of this group are mentioned the Agrostidetum of the 
Cévennes, described by Braun-Blanquet (1915), and the Association kAgrostis capil-
lans of the Monts Dore, described by Luquct (1926). A number of additional differ-
ential species (Campanula recta, Conopodium majus, Gentiana lutea. Leontodón 
pyrenaicus, Viola lutea), mentioned by Thébaud (1988), confirm the distinction of a 
separate suballiance. On the other hand, the phytocoenoses of the Monts du Forez 
also show a resemblance with the Lathyro-Tnsetenion (Anemone nemorosa, Des-
champsia ßexuosa, Lathyms montanm, Poa chaixu), and more particularly with the 
associations Geianio-Tnsetetum Knapp 51 andMeo-Festucetum Bartsch & Bartsch 40, 
belonging to this suballiance Nevertheless, we agree with Thébaud (1988) that the hay 
meadows of the subalpine zone of the Monts du Forez can be described as a separate 
association, the Centaureo nigrae-Poetum chaixu The name of this syntaxon was not 
validly published by Thébaud, as it was suggested as a provisional one. According to 
the Code of Phytosociological Nomenclature (Barkman et al. 1986), the correct author 
citation should be: Centaurea nigrae-Poetum chaven Thébaud ex Schaminée ass. nov. 
We choose relevé number 6 of Table XIV as type relevé of the association. The 
association is well characterized by the name-giving species Centaurea nigra and Poa 
chaixu Compared with the Geranio-Tnsetetum, the Centaureo-PoeUim is richer in 
species of the Naidion (c g Leontodón pyrenaicus, Potentilla aurea, Viola lutea), 
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contains more subatlantic species (Centaurea nigra, Conopodium majus, Meum atha-
manticum), and is bound to higher altitudes (Gentiana lutea, Thlaspi sylvestre, Veratrum 
album), whereas many species with their optimum at lower altitudes are lacking. 
Compared with the Meo-Festucetum, the Centaureo-Poetum is considerably richer in 
species. The Association kAgrostis capillans of the Monts Dore and thcAgrostidetum 
of the Cévenncs also strongly differ. They comprise more species of thcArrhenathere-
talia in proportion to the Nardetaha, whereas the Polygono-Tnsetion itself is weakly 
represented In the Cévennes some species (e.g. Campanula comica, Armeria alliacea) 
occur, that are missing in the northern parts of the Massif Central. 
The first group (4 relevés) represents communities that arc under permanent cattle 
grazing now, causing a succession towards Nardetaha. The accumulation of organic 
material is favoured compared to the original situation when all biomass was removed 
each year by mowing (cf. Daniels et al. 1987). The differential species (Carexpduhfera, 
Dianthus segiiien, Euphiasia liirtella, Hylocoimum splendens, Luzula campeslns) are 
all indicators of oligotrophic conditions The vegetation resembles the Violo-Nardetum 
of the Vosges (eg Carbiener 1966, Oberdorfer 1978); it also has affinity to the 
Nardo-Leontodontelum pyienaia of the Monts Dore, described by Cusset & De 
Lachapellc (1962). The best examples of the Centaureo mgrae-Poetum chaixu are te be 
found in the second group (6 relevés); particularly those relevés that have been made 
in the southern part of the Monts du Forez (Col des Supeyres) probably get near to 
the original hay meadows. The first relevé of this group, very rich in species, shows a 
transition towards permanent cattle grazing The last two relevés were located in 
meadows that have been abandoned for more than 20 years, the vegetation is still 
dominated by grasses {Poa chaixu) and further characterized by a high cover of tall 
forbs such as Gentiana lutea, Meum athamanticum, and Polygonum bistorta; the 
regeneration of the dwarfshrubs proves to be very slow The third group (5 relevés) 
comprises communities under intensified agricultural management, resulting in the 
occurrence of species like Ceiaslium fontanum, Dactyhs glomerata, Tnfohum repens, 
and Tnsetum flavescens 
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A vegetation analysis of the transition between subalpine 
heathlands and their surroundings in the Monts du Forez 
Abstract 
The spatial distribution of species in boundary situations between heathland 
communities and adjacent vegetation types in the subalpine zone of the Monts 
du Fore/, was studied. Ten transects were analysed, four dealing with the transi-
tion between heathland and ombrotrophic peatland, and six dealing with the 
transition between heathland and communities characterized by tall forbs. 
Species cover and the composition of vascular plants in each square metre were 
studied in detail. The distribution pattern of the species along the transects is 
interpreted ecologically and discussed syntaxonomically. The similarity between 
the heathland and adjacent vegetation was calculated and a number of quantita-
tive characteristics of the boundary situations (species diversity, floristic fall, 
dissimilarity) were analysed. The four methods applied for measurement of 
alteration in floristic composition were compared with each other, and their 
usefulness is discussed here. 
Since 1984, investigations, including synecological and classification aspects, have been carried out in the subalpine heathlands and adjacent communities of the 
Monts du Forez, a low mountain range of Hercynic origin, situated in the northeastern 
part of the Massif Central. The summit, Pierre-sur-Haute, reaches to 1642 m altitude. 
Generally, the slopes have been cultivated or afforested up to 1300 m; to a large extent, 
the area above the forest boundary, usually referred to as hautes chaumes, consists of 
dwarfshrub heathlands. Furthermore, grasslands, peatlands, and communities domi-
nated by tall forbs are present. 
Part of the research concerns transitional situations, both temporal and spatial. The 
study of spatial relationships, carried out in 1987, included analysis of the behaviour 
of species (populations) as well as the shifts within communities. This is the topic of 
the present paper, dealing with boundaries between adjacent vegetation stands, ana-
lysed along transects. The temporal relationship between heathlands and other 
communities was investigated using broad enquiries into former and present land use. 
The results are discussed in a publication concerning the influence of human activities 
(Schaminée & Mcertens in press). 
The analysis of transects, both spatial and temporal, is a useful method of obtaining an 
insight into the characteristics of boundary situations in vegetation. As the research on 
the distribution of species in boundary situations between subalpine heathlands and 
their surroundings in the Monts du Forez was carried out within one vegetation season, 
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С Northern part of the Monts du Forez: 
area above the forest boundary 
a France 
b Massif Central 
2km 
,/ ι ν| Pierre-sur-Haute (1642m) 
— contourlme 
— forest boundary 
<Ш major mire system 
f â rock stream 
MO number of transect 
Figure 30: Situation of study area, within France and within the Massif Central. The 
location of the transects is indicated in Figure с 1 = Gourds des Aillères, 2 = Jasseries 
de Colleigne, 3 = Pré Mouray, 4 = Source de Lignon, 5 = Rocher de la Chaize, 6 = 
Peyre Mayou, 7 = Procher, 8 = Comiche-en-Coeur I, 9 = Comiche-en-Coeur II, 10 = 
Col de la Chamboite. 
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only patterns in vegetation ('variety-in-space') are dealt with. 
The study of transects can enhance the knowledge obtained from relevés collected 
according to the Braun-Blanquct approach to phytosociology. The latter makes use of 
a large number of sample plots to obtain an outline of the variation in vegetation within 
a certain area. The former method starts from a relatively small number of sites, the 
internal variation of which will be analysed in detail. As transects include a sequence 
of adjacent stands within a short distance, the ecological behaviour of species can be 
studied without the need to account for major state factors within each transect, namely 
the parameters of alliludc, exposition, and meso- and macroclimate for any separate 
stand of the transect. The sequential stands of any transect may, however, vary 
considerably in soil characteristics, inclination and vegetation structure as well as the 
microclimate resulting from the latter. 
Generally, the study of gradient situations is concerned with the variation in 
vegetation and its relationship to the variation in environmental factors (Whittaker 
1967), whether or not the analysis is direct or indirect (Fresco 1972). In the present 
study, the relationship between vegetation and environmental factors is not empha-
sized. Several aspects of the vegetation itself, however, have been examined with regard 
to the distribution patterns of species and the variation in species cover. 
Prior to the description of the methods and transects, some attention is paid to the 
local variation in hcathland types. Furthermore, the similarity between heathland and 
adjacent communities is discussed, followed by an analysis of the changes in species 
diversity and alterations in floristic composition. Finally, the distribution pattern of the 
species along the transects is interpreted ecologically and discussed syntaxonomically. 
The number of participating orophytes, the rate of occurrence of species indicating a 
high atmospheric humidity, and the distribution of dwarfshurb species are considered. 
Heathland communities 
The heathland communities of the hautes chaumes of the Monts du Forez, syntaxo-
nomically described by Thébaud (1988), Schaminéc & Hennekens (1992), and Scha-
minée et al. (in press), are classified within the order Vaccinio-Genistetalia Schubert 
60 (class Naido-Callunetea Preising 49). They partly belong to the alliance Genisto-
Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26; partly they are assigned to the alliance Genistion Bocher 43. Some 
stands on the west-facing slopes and the larger part of the vegetation of the plateaus 
have been described as Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetiim pilosae Thébaud ex Schaminée et 
Hennckens 92. This community is relatively poor in species and is co-dominated by 
Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa; Vaccinium myrtillus is frequent but not abundant. 
A number of species characteristic of the higher altitudes are rare or lacking, namely 
Alchemilla alpina. Allium victonalis, Trifolium alpinum, Veratrum album, and Vaccini-
um uliginosum; Gentiana lutea occurs occasionally. 
The vegetation of the ridge, as well as a small part of the vegetation of the plateaus 
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(at relatively high altitude, slightly inclined) comprise two associations. The communi-
ties present on the plateaus and slopes (particularly on those with an eastern exposure, 
where influences of snowcovcr are preponderant; see hereafter) have been described 
asAilio victorialis-Vaccinietum Schaminée et Hennekens 92. The stands are co-domi-
nated by Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium uliginosum; Calluna vulgaris occurs with 
relatively low cover-abundance values. The subalpine character of the vegetation is 
apparent, not only from the occurrence of orophytes, but also from the presence of 
species restricted to a relatively high atmospheric humidity. At lower altitude, these 
species are more or less confined to forests, e.g. Anemone nemorosa. Convallaria 
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Figure 31: Species diversity and variation in the various types of vegetation (Monts du 
Forez). Indicated are: species number/square metre, mean number of species with standard 
deviation (x), total number of species (xt), and quotient between total number and mean 
number of species (C). 1 = Heathland community of the plateau, Gourds des Aillères, 
1-3 m; 2 = Heathland community of the top of the ridge, Rocher de la Chaize, 1-3 m; 3 
= Heathland community of the slope of the ridge, Col de la Chamboite, 1-3 m; 4 = 
Nardus grassland, Gourds des Aillères, 15-17 m; 5 = Molinia grassland, Gourds des 
Aillères, 10-12 m; 6 = Peatland, Jasseries de Colleigne, 18-20 m; 7 = Calamagrostion, 
Rocher de la Chaize, 12-14 m; 8 = Adenostylion, Comiche-en-Coeur I, 9-11 m. 
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tum. As such, this is an example of the 'Law of the relative habitat constancy' (Walter 
& Straka 1970). The Allio-Vaccinietwn includes four subassociations, namely (1) 
typicum, (2) vaccinietosum uliginosi at high altitude, (3) veratretosum at places with 
scattered rocks, and (4) stachyetosum on steep and relatively warm slopes. 
The wind-exposed tops carry a community which has been named Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietitm uliginosi Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hennekens 92. The vegetation 
is low; it is dominated by Calluna vulgaris and (to a lesser extent) Vaccinium uliginosum ; 
characteristic species ax&Alchemilla alpina, Antennaria dioica, Trifolium alpinum, and 
Viola lutea. Where the vegetation cover is relatively open, a number of lichens stand 




The transects were plotted out perpendicularly to the zonation of vegetation, compri-
sing the dwarfshrub hcathland, the transition zone, and the adjacent community. Their 
surface varies between 12 χ 4 m and 20 χ 4 m . In order to record the distribution 
pattern of the species in detail, the cover of each species in each square meter of the 
transect has been estimated, using a scale based on that of Hult-Sernandcr (Hult 1881, 
revised by Scrnandcr 1898; also Du Rictz 1921; Braun-Blanquet 1951). Detailed 
analysis was carried out on vascular plants only. Species nomenclature follows Flora 
Europaea (Tutin et al. 1964,1968,1972,1976,1980). 
In the summer of 1987, ten transects were selected within the area above the forest 
boundary (Figure 30), according to the following criteria: (i) the transects should 
represent the diversity of hcathland types in the area of investigation, (ii) the variation 
in vegetation types to which the heathlands form spatial transitions has to be reflected, 
(iii) each transect should comprise a well-developed transition zone (lacking local 
disturbances), flanked by more or less homogeneous stands of a hcathland and 
adjacent community, respectively. Four transects deal with the transition towards 
ombrotrophic peatlands (all situated on plateaus, two at lower and two at higher 
altitude; Figure 30,1-4), and six are dealing with the transition towards communities 
dominated by tall forbs (all situated on the slopes or the top of the ridge). Of the latter, 
three transects concern thermophilous communities on rock streams (Calamagroslion 
amndinaceae Luquet 26; Figure 30, 5-7), and three other ones concern hygrophilous 
communities just below the forest boundary as well as in shrubland above it (Adeno-
stylion alliaiiae Br.-Bl. 25; Figure 30, 8-10). Calamagroslion and Adenostylion are 
attributed to the class Betulo-Adenostyletea Br.-Bl. et Tx. 43. The heathland-peatland 
transect comprises three types of vegetation; apart from the hcathland and peatland 
communities, a grassland vegetation in between can be recognized. The peatland 
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Figure 32: Transition between heatliland community of the plateau (Vaccinio myrtilli-Ge-
nistetum pilosae) and peatland community at Gourds des Aillères (Monts du Forez; 
transect 1). Signs and figures according to the Braun-Blanquet scale (Braun-Blanquet 
1951), as refined by Barkman et al. (1964). 
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Figure 33: Transition between heathland community of the top of the ridge (Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinieiwn uliginosi) and Calamagrostion community at Roche de la Chaize 
(Monts du Forez; transect 5). Sigis and figures according to the Braun-Blanquet scale 
(Braun-Blanquet 1951), as refined by Barkman et ai (1964). 
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Figure 34: Tiansition between heathland community of the slope of the ridge (Allio 
victorialis-Vaccinietitm) and Adenostylion community at Comiche-en-Coeur (Monts du 
Forez; transect S). Signs and figures according to the Braun-Blanquet scale (Bram-Blan-
quet 1951), as refined by Barkman et al. (1964). 
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Vegetation belongs to the Erico-Sphagition Moore 68 (class Oxycocco-Sphagnetea 
Br.-Bl. et Tx. 43). 
Analyses 
In this study we dealt with four types of vegetation (heathland, grassland, peatland, 
and communities dominated by tall forbs), each characterized by a specific horizontal 
arrangement of the participating species ('granularity'). The detailed analyses of the 
distribution patterns of the species, however, must be carried out for each type of 
vegetation in one and the same way (one grid-size) within each transect, to enable 
comparison. 
We studied the distribution patterns of the species using a 1 χ 1 square meter grid. 
This choice was based on field experience and literature (e.g. Van der Maarel & 
Leertouwer 1967; Londo 1971; Thalen 1971; Sykora 1986). These references include 
various types of grassland vegetation. Since dwarfshrub communities maybe expected 
to present a coarser granulation than grassland, it may be concluded that the 1-metre 
scale will suffice. We used the following procedure to test the reliability of this scale. 
First, the number of species/square meter within each type of vegetation must be more 
or less constant. This however, docs not guarantee a floristic homogeneity, as the 
individual sample plots within each type of vegetation can be colonized by different 
species. A second condition is that the quotient of the total number of species and the 
mean number of species/square meter has to be low; the value 'one' indicates absolute 
simmilarity. We calculated these parameters for each vegetation type by analysing 
three consecutive metres of the transect (12 m~). Figure 31 shows that the peatland 
and grassland vegetation indeed have a (very) constant number of species/square 
metre, together with a low quotient. To a certain extent, this also applies to the 
heathland vegetation. The communities dominated by tall forbs however, have a 
considerably higher quotient, whereas their number of species/square metre is much 
less constant. 
Mathematically, the transects can be analysed in three ways: (1) The presence or 
absence of species is considered to be of central importance. For each linear metre of 
the transect (4 m") only the species presence is regarded. (2) The frequency of species 
is thought to be relevant. For each linear metre of the transect the number of square 
meters in which a species occurs is taken into consideration. (3) The cover of species 
is emphasized. Not only is the occurrence of the species in each square meter 
calculated but also the estimated quantity (cover) of each species. 
In this paper, the methods for calculation of the various quantitative characteristics 
(species diversity, floristic fall, dissimilarity) will be mentioned and explained in the 
paragraphs dealing with these aspects. 
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Results 
Description of transects 
As a treatment of all transects would require too much space, examples of the various 
boundary situations, namely heathland-pcatland (transect 1), heathland-Ca/ama-
grostion (transect 5), and heathland-^de/iosiy/ion (transect 8), are presented. This 
selection comprises the overall variation in vegetation and serves to analyse quantita-
tively the characteristics examined. Figures 32-34 comprise the relief and vegetation 
maps, as well as the phytosociological tables. The vegetation of each transect has been 
described, using the Braun-Blanquet scale as refined by Barkman et al. (1964; also 
Westhoff & Van der Maarcl 1973). In Figure 35 the distribution patterns of the different 
elements are given: stones, growth forms (shrubs, dwarfshrubs, graminoids and forbs), 
and a selection of the species. 
Transect 1 (Figure 32) shows a transition between a heathland community of the 
plateau (Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae) and a peatland community. It is situated 
on the eastern side of Gourds des Aillòres, at an altitude of 1340 m. The length of the 
transect is 20 m. The first 7 m are slightly inclined (5°) with a southwestern exposure 
and comprises heathland vegetation, dominated by Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa. 
The transition zone, rather broad (7-17 m) and more or less bowl-shaped, consists of 
two parts, one adjacent to the heathland and dominated by Nardus strida, and one 
adjacent to the peatland and dominated by Molinia caerulea. The last 3 m of the 
transect are domed and include the peatland vegetation with Sphagnum hummocks, 
dominated by Calluna vulgaris. 
Transect 5 (Figure 33) represents a transition between a heathland community on 
the top of the ridge (Alchemillo saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi) and a Calamagrostion 
community. It is situated on the upper-side of Rocher de la Chaize, some hundreds of 
metres to the south of Pierre-sur-Haute, at an altitude of 1600 m. The length of the 
south-facing transect (inclination 15°) is 14 m. The first half comprises heathland 
vegetation, dominated by Calluna vulgaris and Vaccinium myrtillus (characterized by 
Vaccinium uliginosum, Alchemilla alpina, and Trifolium alpinum). The second half 
comprises the Calamagiostion stand. Here, the slope is studded with boulders, some 
of them with a diameter of more than 2 m. Vaccinium myrtillus, Genliana lutea, 
Calamagrostis antndinacea, and Festuca paniculala are conspicuous. 
Transect 8 (Figure 34) represents a transition between a heathland community of 
the slope of the ridge (Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum vaccinietosum uliginosi) and an 
Adenostylion community. It is situated near Corniche-en-Coeur, on the eastern slope 
of the ridge at an altitude of 1540 m, where snow is accumulating during winter (aspect 
NNE, inclination 10-40°). The length of the transect is 20 m. The central part (7-13 m) 
is bouldery and covered by Sorbits scrub with species like Rubus idaeus, Rumex 
arifolius, Diyopleris filic-mas, and Athyrium filix-femina. The heathland vegetation is 
present on both sides of the shrubland; Vaccinium uliginosum, Vaccinium myrtillus, 
Calluna vulgaris, and Genliana lutea are the most conspicuous species. 
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Finire 35: Distribution patterns of different plant species, life forms, and stones. 'Orophy-
tes', 'Humidity indicators', and 'Dwarf shrub species' are indicated with thesymbols О, H, 
and D. 
Similarity between heathlands and adjacent communities 
The similarity between heathland and adjacent communities was analysed by compa­
ring the floristic composition of the first three linear metres of the heathland stand (12 
quadrats) with three linear metres of the adjacent community across. The similarity 
index (S0rcnsen 1948) of these two parts of the transect was calculated: 5 = 2cl(a + b), 
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щіге 36: Similarity (after S0rensen 1948) between heathlands and adjacent communi­
ties, respectivily Calamagrostion (Roches de la Chaize), Adenostylion (Comiche-en-Coe-
url) andpeatland (Gourds des Aillères; Monts du Forez). Exclusive species are indicated 
in black; species that also occur in the rest of the transect are divided in species that are 
(white) and species that are not (shaded) present in the other of the two homogeneous 
stands. 
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where a and b are numbers of species in each of the two parts of the transect and с is 
the number of species these parts have in common. Furthermore, the distribution of 
the species in the heathland part and in the opposite part, respectively, was investigated 
for each (linear) metre of the transect. A distinction was made between species that 
are exclusive for one of the two homogeneous stands and species that also occur in the 
rest of the transect. The second group can be divided in species that are present or 
absent in the other of the two homogeneous stands. The results are presented in Figure 
36. 
The various communities all have a notable number of species in common. The 
similarity between heathland and Calamagrostion (S = 0.56) proves to be the most 
pronounced, whereas heathland zndAdenoslylion show the greatest differences (5 = 
0.29). The similarity index of the heathland-peatland transect is 0.42. Only in the 
heathland-Ci7/fl/7iö£roifio/i transect, the heathland vegetation has no characteristic 
species and the mean number of mutual species (per linear metre of transect) here is 
larger than in the other transects (ten, six, and six respectively). The boundary situation 
between heathland and Adenostylion is marked by many species that occur in either 
heathland and transition or Adenostylion and transition, but that are missing in the 
other part of the transect; the transition shows conspicuous changes. 
Spatial variation in species diversity and alterations infloristic composition 
In a study on the variation in some saltmarsh and dune vegetation in The Netherlands, 
Thalcn (1971) compared a number of methods that analyse species diversity, namely 
number of species/area, the diversity index proposed by Williams (Williams 1964), the 
formula of Margalef (Margalcf 1958), and the formula of Shannon (Shannon & Weaver 
1964). The last two methods are based on the numbers of individuals of each species 
and are labour-intensive. In the present research, changes in species diversity were 
determined by calculating the number of species/linear metre of transect. The results 
are given in Figures 37-39. 
In the figures, distinction was made for a number of growth forms: shrubs, dwarf-
shrubs, graminoids, forbs, and ferns. The diagrams show some distinct peaks. Compa-
rison with Figures 32-34 demonstrates that these peaks correspond with vegetation 
boundaries; comparison with Figure 35 shows their correspondence, more specifically, 
with important changes in the dominance of species or growth forms (shrubs, dwarf-
shrubs, graminoids). Some striking exceptions however, have been noted. 
The bcaMand-Adenostylion transect (Corniche-en-Coeur I, Figure 37) can be 
interpreted easily. The transitions between heathland and scrub are marked by two 
sharp peaks (л = 27,35), that correspond well with changes in the dominant species. 
The mean number of species in the heathland is 21, that in thcAdenostylion is 14. The 
other healhldnd-Adenoslylion transects (Corniche-en-Coeur II, Col de la Chamboite) 
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Figure 37: Spatial variation in species diversity in a transition between heathland and 
Adenostylion (Comiclie-en-Coenr l, Monts du Forez). 
show the same tendencies. 
In the hcalhland-Calamagrostion transect (Rocher de la Chaize, Figure 38), the 
patterns in dominancy are less conspicuous, but here too some peaks are visible («max 
= 32). The differences in mean number of species between heathland and Cala­
magrostion, 17 and 24 respectively, are comparable with those between heathland and 
Adenostylion. As far as the Calamagrostion stand is concerned, the separate metres of 
the transect show great differences in the number of species, phenomenon which can 
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Figure 38: Spatial variation in species diversity in a transition between heatland and 
Calamagroslion (Rocherde la Chaize, Monts du Forez). 
also be seen in the hcathland-Calamagrostion transects at Procher and Pcyre Mayou. 
The probable explanation is the disproportionate distribution of underlying and 
outcropping stones. 
The diagrams of the hcathland-peatland transects are less easy to understand. 
Although clear changes in dominant species are present, they are not always marked 
by distinct peaks in species number. In the hcathland-peatland transect of Gourds des 
Aillères (Figure 39), two peaks can be seen, the first one at 9 m, the second one (less 
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Figure 39: Spatial variation in species diversity in a transition between heatland and 
peatland (Gourds des Aillères, Monts du Forez). 
conspicuous) at 15-16 m. The transition between the heathland and grassland {n = 
20) is more accentuated than the transition between grassland and peatland {n = 14). 
In other heathland-peatland transects however, the transition between grassland and 
peatland (Pre Mouray and particularly Source de Lignon) is more clear and determi-
ned by a larger number of (graminoid) species. The mean number of species in the 
different communities is relatively low and decreases still more in the peatland zone. 
In the present study, alterations in floristic composition along the transects were 
determined using four approaches. In the first the prime question is whether a species 
is present or not ('qualitative'): / = (a + b) - 2c, where a and b are the numbers of 
species in each of two adjacent metres of a transect and с is the number of species 
these metres have in common (see Thalen 1971). In the second approach, the number 
of square metres for each linear metre of the transect in which a species occurs is taken 
into account ('quantitative'). In the third, instead of single metres, couples of metres 
were compared. Floristic differences are recognized only when a species is absent in 
one of the two couples; if so, the number of square metres in which the species occurs 
is counted ('semi-quantitative'). This approach was followed in order to study the 
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effects caused by the granularity of the vegetation and the isolated occurrence of 
species. The fourth approach (dissimilarity) gives information on changes in species 
composition in relation to the number of species present: d = 1 - 2c/(a + b). In 
communities poor in species, small differences in (loristic fall may cause a considerable 
dissimilarity. The results are presented in Figures 40-42. 
In the upper diagrams, the floristic fall (qualitative) is further divided in the number 
of species that have increased and decreased. The mirror symmetry shows that, often, 
the 'loss' of a species is compensated for by the establishment of a new one. This 
phenomenon is probably connected with the availability of a limited amount of space. 
In the bar diagrams the data arc transformed; for each transect, the highest value is 
set at 10, to which all other values are (linear) referred. 
The various approaches give insight into the floristic variation within the transects. The 
transition between heathland mdAdenostylion (Figure 40) shows two clear boundaries 
with a high floristic fall. The dissimilarity within the Adenostylion part of the transect 
(internal variation) is great. This also applies to the peatland part in the heathland-
peatland transect. In this transect (Figure 42), distinct boundaries are absent; the 
various approaches lead to different pictures. The transition between heathland and 
Calamagrostion (Figure 41) shows one boundary and a continuing high floristic fall in 
the Calamagiostión part of the transect, not necessarily dependent on changes in the 
total number of species (Figure 36). 
Communities that seem to be homogeneous may demonstrate a high floristic fall, 
as can be seen in the dwarfshrub heathland at Gourds des Aillcres. It all depends on 
the granularity of the various components of the vegetation and the method of 
vegetation sampling. The heathland is characterized by a dense canopy of dwarfshrubs, 
with other species (graminoids, forbs) scattering among them. In the 'semi-quantita-
tive' approach, this 'heterogeneity' is eliminated, in contrast to the internal variation 
of the Calamagi option stand Using the 1 χ 1 m grid, the Calamagrostion vegetation 
appears to be a mosaic. 
Discussion 
In the Monts du Fore?, the variation in heathland types is expressed by the number of 
participating orophytes, the rate of occurrence of species indicating a high atmospheric 
humidity, and the distribution of the dwarfshrub species. These parameters are used 
as a starting point for the discussion. 
With respect to the orophytes, distinction can be made between species with a main 
distribution in the montane-subalpine zone for which we use the denomination 'katoro-
phytes' (altitudinal optimum 700-1500 m) and species that arc more or less confined 
to the alpine /one ('anorophytcs'; optimum 1500-3000 m). Arnica montana, Campa­
nula recta, Mewn athamanticwn, Pseiidorchis albida, and Viola lutea are examples of 
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the first ones; concerning the second group, Alchemilla saxatilis. Allium victorialis, 
Leontodón pyrenaicus, Trifolium alpinum, and Veratrum album can be mentioned 
(Fournier 1961; Guinochct & De Vilmorin 1973,1975,1978,1982,1984). 
In the heathland communities, the contribution of the anorophytes is low. None 
arc specific to heathland vegetation; most are characteristic of vegetation units of the 
class Betulo-Adenostyletea (Schamince et al. 1992). The transects confirm this phe-
nomenon. It must be mentioned that the specific habitat where Betulo-Adenostyletea 
stands can be found in western and central Europe, is bound to mountain areas, and, 
unlike peallands and hcathlands, docs not occur at lower altitudes. Of greater impor-
tance, however, is the fact that Betulo-Adenostyletea communities, at least above the 
forest boundary, must be considered as a natural climax vegetation. Carbiener (1969), 
for instance, refers to the Calamagrostion as primäre Hochgrasprärien and Urwiesen. 
Several of the anorophytes avoid the heathland vegetation almost completely. This 
concerns Adenostylion species (e.g. Adenostyles alliariae, Athyrium distentifolium, 
Rumex arifolius; see transect 8) as well as Calamagrostion species (e.g. Festuca pani-
culata, Kiiautia godetii, Valeriana tripteris; see transect 5). Some of them are almost 
exclusive of fringe situations. The best example is Rosa pendulino; Geranium sylvaticum 
and Senecio cacaliaster behave more or less similarly (see Figure 35). 
The orophytes, characteristic of the Calamagrostion and Adenostylion, that do 
occur in heathland vegetation are almost restricted there to the AUio victorialis-
Vaccinietum veralretosum. The transects show that the Calamagrostion and Adenosty-
lion communities are rather isolated; usually, within a distance of 1-2 m of the 
shrubland or rock stream the distinctive species have disappeared. The fioristic 
assemblage of such small fringes is not identical to that of the typical AUio victorialis-
Vaccinietum veralretosum. Apparently, thsAllio-Vaccinietum veralretosum is not mere-
ly a transitional type that can be found at the edges of well-developed stands dominated 
by tall forbs. 
Leontodón pyrenaicus is a constant companion of all heathland types in the Monts 
du Forez, but its presence and cover-abundance are greatest in grasslands (see 
Hennekens et al. 1986; Thébaud 1988). The differential orophytes of the Alchemillo-
Игссіпіеіит (Alchemilla alpina and Trifolium alpinum) are just as little exclusive. They 
also occur along paths and in snowbeds. The transects situated in Corniche-en-Coeur 
illustrate the affinity of Alchemilla alpina and Trifolium alpinum to places with a 
prolonged snowcover during spring and early summer. An open site is a prerequisite: 
the Sorbits shrubland in the middle of the transect is avoided completely. Alchemilla 
alpina can also grow on top of boulders with only a thin soil layer, as illustrated in 
transect 5 (Rocher de la Chaize; see Figure 35). 
In the Monts du Forez, many species can be found that are bound to a relatively high 
atmospheric humidity (Anemone nemorosa. Convallaria majalis, Maianthemum bifo-
lium,Melampyrum pratense. Narcissus pseudonarcissus, Polygonatum verticillatum, and 
Stellaria holostea). As menlioned before, they are generally characteristic of forest 
vegetation (Oberdörfer 1957; Ellcnberg 1978). If we consider their ecological indicati-
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on value, most are shade tolerant and anatomically hygro- to mesomorphic (Ellenberg 
1974). Their distribution within the Monts du Forez seems to be more determined by 
microclimatic than by macroclimatic factors. Those species do not have their main 
distribution on the rainy west side of the ridge (as might be expected), but on the 
relatively warm and dry east-facing slopes. Which dwarfshrub species dominates the 
vegetation is of crucial importance. The dense foliage of Vaccinium myrtillus and 
Vaccinium uliginosum protects the aforementioned species from desiccation, unlike 
the small leaflets of Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa. The ultimate explanation can 
be found in the disproportionate distribution of snow during spring and early summer. 
Snow accumulates on the slopes with an eastern aspect, which has a major impact on 
the rate of dominance of the dwarfshrub species. Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium 
uliginoswn are strongly favoured, whereas Calluna vulgaris and Genista pilosa cannot 
endure much snow (see Schaminéc et al. 1992, and the references presented in that 
paper). 
The preference of the 'humidity indicators' for communities dominated by Vaccini-
um (Allio vicloiiaHs-Vaccinietum) can be seen from phytosociological tables (Hcnne-
kens et al. 1986; Schaminée & Hennckens 1992; Thebaud 1988). Convallaria majalis 
and Polygonatum verticillatwn seem to be most sensitive to desiccation; they have their 
optimum in the Allio-Vaccinietum veratretosum. The transects emphasize that both 
species prefer the protection of the Vaccinium species to the shelter of the shrubland 
(transect 8) or the Kiiimmholz brushwood just below the forest boundary (transect 10). 
Apparently, Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium uliginosum maybe better sun and wind 
screens than Sorbits aucuparia and Fagus sylvatica, but it is also possible that litter 
quality, especially that of Fagus, is a limiting factor. As far as the other species are 
concerned, the transects dealing with the transition between heathland and peatland 
provide the best information because of their variation in vegetation structure. Maian-
themum bifoUum, Melampynim pratense, and Slellaria holostea only occur in transects 
3 and 4, the transition between Vaccinium heathland and peatland (altitude 1450-1500 
m). Anemone nemorosa and Narcissuspseudonarcissus also occur in transects 1 and 2, 
the transition between CallunalGenista heathland and peatland (altitude 1350 m). 
Both species arc not typical of the dwarfshrub heathland. They also grow in the open 
grassland vegetation dominated by Nardus stricto; Anemone even with higher cover-
abundance values. Because of their early development at spring, these species do not 
suffer from summer drought. Of the trio Maianthemum, Melampynim, and Stellaria, 
only the second is able to survive outside the dense cover of Vaccinium, as it grows in 
the open grassland strip between heathland and peatland at Source de Lignon (tran-
sect 4). In fact, Source dc Lignon is situated in a valley where cold air accumulates, 
which greatly affects the vapour pressure of water required to saturate air. Maianthe-
mum bifoUum gives evidence of the strongest dependence ofVaccinium; it disappears 
some 3-5 m before Vaccinium. An example of the preference of a 'humidity indicator' 
to a certain dwarfshrub species within one transect can be seen in transect 8, where 
Melampynim pratense is closely linked to the presence of Vaccinium myrtillus; conver-
sely, Melampynim does not occur in association with Calluna \iilgaris (see Figure 35). 
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The behaviour of the dwarfshrub species {Callwia vulgans. Genista pilosa, Vaccinium 
myrtillus, and Vaccinium uligmosum) can be studied in detail, where mixed populations 
encounter transitions between plant communities or types of vegetation structure. As 
stated before, the rate of dominance of the dwarfshrub species is mainly determined 
by the disproportionate distribution of snow during spring and early summer; the 
small-scale patterns within the dwarfshrub populations however, make clear that more 
factors and processes arc involved. 
The specific reaction of each dwarfshrub species is correlated with its cover-abun-
dance value In the transects that deal with the transition between heathland and 
pcatland on the plateaus at lower altitude, where the heathland (Vaccinio myrtilli-Ge-
nistetum pilosac) is dominated by Callwia vulgans and Genista pilosa, the sharp 
boundary between the heathland and the adjacent grassland strip is determined 
completely by Callwia Genista diminishes gradually, and disappears some metres 
before Callwia, Vaccinium myrtillus is absent even earlier In the peatland, Callwia 
vulgans and Vaccinium myrtillus are the only dwarfshrubs present, provided that 
Callwia occurs with higher cover-abundance values than Vaccinium (sec transect 1) 
At variance is the behaviour of the dwarfshrub species in the transects that deal with 
the transition between heathland and pcatland on the plateaus at higher altitude, 
particularly where the heathland is exposed to eastern short or faint slopes, and the 
heathland (Alito vietailahs-Vaccmietum typicum) is dominated byCalluna vulgans and 
Vaccinium myrtillus Here, the transition towards the grassland strip is marked by 
Vaccinium myrtillus, Callwia and Genista disappear earlier. Where the relief is more 
pronounced, the differences are clearer. The peatland again is dominated by Calluna 
vulgans, but Vaccinium myrtillus and Vaccinium uligmosum are also more or less 
abundant (sec Figure 35) 
The boundary situations between heathlands and communities dominated by tall 
forbs are mainly characleri/ed by Vaccinium myrtillus, Calluna vulgans, Genista pilosa, 
and Vaccinium uligmosum are less abundant. The only exception concerns the transi-
tion bctween/1/c/iCTJii/o saxalihs-Vacanielum uliginosi and Calamagrostion (Rocher de 
la Chaize, transect 5), where Calluna vulgans exists with the highest cover-abundance 
values. Here again, Calluna ceases abruptly. The transects dealing with the transition 
towards Calamagiostión show that Vaccinium myrtillus can penetrate Calamagrostion 
communities fairly well, even when a dense shrubland is present The latter situation 
occurs at Procher (transect 6), where Cyttsus purgans dominates the Calamagrostion 
stand. TheAdenostylion communities are much more resistant to dwarfshrub species 
(Figure 35). 
The occurrence of the various dwarfshrub species is closely related to the distribu-
tion pattern of stones Small stone groups can be covered by Vaccinium myrtillus and, 
to a lesser extent, Vacciniwn uligmosum Genista pilosa may occur also, in open and 
scattered populations only Rock streams are sometimes colonised by patches of 
Vaccinium myrtilliti (see transects 5 and 8) Calluna vulgans is extremely 'hthophobic' 
and avoids both the stone groups and rock streams almost completely (see Figure 35). 
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Sommaire et conclusions générales 
Ce travail comprend les résultats des recherches phytosociologiques sur les landes subalpines des Monts du Forez, situés dans le cadran nord-est du Massif Central 
(France). Le massif concerne une moyenne montagne hercynienne, constituée par 
différents granites, culminant à 1634 m (Pierre-sur-Haute). Les landes subalpines 
s'étendent au-dessus de la limite forestière supérieure sur une longueur de 25 km et 
une surface de presque 8000 ha. 
Dans cette thèse on peut distinguer trois parties, précédées d'une introduction (Ch. 
1). La première partie se donne pour but la description phytosociologique des princi-
paux groupements de landes, dans un cadre international (Ch. 2) ainsi que régional 
(Ch. 3). Dans la deuxième partie, quelques groupements avoisinants sont étudiés ; il 
s'agit des groupements arbustifs dominés par les sorbiers (Ch. 4) et des groupements 
de combes de neige (Ch. 5). Enfin dans la troisième partie, transitions entre les landes 
et quelques autres groupements sont étudiées : mégaphorbiaies, pelouses et tourbiè-
res. Les transitions temporelles (Ch. 6) de même que les transitions spatiales (Ch. 7) 
sont analysées. 
Chapitre 2 contient un aperçu de la position syntaxinomique et de la diversité du 
Genisto-Vaccinion Br.-Bl. 26. Cette alliance se compose d'associations de landes 
subalpines des montagnes de hauteur moyenne de l'Europe occidental, groupements 
qui se trouvent dominés par des espèces du genre Vaccinium et d'autres nano-
phanérophytes. Lalliance fait partie de la classe Nardo-Callunetea Preising 49. Len-
semble des relevés a été réuni et analysé par la méthode zuricho-montpclliéraine. La 
composition florislique tant que la synécologie de l'alliance sont mentionnées; de 
même, sa position parmi les syntaxa voisins est discutée. Les auteurs ont divisé le 
Genisto-Vaccinion en deux sous-allinaces, IcPhyteumo-Vaccinenion et le Caricipilulife-
rae-Vaccinenion. Le Phyteunw-Vaccinemon est limité à la partie supérieure de la zone 
subalpine; dans ce domaine il présente la majorité de la végétation climatique natu-
relle. Cette sous-alliance comprend deux associations, à savoir le Pulsatilla vemalis-
Genistetum Quézel et Rioux 54 et le Vaccinietum uliginosi-myrtilli Br.-Bl. 26. Au 
contraire, le Carici pihtliferae-Vaccinenion se rattache à la partie inférieure de la zone 
subalpine. En général, les groupements de cette sous-alliance sont de caractère 
semi-naturel; ils se sont développés secondairement après la coupe rase des forêts et 
le pâturage consécutif. Cette sous-alliance comprend quatre associations: VAlchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinielum uliginosi Thébaud ex Schaminéc et Hennekens 92, YAllio victo-
rialis-Vaccinietum Schaminée et Hennekens 92, le Pulsatillo alpinae-Vaccinietum Car-
biener 66, et le Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilli Bartsch et Bartsch 40. Lexposé des 
associations contient de diagnoses ainsi que l'indication des types nomenclaturaux. 
Dans le troisième chapitre, les landes subalpines des Monts du Forez, qui s'étendent 
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au-dessus de la limite forestière, ont été examinées. Trois associations ont été distin-
guées; la position systématique de ces groupements est discutée sur la base de 129 
relevés. Deux associations sont déjà traitées dans le chapitre précédent. Il s'agit d'une 
part de YAlchemillo saxatUis-Vaccinietiim uliginosi Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hennc-
kens ass. nov., une lande cryophile au-dessus de 1500 m (avec deux sous-unités), et 
d'autre part de l'Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum Schaminée et Hennekens ass. nov., sur 
les versants bien pcntus, aux altitudes entre les deux autres associations, comprenant 
quatre sous-unités. La troisième association, le Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum pilosae 
Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hcnnckens ass. nov. (au-dessous de 1400 m), se trouve sur 
les vastes plateaux, présentant quatre sous-unités. En plus, la composition et la 
variation floristique, la synécologic et la localisation de chaque association sont 
évoquées. Sur la base de classification et d'ordination indirecte est discuté le rapport 
entre les groupements végétaux et les principaux variables du milieu qui déterminent 
la variation phytosociologique; la durée moyenne de l'enneigement et l'altitude se 
révèlent d'une importance majeure. En outre, la structure et la texture de la végétation 
sont analysées. On a soulevé les formes morphologiques (types d'habitus), l'inclinai-
son, la consistance et la dimension des feuilles, la stratification de la biomasse, et la 
densité horizontale ainsi que verticale du tapis végétal; quelques spectres de texture 
sont présentés. Structurellemcnt, la différence entre les trois associations est remar-
quable, ce qui confirme la classification proposée. 
Chapitre 4 contient l'exposé de l'écologie et de la classification des groupements 
arbustifs des Monts du Forez, pour autant qu'ils sont dominés par des espèces de 
sorbier et qu'ils sont localisés au-dessus de la limite de la zone des forêts, ou dans les 
hautes chaumes subalpines. Dans cette étude 'scrub' (c.-à-d. le hallier, les brousailles) 
est défini comme un groupement dans lequel (1) un fourré de buissons couvre une 
strate herbacée sans qu'il soit interrompu par des lambeaux de végétation basse, et (2) 
la composition floristique de la strate herbacée diffère nettement de celle de la 
végétation limitrophe. Dans les Monts du Forez, trois espèces de Sorbus constituent 
des 'scrubs', à savoir Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus aria et Sorbus chamaemespilus. La 
distribution et Pcnvironment de ces espèces sont rendus brièvement. Sorbus aucuparia 
est l'espèce la plus fréquente; elle a la plus ample portée écologique et altidudinale. 
Sorbus aria préfère les stations relativement arides et chaudes. Sorbus chamaemes-pi-
lus, la plus rare de ces trois espèces, ne se trouve qu'au-dessus de 1400 m d'altitude et 
préfère les bords de combe à neige. 
Les auteurs ont distingué sept groupements, basés sur 112 relevés. Tous ces 
groupements font partie de la dasseBetulo-Adenostyletea. Trois d'eux se rattachent au 
Senecioni cacaliastri-Calamagrostietum Schaminée et Jansen ass. nov., sous-associati-
on sorbetosum (alliance Calamagrostion arundinaceae); les quatre autres relèvent du 
Adenostylo-Aihyrielum distentifolii Jeník 61 em. Thébaud 87 (alliance Adenostylion 
alliariae). La composition floristique, la synécologie et la position topographique de 
ces groupements sont discutées. En outre, les syntaxa sont discutés dans un contexte 
européen. 
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Chapitre 5 concerne la végétation des combes à neige de la zone subalpine des Monts 
du Forez. Dans ce territoire, les combes à neige se trouvent à la côté orientale de la 
crête centrale, aux altitudes entre 1480 et 1590 m. Les combes à neige sont triplement 
conceptualisées. (1) Du point de vue géomorphologique: elle se trouvent seulement 
dans les dépressions en forme de bassin, au-dessus de la limite forestière. (2) En ce 
qui concerne la phénologie: floraison retardée d'Anemone nemorosa et de Narcissus 
pseudonarcissus. (3) Phytosociologiquement: elles contiennent un patron de groupe-
ments qui est caractéristique et omniprésent. 
Plus de 80 relevés ont été faits; on les a classés en deux tableaux, comprenant 15 
agglomérats, ce qui représente la variation des sites. La combe Corniche-en-Coeur a 
été étudiée en détail. A cet égard, on a dressé la carte de la végétation, en partie à 
l'échelle 1: 250 et en partie à 1 :125. Dans la partie supérieure de la combe, ses flancs 
et ses bords sont couverts de landes et de petits fourrés. Plus en bas, on trouve des 
pelouses en mosaïque avec des fourrés de grands fougères. Le centre de la combe, qui 
est plus ou moins à plat, se compose d'un ensemble de communautés tourbeuses de 
petites dimensions. 
La végétation de combes à neiges des Monts du Forez est discutée dans un cadre 
européen. Dans les basses-montagnes il y a au moins quatre facteurs majeurs déter-
minant la variété des groupements chionophiles, à savoir: facteurs macroclimatiques 
(à leur tour dépendant de la situation topographique et de l'altitude), facteurs histo-
riques, facteurs édaphiques et facteurs géomorphologiques. 
Chapitre 6 se rapport à l'histoire de landes et de pelouses des hautes chaumes. Dans 
les Monts du Forez comme dans d'autres régions, ces écosystèmes sont déterminés 
par des modes de gestion rurale traditionelles. Pendant des siècles, les hautes chaumes 
servaient au pâturage bovin; elles appartenaient à la collectivité. Pendant l'été les 
paysans habitaient des jasserics, qui sont des cabanes dispersées dans les hautes 
chaumes; en hiver, les bovins et les paysans demeuraient dans les vallées (transhu-
mance). Toutefois, au commencement du 20me siècle ce système s'effondrait. La 
population humaine diminua fortement, ce qui causait un déclin rapide de pâturage. 
A peu près toutes les jasserics furent abandonnées et tombaient en ruines. Ça et là le 
pâturage fut tout à fait terminé. Dans d'autres territoires la méthode de pâturage 
changeait: les troupeaux ne rôdaient plus sur les hautes chaumes en liberté, mais ils 
furent gardés à l'intérieur de grillages transportables. En outre des moutons rempla-
çaient les bovins graduellement. Par conséquence, pendant les dernières décades un 
nombre croissant de landes sur les plateaux montrent une succession du Genistion 
(Vaccinio myrtilli-Genisletiun pilosae) au Nardion; quelques-unes sont tout à fait 
détruites par défrichement ou par plantation de Picea abies. Les landes qui couvrent 
les pentes et les crêtes sont plus stables. Néanmoins, les pentes montrent une succes-
sion de l'AUio victorialis-Vacciiuetum aux broussailles de sorbier; les groupements des 
crêtes (Alchemillo saxatilts-Vaccinietiim uliginosi) sont détériorés par le piétinement 
des touristes. Quelques-uns des meilleurs exemples ont été détruits par la construction 
d'une station radar à Pierrc-sur-Hautc. Egalement, les prairies de fauche à la proximité 
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des jasscries (Polygono-Trisetioii) se trouvent fortement modifiées par suite de chan-
gements récents dans la méthode de culture; il y restent seulement quelques bons 
exemples de la végétation antérieure (Centaureo nigrae-Poetum chaixii). Mais aussi 
dans ces cas la technique d'agriculture moderne a donné une augmentation d'espèces 
nitrophiles. Les prairies abandonnées sont maintenant dominées par de grosses 
graminées telle que Poa chaixii et des mégaphorbiaies. Quelques pelouses sont con-
stamment pâturées maintenant; elles sont succédées par des groupements ressemblant 
au Violo-Nardetum des Vosges ou bien au Nardo-Leontodontetum pyrenaici des Monts 
Dore. 
Dans le chapitre 7 on a étudié la distribution spatiale des espèces dans les confins entre 
les landes et la végétation limitrophe, tout cela dans la zone subalpine des Monts du 
Forez. Dix transectes ont été analysés, dont quatre concernent la transition entre les 
landes et la tourbière ombrotrophe et six concernent la transition entre les landes et 
les mégaphorbiaies. La composition des espèces vasculaires et leur degré de recou-
vrement sont étudiés par mètre carré. La mode de répartition des espèces le long des 
transectes est interprétée et discutée du point de vue écologique et syntaxinomique. 
Le degré de similarité entre la lande et la végétation limitrophe est calculé. Plusieurs 
caractéristiques quanlilalifs propres à la situation de confins sont analysés, à savoir la 
diversité, la pente floristique et la dissimilarité. On a comparé quatre méthodes de 
mesure quant au changement en composition floristique; leur valeur est discutée. 
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Samenvatting 
Subalpiene heiden en aangrenzende plantengemeenschappen van de Monts du Forez 
(Centraal Massief, Frankrijk) - een plantensociologische benadering 
Dit proefschrift presenteert de resultaten van meerjarig onderzoek naar subalpiene heidegemeenschappen in de Monts du Forez. De studie vond plaats aan de 
afdeling Experimentele Plantenoccologie van de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen in 
nauwe samenwerking met de Afdeling Paleobolanic en Palynologie van de Rijskuni-
versiteit Utrecht; het veldwerk werd verricht in de periode 1984-1989. Het onderzoek 
tracht, vanuit een plantensociologische benadering, zoveel mogelijk in/icht te ver-
schaffen in de oecologie en interne variatie van de gebergtenhciden van de Monts du 
Forez. Hiertoe /ijn ook dwergstruikbegrociingen in andere Wcsteuropesc middclge-
bergten onderzocht en /ijn tevens aangrenzende plantengemeenschappen bestudeerd. 
In botanisch opzicht /ijn de Monts du Forez bij/onder rijk en gevarieerd en moeten 
zij internationaal hooggewaardeerd worden; anderzijds echter is het voortbestaan van 
de aanwezige plantengemeenschappen geenszins gegarandeerd. 
De Monts du Fore/ /ijn gelegen in het noordoostelijk deel van het Centraal Massief 
op de grens van de departementen Loire en Puy-de-Dôme. Ze zijn opgebouwd uit een 
tamelijk heterogeen geheel van stollingsgcsteenten, voornamelijk graniet betreffend. 
Het gebergte loopt grofweg van noord naar zuid en heeft een lengte van 60 en een 
breedte van 20 km; de hoogte varieert van plus minus 700 tot 1642 m. Het feitelijke 
studiegebied betrof de hoogste delen van het gebergte. Dit heeft een oppervlakte van 
8000 ha en omvat een eveneens noord-zuid georiënteerde bergkam en enkele uitge-
strekte plateaus. Op de kam bevindt zich het hoogste punt, Picrrc-sur-Haute, waar 
thans een militair radarstation gevestigd is. Gemiddeld genomen zijn de hellingen tot 
ongeveer 1300 m bebost of in kuituur gebracht; in de direkte omgeving van Pierre-sur-
Hautc reiken de bossen echter lot 1500 m. De boven de bosgrens gesitueerde zone, 
gewoonlijk aangeduid mei de term hautes chaumes, omvat heiden, ruigten, graslanden, 
struwelen en venen. 
Het klimaat van de Monts du Forez wordt, evenals dat van andere Wcsteuropesc 
middelgcbcrgtcn, gekenmerkl door een hoge jaarlijkse neerslag (1800 mm), een groot 
aantal dagen met mist, veel wind met /ware stormen, vooral gedurende de winter, en 
een lange vorstperiode met een sneeuwbedekking van drie tot zes maanden. Mede 
door het veelvuldig optreden van mist is de zonne-instraling gering en zijn de tempe-
raturen laag. Juli is de warmste maand met een gemiddelde dagtemperatuur van 
12,0 "C, februari de koudste (-4,2 0C). 
De vegetatie in de subalpiene zone van de Monts du Forez is sterk bepaald door 
antropogene invloeden. Uit palynologisch onderzoek is gebleken dat al vanaf de 
Romeinse tijd sprake is van ontbossing. Werkelijk intensief gebruik van de hautes 
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chaumes vond plaats vanaf de Middeleeuwen. In deze tijd deed het verschijnsel 
veepacht zijn intrede, waarbij het stedelijk kapitaal werd geïnvesteerd in een kudde 
die in beheer werd gegeven aan een aantal boeren. Gedurende de zomermaanden 
weidden de kudden in de bergen, 's winters verbleven mens en dier in lager gelegen 
gebieden {transhumance). De weidegronden waren grotendeels bezit van de gemeen-
schap; de boerderijen, de zogenaamdeyaiieneï, en de omringende hooilanden waren 
particulier bezit. Vanaf de 17de eeuw werden de boerderijen steeds vaker in groepen 
bij elkaar gebouwd en werd de kudde, die vrijwel uitsluitend uit runderen bestond, 
gezamenlijk gehoed. Gedurende de daarop volgende tijd bereikte de bevolkingsdicht-
heid haar hoogtepunt en werden de hautes chaumes zeer intensief geëxploiteerd. De 
belangrijkste industrie was de productie van kaas, de zogenaamde fourme. In de loop 
van de 20ste eeuw raakte het traditionele landbouwkundig systeem in onbruik als 
gevolg van sociaal-economische veranderingen. Niet alleen nam de beweiding af, maar 
ook de wijze daarvan onderging grote veranderingen. De kudde wordt niet langer vrij 
over de hautes chaumes geleid, maar graast binnen een verplaatsbare omheining, en 
in plaats van runderen is veelal overgeschakeld op het houden van schapen. Vrijwel 
iWejasseries werden verlaten en zijn in verval geraakt. 
Van alle vcgetatielypcn die op de hautes chaumes worden aangetroffen nemen de 
heidegemeenschappen verreweg de grootste oppervlakte in. Het aspekt wordt bepaald 
door vier dwergstruiksoorten: Vaccinium myrtillus, Vaccinium uliginosum. Callana 
vulgaris en Genista pilosa. Konstante begeleiders zijn.Agrostis capillaris, Carex pilulife-
ra, Deschampsia flexuosa, Festuca rubra, Galium saxatile, Luzula multiflora en Poten-
tilla erecta. Het subalpiene karakter van de begroeiing komt behalve in het voorkomen 
van orophytcn (o.a. Allium victorialis, Gentiana lutea. Leontodón helvéticas, Meum 
athamanticum, Veratnun album) ook lot uitdrukking in de aanwezigheid van soorten 
die gebonden zijn aan een hoge luchtvochtigheid en op lagere zcehoogten vrijwel 
uitsluitend in bossen worden aangetroffen: Anemone nemorosa. Convallaria majalis, 
Maianthemum bifolium, Melampymm pratense, en Polygonatum verticillatum. 
Het onderzoek kan grofweg in drie delen gesplitst worden. Het eerste deel beschrijft 
de subalpiene heidegemeenschappen van de Monts du Forez en beschouwt deze in 
internationaal verband (Hfst. 2-3). Vervolgens is aandacht besteed aan aangrenzende 
phytocoenosen die in mozaïek met de dwergstruikheiden voorkomen; in het bijzonder 
betreft dit struweclgcmccnschappen en begroeiingen in sneeuwnissen (Hfst. 4-5). Het 
derde deel tenslotte bestudeert overgangssituaties tussen heiden en andere bege-
roeiingstypen, in ruimte en tijd (Hfst. 6-7). 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt ingegaan op de syntaxonomische status en interne variatie van 
het Genisto-VaccMon Br.-Bl. 26. DU verbond omvat de door Vaccinium -soorten 
gedomineerde subalpiene heidegemeenschappen in West-Europa; het centrum van 
het verspreidingsgebied ligt in het Centraal Massief. Het verbond wordt gerekend tot 
de klasse Nardo-Callunetea Preising 49. Op basis van ruim 400 vegetatie-opnamen uit 
literatuur en eigen veldwerk worden de floristische en synoccologische kenmerken van 
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het verbond uiteengezet, evenals de relatie tot andere, verwante syntaxa. Op grond van 
floristische verschillen wordt het Genisto-Vaccinion gesplitst in twee onderverbonden, 
te weten het Phyteunw-Vaccinenion Schaminée et Hcnnekens suball. nov. en het Carici 
piluliferae-Vaccinenion Schaminée et Hennekens suball. nov. Het Phyteumo-Vaccine-
nion is beperkt tot de bovenste gordel van de subalpicne zone, waar ertoe te rekenen 
begroeiingen het grootste deel van de natuurlijke climaxvegetatie in beslag nemen. Het 
omvat twee associaties: het Pulsatalo vemalis-Genistetum Quézel et Rioux 54 en het 
Vaccinietum iiliginosi-myniUi Br.-Bl. 26. Het Carici piluliferae-Vaccinenion is gebonden 
aan de lagere delen van de subalpicne zone; de gemeenschappen hier hebben zich 
gewoonlijk secundair ontwikkeld na het kappen van bos gevolgd door begrazing. 
Binnen dit onderverbond worden vier associaties onderscheiden: het Alchcmillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hennckens ass. nov., heM///o 
victorialis-Vaccinietain Schaminée et Hennckens ass. nov., het Pulsatilla alpinae-Vacci-
nietum Carbiencr 66 en het Leontodonto-Vaccinietum myrtilli Bartsch et Bartsch 40. 
De heidebegroeiingen van de hoogste delen van de Monts du Forez zijn in te delen in 
drie associaties (Hoofdstuk 3). Behalve de zojuist genoemde associaties Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi en Allio victorialis-Vaccinietum betreft dit het Vaccinio 
myrtilli-Genistetuin Thébaud ex Schaminée et Hcnnekens ass. nov. De variatie in 
gemeenschappen kan grolcndecls worden toegeschreven aan twee macrofactoren: 
zechoogte en sneeuwbedekking. De zcehoogte bepaalt het aandeel aan orophyten, de 
sneeuwbedekking beïnvloedt de verspreiding van de dwergstruiken; beide factoren 
hebben grote invloed op het al dan niet voorkomen van soorten die gebonden zijn aan 
een hoge luchtvochtigheid. HclAlcliemillo-Vaccinietum is gebonden aan vlakke, door 
de wind geschoren toppen van de bergkammen, waar van bodemvorming nauwelijks 
sprake is. Vooral gedurende de winter en vroege lente zijn deze plekken onderworpen 
aan strenge vrieskou cn uitdroging. De begroeiing, gedomineerd door Callana vulgaris 
en Vaccinium uliginosum, blijft laag en open. HctAllio-Vaccinietum heeft zijn optimale 
voorkomen op de oost-geëxponeerde hellingen in de hoogste delen van het gebergte, 
waar gedurende de winter cn vroege lente een maximale sneeuwophoping plaatsvindt. 
Het dichte bladerdek van de dominerende soorten Vaccinium myrtillus en Vaccinium 
uliginosum biedt aan veel soorten bescherming tegen uitdroging, terwijl het strooisel 
een relatief milde humusvorm oplevert. Het Vaccinio myrtilli-Genistetum, te rekenen 
tot het Genistion Böcher 43, komt vooral voor op de lager gelegen uitgestrekte plateaus 
en wordt gedomineerd door Calluna vulgaris en/of Genista pilosa. Hier zijn de men-
selijke invloeden hel sterkst (branden, maaien; thans ook schapenbeweiding), op 
grond waarvan allerlei successie- en degradatiestadia kunnen worden onderscheiden. 
In een afzonderlijke paragraaf komen de structuur en textuur van de vegetatie aan 
bod, waarbij gebruik is gemaakt van recent door Barkman ontwikkelde methoden. 
Achtereenvolgens worden spectra van levensvorm, bladinclinatie, bladconsistentie en 
bladgrootte behandeld en wordt ingegaan op biomassa-verdeling en de horizontale en 
vertikale dichtheid van de vegetatie. De variatie in structuur- en textuurkenmerken 
bekrachtigt de voorgestelde classificatie. 
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De synoecologie en syntaxonomie van door Sorbus gedomineerde struweelbegroeiin-
gen in de subalpicnc /one van de Monts de Forez zijn het onderwerp van Hoofdstuk 
4. De term 'struweel' is gedefinieerd als een uit meer lagen opgebouwde planten-
gemeenschap, waarbij de slruiklaag de onderliggende veldlaag min of meer continu 
bedekt en de veldlaag een duidelijk andere flonstische samenstelling heeft dan de 
omringende vegetatie In de Monts du Forez komen drie Sorbus-sooTtcn voor die alle 
struwelen vormen Soibus aitcupana, Sorbus ana en Soibus chamaemespilus. Van deze 
soorten worden de ecologie en verspreiding besproken. Sorbus aucupana is het meest 
algemeen en heeft de grootste occologische, inclusief altitudinale amplitudo. Sorbus 
ana blijft min of meer beperkt tot relatief droge en warme standplaatsen. Sorbus 
chamaemespilus is gebonden aan hogere /eehoogte ( 1400 m) en prefereert de randen 
van sneeuwnissen Op grond van 112 vegetatie-opnamen zijn zeven vegetalietypen 
onderscheiden Ze behoren alle lot de klasse Betulo-Adenostyletea Br.-Bl. et Tx 43. 
Drie typen worden gerekend lot het Senecioni cacahastn-Calamagrostietum Schami-
née et Jansen ass nov (verbond Calamagrostion anmdinaceae Luquct 26); vier typen 
behoren tot hclAdenostylo-Athynetum distentifolii Jcnik 61 cm. Thébaud 88 (verbond 
Adenostylion alltaiiae Br -BI 25). In afzonderlijke paragrafen worden de floristische 
samenstelling, de onderverdeling, synoecologie en verspreiding van de gemeenschap-
pen besproken, en vindt een syntaxonomische discussie plaats. 
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt de vegetatie van sneeuwnissen in de Monts du Forez. Deze 
worden aangetroffen op specifieke plaatsen op de oostflank van de centrale kam van 
het gebergte tussen de 1480 en 1590 m zeehoogte. Het begrip 'sneeuwnis' is gedefini-
eerd op basis van gcomorfologische, fcnologische en plantensociologische kenmerken. 
Het gcomorfologische criterium houdt in dat sneeuwnissen uitsluitend worden aange-
troffen als komvormigc depressies boven de bosgrens. Het fenologisch kenmerk is 
gebaseerd op de bloeitijd van Anemone nemorosa en Narcissus pseudonarcissus. 
Plantensociologisch ge/icn wordt de voorwaarde gesteld dat een karakteristiek pa-
troon van plantengemeenschappen aanwe/ig is Op basis van ruim 80 vegetatie-opna-
men zijn 15 vcgctatietypen onderscheiden, die afzonderlijk worden besproken. De 
studie concentreerde zich op één sneeuwnis in het bijzonder (Cormche-en-Cocur), 
die als representatief voor het onderzoeksgebied wordt gezien Aan de bovenkant van 
deze nis en langs de zijkanten worden hcidcbegrociingen en kleine struwelen aange-
troffen. Lager op de flanken treden graslanden op in mozaïek met varengroepen. Het 
centrale en min of meer vlakke deel van de nis wordt in beslag genomen door een 
kleinschalig patroon van vcnige gemeenschappen. De vegetatie van Corniche-en-
Coeur is gekarteerd op schaal 1 250 (heide-struwecl-grasland) respectievelijk 1:125 
(veen). 
In een afzonderlijke paragraaf wordt de vegetatie van de sneeuwnissen van de 
Monts du Forez beschouwd in Europees verband De vegetatiekundige variatie in 
middclgcbergten blijkt bepaald te worden door ten minste vier macrofactoren, te 
weten macroklimaat (voornamelijk bepaald door geografische ligging en zeehoogte), 
historische factoren, bodemomstandigheden en geomorfologie (het al dan niet voor-
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komen van cirques). 
Om inzicht te krijgen in de temporele veranderingen in de subalpicne vegetatie van de 
Monts du Forez is een literatuurstudie verricht naar de geschiedenis van het landge-
bruik en werd een groot aantal boeren geïnterviewd (Hoofdstuk 6). Op grond van de 
verzamelde gegevens is een 40-tal procfvlakken geselecteerd en plantensociologisch 
onderzocht. Met name gedurende de laatste decennia laat een toenemend aantal 
heidevelden op de plateaus een overgang zien van Genistion naar Nardion Br.-Bl. 26; 
een deel van de platcauhciden is geheel verwoest door recente ontginning of door 
aanplant van Picea abies. De heidegemeenschappen op de kammen en flanken zijn 
stabieler. Op de flanken {Allio victoriaUs-Vaccinietwn) vindt op veel plaatsen desal-
niettemin een geleidelijke ontwikkeling plaats naar Sorbus-struweel, als gevolg van het 
stopzetten van de traditionele bewciding met rundvee. De kamheiden (Alchemillo 
saxatilis-Vaccinietum uliginosi) worden in toenemende mate beïnvloed door wande-
laars en toeristen, terwijl enkele van de beste voorbeelden zijn vernietigd door de 
aanleg van een radarslation op het hoogste punt, Pierre-sur-Haute. Afzonderlijk 
aandacht is besteed aan de hooilandcn bij de jasseries. De oorspronkelijke, bont 
geschakeerde en uiterst soortenrijke gemeenschap (Centaureo nigrae-Poetum chaixii 
Thébaud exSchaminée ass. nov.; verbond Polygono-Trisetion Br.-Bl. et Tx. ex Marshall 
47 nom. inv.) wordt nog slechts op enkele plaatsen aangetroffen. Veelvuldig echter is 
sprake van een toename van concurrentiekrachtige soorten als gevolg van het toepas-
sen van moderne landbouwtechnieken. De hooilandcn die zijn verlaten gaan geleide-
lijk over in graslanden met veel ruigtkruiden en hoogopschietende grassen. Sommige 
hooilandcn worden permanent begraasd een vertonen een successie naar (soortenrij-
ke) Nardion -graslanden, vergelijkbaar met het Violo-Nardetum Carbicner 66 in de 
Vogezen en het Nardo-Leonlodontetum pyrenaici Cusset et De Lachapclle 62 in the 
Monts Dore. 
In hoofdstuk 7 tenslotte worden de ruimtelijke overgangen (patronen) lussen de 
subalpienc heiden en aangrenzende begroeiingen in de Monts du Forez bestudeerd. 
Het onderzoek werd uitgevoerd aan de hand van transekten. Vier transekten hebben 
betrekking op de overgang tussen heiden en ombrotrofc venen, zes transekten op de 
overgang tussen heiden en door ruigtkruiden gedomineerde begroeiingen (inclusief 
struweel en bosrand). De oppervlakte van de transekten varieert van 12 χ 4 m tot 20 
χ 4 m ; van iedere vierkante meter werden de vaatplanten en hun individuele bedekking 
genoteerd volgens de schaal van Hult-Sernander. Aan de hand van de verspreidings­
patronen van de soorten vond een oecologische en plantensociologische discussie 
plaats, waarbij gekeken is naar de verdeling van orophyten, het voorkomen van soorten 
die een hoge luchtvochtigheid indiceren en de verdeling van de dwergstruiken. Daar­
naast zijn een aantal berekingen uitgevoerd. De similariteitsberekening tussen de 
heiden en aangrenzende begroeiingen onderstreept de sterke verwantschap tussen 
Genisto-Vaccinion en Calamagrostion in de Monts du Forez. Op verschillende manie­
ren werden enkele kwantitatieve kenmerken van de grenssituaties onderzocht, te 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 'Subalpine heathlands 
and adjacent plant communities of the Monts du Forez (Massif 
Central, France) - A phytosociological approach' 
J.HJ. Schaminée 
1. De synusiale benadering bij het maken van syntaxonomische indelingen, zoals 
gevolgd door Gillet (1986) en De Foucault (o.a. 1988) leidt tot onnodige 
verwarring, zolang niet voor een eigen, ondubbelzinnig notatiesysteem wordt 
gekozen. 
Gillet, F. (1986). Les phylocénoses forestières du Jura nord-occidental. 
Essai de phylosociologie intégrée. Thèse, Besançon. 604 pp. 
De Foucault, B. de (1988). Les végétations herbacées basses amphibies: 
systémiquc, structuralisme, synsystématiquc. Dissertalioncs Botanicae 121. 
Stuttgart. 150 pp 
2. De deductieve methode volgens Kopecky & Hejny (1974) vormt een belangrijke 
aanvulling op het bestaande syntaxonomische instrumentarium, met 
toepassingsmogelijkheden voor het natuurbeheer. Dit geldt niet alleen voor 
antropogeen bepaalde begroetingen, maar ook. voor meer natuurlijke vegetatie 
zoals m sneeuwnissen. 
Kopecky', K. & S. Hejny (1974). A new approach to the classification of 
anthropogenic plant communities. Vegetatio 29: 17-20. 
3. De charme en schoonheid van middelgebergten dienen op zichzelf ontdekt en 
gewaardeerd te worden Een vergelijking met de grootsheid van het hooggebergte 
is even onzinnig als een vergelijking van de Mariavespers van Monteverdi met de 
Negende Symfonie van Beethoven. 
4. Herstel van de traditionele beheersvorm, extensieve beweiding met runderen, is 
noodzakelijk voor het behoud van de subalpiene heidebegroeungen in de Monts 
du Forez Zowel verwaarlozing als intensivering van het landgebruik bedreigen m 
ernstige mate hun voortbestaan 
5. Binnen de syntazonomie bestaat een dnngende behoefte aan stabiliteit en 
duidelijkheid met betrekking tot de naamgeving Nomenclatuurregels zijn dan ook 
een noodzakelijk kwaad. Het star vasthouden aan het pnonteitspnncipe leidt 
echter tot ongewenste en te vermijden problemen 
Barkman, J.J., J Moravcc & S. Rauschert (1986) Code of phytosociological 
nomenclature. Second edition Vegetano 67: 145-195. 
6. Het miskennen van de noodzaak van veldkennis van soorten en levens-
gemeenschappen zal leiden tot de ondergang van het professionele onderzoek ten 
behoeve van het natuurbeheer 
7. Het hanteren van een 'citation index' ter beoordeling van wetenschappelijk 
onderzoek zegt weinig over de kwaliteit van het werk en is derhalve verkwisting 
van tijd en energie 
8 Ook al wordt Europa één, de afstand Nijmegen-Jeansagnièrt blijft ruim 
negenhonderd kilometer 
9. Het verdient aanbeveling om rapporten op ander formaat dan het gebruikelijke 
A4-formaat uit te brengen Dit verkleint de kans dat ze ongelezen verdwijnen 
10 De Nederlander verblijft gemiddeld te weinig in cafés Hij ontbeert daardoor 
waardevolle sociale contacten en mist een belangrijke bron van inspiratie 
